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Resumo A Internet do Futuro tem sido alvo de va´rios estudos nos u´ltimos anos,
com a proposta de arquitecturas de rede seguindo quer abordagens
evolutiona´rias (por exemplo, Redes Definidas por Software (SDN))
quer abordagens disruptivas (por exemplo, Redes Centradas na In-
formac¸a˜o (ICN)). Cada uma destas arquitecturas de rede visa provi-
denciar melhores soluc¸o˜es relativamente a determinados requisitos de
utilizac¸a˜o da Internet e, portanto, uma Internet do Futuro heteroge´nea
composta por diversas arquitecturas de rede torna-se uma possibili-
dade, onde cada uma delas e´ usada para optimizar diferentes casos
de utilizac¸a˜o. Para ale´m disso, o aumento do nu´mero de dispositivos
mo´veis, com especificac¸o˜es acrescidas e com suporte para diferentes
tecnologias de conectividade, esta´ a mudar os padro˜es do tra´fego na
Internet.
Assim, esta tese foca-se no estudo de aspectos de interoperabilidade e
mobilidade em arquitecturas de rede da Internet do Futuro, dois impor-
tantes requisitos que necessitam de ser satisfeitos para que a adopc¸a˜o
destas arquitecturas de rede seja considerada. A primeira contribuic¸a˜o
desta tese e´ uma soluc¸a˜o de interoperabilidade que, uma vez que per-
mite que recursos possam ser partilhados por diferentes arquitecturas
de rede, evita que os recursos estejam restringidos a uma determinada
arquitectura de rede e, ao mesmo tempo, promove a adopc¸a˜o de no-
vas arquitecturas de rede. A segunda contribuic¸a˜o desta tese consiste
no desenvolvimento de extenso˜es para arquitecturas de rede baseadas
em SDN ou ICN atrave´s dos mecanismos propostos na norma IEEE
802.21 com o objectivo de facilitar e optimizar os processos de mobili-
dade nessas arquitecturas de rede. Finalmente, a terceira contribuic¸a˜o
desta tese e´ a definic¸a˜o de uma soluc¸a˜o de mobilidade envolvendo difer-
entes arquitecturas de rede que permite a mobilidade de dispositivos
mo´veis entre redes de acesso que suportam diferentes arquitecturas de
rede sem que estes percam o acesso aos recursos que esta˜o a ser ace-
didos. Todas as soluc¸o˜es propostas foram avaliadas com os resultados
a demonstrar a viabilidade de cada uma das soluc¸o˜es e o impacto que
teˆm na comunicac¸a˜o.

Keywords Future Internet; Interoperability; Mobility; Information Centric Net-
working; Software Defined Networking;
Abstract Research on Future Internet has been gaining traction in recent years,
with both evolutionary (e.g., Software Defined Networking (SDN)-
based architectures) and clean-slate network architectures (e.g., Infor-
mation Centric Networking (ICN) architectures) being proposed. With
each network architectural proposal aiming to provide better solutions
for specific Internet utilization requirements, an heterogeneous Future
Internet composed by several architectures can be expected, each tar-
geting and optimizing different use case scenarios. Moreover, the in-
creasing number of mobile devices, with increasing capabilities and
supporting different connectivity technologies, are changing the pat-
terns of traffic exchanged in the Internet.
As such, this thesis focuses on the study of interoperability and mobility
in Future Internet architectures, two key requirements that need to be
addressed for the widely adoption of these network architectures. The
first contribution of this thesis is an interoperability framework that,
by enabling resources to be shared among different network architec-
tures, avoids resources to be restricted to a given network architecture
and, at the same time, promotes the initial roll out of new network
architectures. The second contribution of this thesis consists on the
development of enhancements for SDN-based and ICN network archi-
tectures through IEEE 802.21 mechanisms to facilitate and optimize
the handover procedures on those architectures. The last contribution
of this thesis is the definition of an inter-network architecture mobility
framework that enables MNs to move across access network support-
ing different network architectures without losing the reachability to
resources being accessed. All the proposed solutions were evaluated
with results highlighting the feasibility of such solutions and the im-
pact on the overall communication.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This introductory chapter sets the main motivation behind the work realized in this
thesis, highlighting the challenges and objectives that guided its evolution. The main
contributions that resulted from the developed work are then presented, finalizing with
the description of the document structure, where a summary of the content of the
upcoming chapters is presented.
1.1 Motivation
The Internet, representing one of mankind’s most significant technological achieve-
ments, is a computer network that has been influencing the daily life of society, with
a great impact on how people communicate and interact with the world in their sur-
roundings. It has evolved, from a network of a few machines conceived for exchanging
short text messages, to a worldwide platform that interconnects millions of hosts and
where different kinds of services are provided. A simple interaction using voice, video
and/or text communications with someone that can be right on our side or someone
else on the other side of the globe, the access to different types of published contents
anytime and anywhere, or even the monitoring and control of a wide range and variety
of sensing devices, are just a few examples of the types of services currently enabled
by the Internet.
One of the key aspects responsible for its integration into an increasing number
of societal areas worldwide has been the flexibility and simplicity of the underlying
protocol - the Internet Protocol (IP). However, that same success has been continuously
imposing new utilization requirements which not only put that simplicity to the test,
but actually hinder its own base operation as well. For example, scalable content
distribution, Quality of Service (QoS), security and mobility are behaviors that are
commonly granted today, but were not present at the inception of the IP protocol.
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To face the continuous set of requirements that are placed over the underlying ar-
chitecture, the evolution of the Internet architecture has been following an incremental
strategy, where architectural adjustments address the necessary enhancements towards
its enablement for future utilization scenarios, while maintaining legacy support. Such
evolutionary strategy led to a vicious cycle of enhancements deployed over the base
functionality of the Internet architecture, which is, at each evolution cycle, contribut-
ing to the ossification of core protocols of the Internet architecture, hindering further
evolutions [56]. An example is the increasing deployment of middleboxes (e.g., firewalls,
Network Address Translation (NAT) and proxies) [21], that despite being deployed for
performance or security reasons, have also impacted the evolution of existing proto-
cols such as IP [40] and Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) [57], as well as have
contributed to the opaqueness of the end-to-end principle. Current advances realized
under this evolutionary approach have been focusing on the continuity of the IP pro-
tocol, enhancing the current architecture with mechanisms that operate parallel to it,
such as the application of Software Defined Networking (SDN) control and network vi-
sualization, as manifested in the upcoming 5th generation (5G) of telecommunication
networks.
As an alternative to this incremental evolution of the Internet, clean-slate network
architectures solutions started to be experimented towards the re-design of its
foundation [37]. These architectures aim to better address current (and expected
future) usage requirements without being restrained by existing constraints, protocols
and architecture of the current deployed Internet environment [84]. One common
aspect of most proposed clean-slate network architectures is that they move away from
the host-centric and end-to-end principles of the IP protocol, and instead center their
design in other networking elements (e.g., content, mobility and/or users). For instance,
Information Centric Networking (ICN) [110] is one of such architectures, where content
has a central role in the network protocol operation. The requirement to meet scalable
content delivery with intrinsic security aspects motivated this shift from the current
host-centric to an information-centric view where information becomes decoupled from
its location.
Still, the capability of such architectures to address the current requirements of
the Internet is crucial for being considered as possible candidates for a Future Internet
architecture. In an increasingly mobile environment, where a multitude of mobile nodes
(MNs) access the Internet, mobility becomes a preponderant requirement that needs
to be fully supported by Future Internet architectures. It is therefore important to
study the means through which both evolutionary and clean-slate architectures can face
different usage scenarios. This is needed not only to study their potential, feasibility
and practicability but also to pave the way for improvements and maturation of such
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architectures, that could culminate on their adoption. In particular, the adoption and
rolling out of a new network architecture will depend on how it is able to interoperate
with the existing networking environment.
1.2 Research Challenges and Objectives
The plethora of ways of using the Internet is continuously changing in ways that were
not present at the conception of the IP protocol, leveraged by the introduction of new
technologies, services and applications, A change on the originally envisioned usage
patterns is being witnessed, moving from an Internet of hosts to an Internet of content
(e.g., according to [25], by 2021 about 82% of the total exchanged IP traffic will be
related to video traffic) and nodes are becoming mobile instead of just being stationary
nodes (e.g., according to [25], by 2021 more than 63% of total IP traffic will be generated
by wireless and mobile nodes). As a result, a new set of requirements are placed over
the Internet architecture, with scalable content distribution and mobility the most
prominent.
To cope with the new set of requirements, a set of novel network architectures for
the Future Internet are being proposed, following both evolutionary and clean-slate
strategies. In contrast to evolutionary approaches, which deployment is expected to
be backwards-compatible with the existing networking environment (and, therefore,
its deployment may prove to be simpler and more straightforward), the deployment of
clean-slate architectures is not envisioned as an easy process, since they may require
architectural changes ranging from the network up to the application layer and may
be dependent on the agreement of different stakeholders and costs of deployment. As
such, the deployment of these architectures is expected to be incrementally performed
in parallel with the existing architectural environment, leading to a period of time where
different network architectures need to coexist and share information with one another.
The trend towards “vertical-oriented” slices in future 5G networks further reinforces
the probability of this scenario [89, 90]. An example of this deployment strategy can
be witnessed with the deployment of IPv6, which is being incrementally done over
several years, coexisting and interoperating with IPv4. As such, in a network landscape
composed by multiple parallel network architectures, the nonexistence of mechanisms
that allow different architectures to exchange information may lead to the creation of
information silos, where information is only available in a given network architecture.
Interoperability mechanisms to allow entities in different network architectures to share
information with one another are required to avoid the restriction of information to
a given network architecture. At the same time, such mechanisms may promote the
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rolling out of new network architectures as well as their incremental adoption. As a
result, the first objective to be approached by this thesis can be formulated as:
❼ Objective 1: Design generic and holistic interoperability mechanisms that
allow resources deployed in different Future Internet network architectures to
be accessed by users independently of its access network architecture.
The increasing proliferation of mobile devices (e.g., smartphones) with increased
processing and connecting capabilities (i.e., equipped with multiple network interfaces
of different technologies, including cable, wireless or cellular access) facilitates the
access to the Internet while on the move and from any place. Such heterogeneity
regarding the connecting capabilities opens space for a new set of opportunities
for exploiting the simultaneous availability of different access technologies to ensure
optimal connectivity. In other words, an always best connected experience may
be provided to users taking into consideration the type of network traffic being
generated and/or consumed and the network usage at each moment. However, it
creates a complex heterogeneous environment where connectivity for different access
networks needs to be provided. With mobility being one of the key requirements
that Future Internet architectures need to address, supporting mobility mechanisms
in those architectures (both evolutionary and clean-slate network architectures) may
still be required in order to optimize different key performance indicators (KPIs).
Leveraging context information from both the user’s device (e.g., available interfaces,
current link condition and surrounding networks) and network entities (e.g., number of
connected devices or traffic load on each available interface) can help to decide whether
to handover a given device or part of its flows to another point of attachment in order
to optimize the overall operation of the network. As a result, the second objective to
be approached by this thesis can be formulated as:
❼ Objective 2: Design context-aware mobility management mechanisms that
allow controlling entities in both the mobile node and network entities to
preemptively detect the need for an handover, and to control and manage
the handover to the best available point of attachment independently of the
underlying wireless technology.
The edge of the network may be an expected location for the initial roll out
of native deployments of new Future Internet network architectures, by means of
isolated network architectural islands interconnected with one another, either through
dedicated links or as an overlay over IP. Such deployment approach is likely to create an
heterogeneous environment in terms of supported network architectures at the access
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networks, paving the way for a new set of possibilities regarding the mobility of MNs.
For example, a mobile node can not only move between access networks supporting
the same network architecture, but also between IP-based access networks and FI-
based access networks and between different FI-based access networks as well. New
mobility management solutions targeting inter-network architecture mobility scenarios
are required to enable MNs to preserve reachability to resources being accessed,
whenever the MN changes the network architecture it is attached to. The access to
resources can then be initiated in a given network architecture and be restored after
each handover as the MN moves across access networks supporting different network
architectures. As a result, the third objective to be approached by this thesis can be
formulated as:
❼ Objective 2a: Design inter-network architecture mobility management mecha-
nisms, by integrating both interoperability and mobility concepts, that allow MNs
to move across different network architectures without losing the reachability to
resources being accessed before the handover procedure.
1.3 Contributions
The developed work associated to this thesis addressed two main topics regarding the
Future Internet research. More specifically, it focuses on interoperability and mobility
research topics.
Regarding the first research topic, in order to reflect the importance of new
network architectures to be able to exchange information with the existing networking
environment, this thesis places a strong emphasis in enabling the interoperability
between different Future Internet network architectures. To achieve this, an
interoperability framework was designed to interconnect existing and upcoming
Future Internet network architectures, allowing communication endpoints (e.g., hosts,
services and contents) deployed in different network architectures to communicate and
exchange information with one another. This enables the provision of transparent
interoperability procedures for both network entities and user devices, as well as
for existing mechanisms, services and applications, allowing not only each network
architecture to evolve independently of the others, but also fostering the incremental
deployment of new Future Internet network architectures. This work directly resulted
in the following publications:
Carlos Guimara˜es, Jose´ Quevedo, Rui Ferreira, Daniel Corujo, Rui L. Aguiar,
Exploring Interoperability Assessment for Future Internet Architectures Roll Out,
Journal of Network and Computer Applications, Vol. 136, pp. 38-56, June 2019
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Jose´ Quevedo, Rui Ferreira, Carlos Guimara˜es, Rui L. Aguiar, Daniel
Corujo, Internet of Things discovery in interoperable Information Centric and
IP networks, Internet Technology Letters, Vol. 1, No. 1, 2018
Daniel Corujo, Carlos Guimara˜es, Jose´ Quevedo, Rui Ferreira, Rui L. Aguiar,
Information Centric Exchange Mechanisms for IoT Interoperable Deployment
book chapter in “User-Centric and Information-Centric Networking and Services
Access Networks, Cloud and IoT Perspective” pp. 71-140, CRC Press, May 2019
The second research topic of this thesis was centered on mobility, one of the
key requirements that need to be addressed by the network architectures that
compose the Internet of the future. The dynamics of wireless environments create
complex challenges to ensure an always best connected connection for MNs. As
such, in this thesis, mobility management mechanisms were designed for Future
Internet. In particular, this work addressed mobility in both evolutionary SDN-based
and clean-slate ICN architectures, by leveraging context information from both the
user equipment and network to optimize the handover procedure on each network
architecture. Such contribution enables not only to detect better handover candidates
but also to optimize the handover procedure itself. Preemptive strategies can then be
followed where current flows of a given MN are (re)configured towards its future network
attachment location before the handover procedure actually occurs, minimizing the
interruption delay caused by the handover procedure. Much of this work was reflected
into the European project FP7 OFELIA1 and open-source software ODTONE2. It
directly resulted in the following publications:
Fla´vio Silva, Daniel Corujo, Carlos Guimara˜es, Joa˜o Pereira, Pedro Rosa,
Sergio Takeo, Augusto Neto, Rui L. Aguiar, Enabling Network Mobility by Using
IEEE 802.21 Integrated with the Entity Title Architecture, Proc. 31o Simpo´sio
Brasileiro de Redes de Computadores e Sistemas Distribudos IV Workshop de
Pesquisa Experimental da Internet do Futuro (WPEIF), Brasilia, Brasil, May
2013
Carlos Guimara˜es, Daniel Corujo, Rui L. Aguiar, Fla´vio Silva, Pedro Rosa,
Empowering Software Defined Wireless Networks Through Media Independent
Handover Management, Proc. 2013 Globecom, Atlanta, USA, Dec 2013
Carlos Guimara˜es, Daniel Corujo, Fla´vio Silva, Pedro Rosa, Augusto Neto,
Rui L. Aguiar, IEEE 802.21-enabled Entity Title Architecture for Handover
1OpenFlow in Europe: Linking Infrastructure and Applications (OFELIA) - http://www.fp7-
ofelia.eu/
2Open Dot Twenty ONE (ODTONE) - https://atnog.av.it.pt/odtone
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Optimization, Proc. WCNC 2014 IEEE Wireless Communications and
Networking Conference, Istanbul, Turkey, Apr 2014
Carlos Guimara˜es, Daniel Corujo, Rui L. Aguiar, Enhancing OpenFlow
with Media Independent Management Capabilities, Proc. ICC 2014 IEEE
International Conference on Communications, Sydney, Australia, Jun 2014
The final research topic of this thesis focused on the integration of both
interoperability and mobility concepts in a network environment where different
network architectures coexist simultaneously. This integration paved the way for a
new set of possibilities where MNs are able to move across access networks supporting
different networks architectures and across access networks supporting the same
network architecture. It is expected that, even after moving to a different network
architecture, the MN is able to maintain the access to the content, avoiding the risk of
segmentation on the content provisioning to a single network architecture. As such, in
this thesis, another mobility framework targeting the scenarios where the MN actually
moves across access networks supporting different network architectures was designed
and implemented. MNs (and, consequently, applications) supporting multiple network
architectures can initiate the download of a content on a given network architecture
and, after moving to another network architecture, continue the download on its current
network architecture. This work directly resulted in the following publication:
Carlos Guimara˜es, Jose´ Quevedo, Rui Ferreira, Daniel Corujo, Rui L. Aguiar,
Content Retrieval while Moving Across IP and NDN Network Architectures,
Proc. 24th IEEE Symposium on Computers and Communications (ISCC 2019),
Barcelona, Spain, Jul 2019
An important aspect to take into consideration while reading this thesis is that due
to validation and evaluation purposes, a more practical approach was followed where
the proposed frameworks and mechanisms were exemplified, adapted and implemented
over specific use cases targeting the selected network architectures. Nonetheless, the
overall proposals in this thesis are generic and agnostic to any network architecture
and they can be adapted to support the specificities of other network architectures.
1.4 Structure
The structure of this thesis, after this introduction, progresses with a background and
related work chapter where the main concepts related with this thesis are presented.
The main work developed under the scope of this thesis is described in the two following
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chapters, where the most novel contributions regarding the interoperability and
mobility research topics are presented. Finally, the main conclusions and possibilities
for future work are presented in the conclusion chapter.
The following chapters of this thesis are introduced by a short foreword which goal
is to summarize the motivation for the given chapter. Additionally, each chapter is
finalized with the main conclusion remarks, allowing the reader to review the main
achievements and conclusions. The structure of this thesis is as follows:
❼ Chapter 2 (Key Concepts and Technologies) introduces the concepts
required to contextualize the reader on the work presented throughout this thesis.
More specifically, this section details aspects related with (i) Future Internet
research, where special attention is given to evolutionary SDN-based and clean-
slate ICN proposals; (ii) interoperability; and (iii) mobility.
❼ Chapter 3 (Binding the Future Internet Architectural Landscape)
studies how different Future Internet and the current IP network architectures
could coexist and interoperate with one another, in an environment where each
architecture targets specific use case scenarios. However, to avoid the creation
of information silos where information is restricted to the network architecture
where it is deployed in, information needs to be available to entities independently
of their access network architecture. A framework aiming to solve these challenges
is proposed in this section. This framework is first evaluated in a simulation
environment with results showcasing not only its practicability but also some
faced limitations. This work progresses with the implementation of a proof-of-
concept prototype deployed and evaluated under three use case scenarios: (i) web
browsing; (ii) live streaming; and (iii) on-demand video delivery.
❼ Chapter 4 (Supporting Mobility in Future Internet Architectures)
focuses on the study of mobility solutions for Future Internet architectures, both
evolutionary and clean-slate. With mobility having an increasingly relevance
in today’s communications, it becomes crucial for new network architectures
to fully support such requirement in order to provide users with an always
best connected experience. As such, in this chapter, two mobility frameworks
are defined, integrating Media Independent Handover mechanisms proposed
by the IEEE 802.21 standard, for both evolutionary SDN-based and clean-
slate ICN network architectures. In doing so, context from the link-layer of
both MN and network entities can be used to optimize handover procedures in
both network architectures, while providing a set of supporting mechanisms to
control the different steps of the handover procedure. Controlling entities can
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then dynamically and preemptively reconfigure the network to cope with the
changing location of MNs, minimizing the impact to ongoing data sessions and
increasing connectivity opportunities. This chapter progresses with the study of
mobility scenarios where MNs are able to move across access networks supporting
different network architectures (e.g., IP and ICN). The edge of the network is an
expected location for the initial roll out of native deployments of new network
architectures (including clean-slate network architectures), which would create
an heterogeneous Future Internet environment in terms of supported network
architectures at the access networks. As such, an inter-network architecture
mobility framework is also designed, implemented and validated, allowing MNs
to move across IP and ICN network architectures in a content retrieval use case
scenario without applications losing access to contents.
❼ Chapter 5 (Conclusions and Future Work) overviews the main conclusions
and achievements resulting from the developed work. It also expands beyond the
reach of this thesis, by providing insights on the upcoming challenges which may
directly or indirectly benefit from the presented work.

Chapter 2
Key Concepts and Technologies
While the previous chapter presented the motivation, goals and outcomes of this thesis,
this chapter aims at contextualizing the reader towards the work developed in this
thesis. It presents an overview on Future Internet research, focusing on deployment
and interoperability as well as on mobility aspects. In doing so, its purpose is to pave
the way to the thesis work, providing the building blocks of the developed work.
2.1 Introduction
Despite that both interoperability and mobility have been addressed in the past for
the IP architecture, the proposal of new network architectures for the Future Internet
architecture placed both topics back into the attention of the research community.
The fundamental problems on each subject are still the same independently of the
target network architecture(s) and, therefore, understanding the state of the art is a
critical aspect before considering the design of new solutions for the Future Internet
architectures. As such, this chapter presents the relevant base concepts regarding
Future Internet research, interoperability and mobility, along with the relevant state
of the art, in context with the work developed within this thesis.
2.2 Future Internet Research
Research on Future Internet has been gaining traction on the recent years, motivated
by the changing requirements of the current Internet. The Internet was not originally
designed to cope with e.g. the wide variety and number of existing devices and
applications, the capability of such devices to be mobile, the ever growing amount
of exchanging traffic in the Internet and the need for intrinsic security mechanisms.
The limitations of the current Internet are increasingly being recognized within the
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research community, with the need for change being acknowledged [82]. However, how
such change should take place is still under discussion, with several solutions being
proposed by the research community.
Future Internet research has been following two main trends for the design of its
architecture [93, 94]. On one hand, evolutionary approaches focus on the understanding
and evolution of the current existing Internet architecture as the approach to design
the Future Internet architecture. On the other hand, clean-slate approaches aim on the
design of new network architectures from scratch without any bounds to the current
existing Internet architecture.
A critical aspect for the adoption of the designed Future Internet architectures
is their assessment and evaluation at scale and under realistic conditions. For that,
large-scale experimental testbeds have been proposed (Global Environment for Network
Innovations (GENI) [47] and Future Internet Research and Experimentation (FIRE)
[46] are two of the biggest efforts) so that proposed Future Internet architectures can
be tested, validated and improved, before being deployed in the real world [84].
2.2.1 Software Defined Networking
Software Defined Networking (SDN) [68] is an emerging evolutionary architectural
paradigm for the Future Internet, which presents a different way of operating the
network infrastructure. Its operation is based on the separation of the control plane
from the data plane, deploying network nodes capable of recognizing and applying
intelligent behavior to traversing packets. Network forwarding equipment (e.g. switches
and routers), such as the SDN switch, becomes a simple forwarding device, with the
control decisions implemented in a logically centralized controller, called the SDN
controller. In other words, the system that makes decisions about where the traffic
is sent is disassociated from the SDN switches, and is instead deployed in the SDN
controller. Such separation not only brings several benefits compared with legacy
methods (e.g., makes the networks more agile and flexible), but also introduces new
possibilities regarding network management and configuration (e.g., allows network
administrators to manage the network in a centralized way, without step in the
configuration of each individual switch).
By moving the control procedures to a logically centralized entity, SDN can exploit
the benefits of centralized solutions. Network operators do not need to individually
configure each network equipment, but instead make network-wide traffic forwarding
decisions in the SDN controller [63], which are then automated by the SDN controller
and further implemented in the SDN switches. The SDN controller, by having a
global view of the network state under its domain, can make better decisions regarding
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network (re)configuration, adding a greater degree of flexibility to the operation of the
underlying network, allowing the network to better react to dynamic environments by
(re)configuring it on-the-fly and according to the demands on each instant.
In addition, SDN can facilitate innovation at the network level. By having the
control plane running in software and separated from the forwarding devices, new
e.g. protocols and algorithms can be implemented in software without requiring
modifications in the network equipments.
To achieve its purpose, well-defined application programming interfaces (APIs)
are defined, namely the southbound and the northbound interfaces, as depicted in
Figure 2.1. These APIs allow the SDN controller to communicate with the data plane
and the application plane, respectively. More specifically, the southbound API allows
the SDN controller to communicate with the SDN switches, allowing it to manage
the underlying data plane by directly controlling the state of different elements of
an SDN switch (such as, the forwarding tables). In turn, the northbound interface
enables the communication between network applications and the SDN controller,
determining how operational tasks and network policies are expressed and providing
network applications an abstraction of the underlying physical network.
Figure 2.1: Overview of SDN architecture
2.2.1.1 Southbound API
OpenFlow [75] is a protocol to support the SDN paradigm, being one of the most
popular protocol standards of the SDN southbound API, with several evolving versions
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of its specification being standardized over the recent years. Originally designed
for network researchers to test their ideas in real production networks, OpenFlow
succeeded in attracting commercial vendors, being already available in a number of
commercial products [70]. It promotes the separation of the networking intelligence
from the forwarding devices, to be deployed in a logically centralized controller. As
such, in an OpenFlow network, a single controller can control multiple switches, which
allows it to have an holistic view of the underlying network.
The OpenFlow architecture is composed by three main components: (i) the
OpenFlow controller; (ii) the OpenFlow switch; and (iii) the OpenFlow channel.
The OpenFlow controller is the central entity of an OpenFlow network responsible
for configuring the behavior of the forwarding plane of OpenFlow switches. For that,
it not only has a global view of the network topology under its domain, but it can also
access statistics about the flows crossing the OpenFlow switches. Using this knowledge,
the OpenFlow controller can dynamically (re)configure the network by updating the
flow tables of the OpenFlow switches.
The OpenFlow switch is responsible for executing data packet forwarding
operations. To achieve its purpose, it is composed by flow tables which are responsible
for storing the flow entries, each having information on how to process incoming
packets. As such, flow entries correspond to rules that are configured in the switch
and that specify how flows are handled and processed. In OpenFlow, the definition of
a flow goes beyond the typical IP source/destination tuple. Flows are also identified by
other fields belonging to the packet (e.g., Ethernet source and destination addresses,
Ethernet frame type and IPv4/IPv6 source and destination addresses). Each flow
entry is composed by three elements: match fields, counters and instructions. The
match fields are used to match incoming packets to the correspondent flow entry. The
counters (e.g., number of packets and bytes) are related with statistics about each flow
entry. The instructions consist on a list of actions (e.g., modify/update packet headers,
specify the output interface and send packet to controller) to be applied to incoming
packets matching the corresponding flow entry.
Finally, the OpenFlow channel enables the communication between the OpenFlow
controller and OpenFlow switches via the OpenFlow protocol. The messages from the
OpenFlow protocol are divided into three main categories: (i) Controller-to-Switch; (ii)
Asynchronous ; and (iii) Symmetric. The Controller-to-Switch messages are initiated by
the OpenFlow Controller and may or may not have a response back from the OpenFlow
Switch. The Asynchronous messages are proactively sent from the OpenFlow Switches
without any request from the OpenFlow Controller, to notify about packet arrival or
changes on the state of the OpenFlow Switch. Finally, the Symmetric messages are sent
by either the OpenFlow Switch or the OpenFlow Controller without being requested
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by neither one.
The configuration of rules in the OpenFlow switches by the OpenFlow controller
can follow two different approaches [81, 38]: (i) reactive; or (ii) proactive.
In the reactive approach, rules are configured in the OpenFlow switches on
demand. After the reception of a packet belonging to a new flow (i.e., without any
match on its flow tables), the OpenFlow Switch encapsulates the received packet
in an OFPT PACKET IN message to be sent to the OpenFlow Controller. Such
message triggers the OpenFlow Controller to compute the rule associated to the
new flow, installing it in the OpenFlow Switch via OFPT FLOW MOD message.
Subsequent packets of the same flow arriving the OpenFlow Switch will be processed
internally according to the rules installed in its flow tables, without requiring the
intervention of the OpenFlow Controller. Alternatively, the OpenFlow Controller,
instead of configuring the rules in the OpenFlow switch after the reception of the
OFPT PACKET IN message, can opt to send a packet (which can be the received
packet in theOFPT PACKET IN message or a completely new packet) out through the
datapath. For that, it encapsulates the packet to be sent in an OFPT PACKET OUT
message, which by being received by the OpenFlow Switch will be desencapsulated and
forwarded towards the datapath. However, reactive approaches introduce additional
latency to incoming packets, resulting from the communication with the OpenFlow
Controller.
Alternatively, in the proactive approach, forwarding rules are preemptively installed
in the OpenFlow Switch by the OpenFlow Controller, before the first packet of
corresponding flows arrives the OpenFlow Switch. This strategy is commonly used for
accessing control procedures, where rules are known a priori. For populating the flow
tables of the OpenFlow switches, the OpenFlow Controller issues OFPT FLOW MOD
messages towards the underlying OpenFlow Switches with information regarding the
flow matching and actions to be applied to transversing packets. Such approach
not only avoids traffic disruption in case an OpenFlow switch loses its connection
with the OpenFlow controller, but also avoids the latency introduced by flow setup
procedures. However, it requires predicting in advance which network traffic will
eventually transverse the OpenFlow network so that it could be configured accordingly.
In Figure 2.2, a configuration procedure of an OpenFlow network using both reactive
and proactive approaches is presented.
Whenever a data packet is received by an OpenFlow switch on the edge of an
OpenFlow domain (message 1 in Figure 2.2), if a match for the corresponding flow is
not found on its flow tables, the OpenFlow Switch triggers the reactive procedures for
inquiring the OpenFlow Controller about the forwarding rules corresponding to that
flow. It encapsulates the received packet in an OFPT PACKET IN message to be
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Figure 2.2: Example of a configuration procedure of an OpenFlow network
sent to the OpenFlow Controller (message 2 in Figure 2.2). The OpenFlow Controller
computes the forwarding rules not only for the requesting switch but also for the
remaining OpenFlow Switches through which the packet will transverse until it exits
the OpenFlow domain. These rules are then installed in the OpenFlow Switches using
OFPT FLOW MOD messages (messages 3 in Figure 2.2). The configuration of the
first OpenFlow Switch follows an reactive approach, while the remaining OpenFlow
switches can then be configured following a proactive approach. In doing so, the
additional delay resulting from the setup procedures occurs only once, instead of for
each hop in the path inside the OpenFlow domain. After the configuration of the
OpenFlow Switches, the data packet is forwarded towards its destination (messages 4,
5 and 6 in Figure 2.2).
2.2.1.2 Northbound API
The Northbound API is an interface provided by the SDN Controllers to the network
application developers, with the purpose of abstracting the low level instruction set used
to configure forwarding state of the SDN Switches via Southbound API, while allowing
concurrent access to the underlying network and enforcing security mechanisms. In
opposite to the Southbound API where OpenFlow emerges as the de facto standard, in
the Northbound API there is not a standard. Instead, each SDN Controller provides
a well-defined interface (i.e., the Northbound API) to network application developers
via REST APIs, ad-hoc APIs or other types of APIs.
This API commonly provide a set of generic functionalities to the network
application developers, such as network topology and network state information, device
discovery and abstraction of the network configuration. Since none of the available
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interfaces as yet arised as a dominant choice for the Northbound API, instead of
providing a detailed analysis of each one, a list of the most popular SDN Controllers
is enumerated: OpenDayLight1, NOX2[54], POX3, Floodlight4, Ryu5, Trema6, among
others [68].
2.2.2 Information-Centric Networking
Information-Centric Networking (ICN) [110, 10] is an emerging clean-slate architectural
paradigm for the Future Internet, which has been acquiring a significant relevance in the
research community by both the academia and industry. In ICN, users are interested
in what the content is instead of where it comes from [112]. As such, ICN places the
content itself as the central networking element of its architecture, moving away from
the host-oriented and end-to-end principles of the current Internet. This change is
mainly motivated by the increasing interest in consuming information independently
of its location, rather than in communicating with specific hosts.
An advantage of the ICN paradigm is that it leverages native support for scalable
and efficient content dissemination. It locates and routes content based on its name,
decoupling it from its location. In doing so, ICN focuses in securing the content,
making it trustworthy by itself, instead of securing the path as in the current host-
centric approach. The validity of content can be verified directly, and not by checking
which host provided the content.
By leveraging these two properties, ICN enables in-network caching. Any entity in
the network can maintain a copy of contents, acting as a cache. Requests for a given
content can be satisfied not only by the original information source, but also by any
entity holding a cached copy of the content in the path between the requester and
original information source. Since ICN focuses on securing the content itself instead of
the communication channel, it can be retrieved by untrustworthy entities and through
untrustworthy connections.
ICN also leverages multicast communications for retrieving content, since by naming
information at the network-layer, it allows the aggregation of requests for the same
content. Finally, since communication in ICN is mostly receiver-driven, mobility
appears as an intrinsic functionality. When a consumer moves to a new location,
it re-issues requests that have not been satisfied yet. However, mobility of the content
1OpenDayLight - https://www.opendaylight.org/
2NOX - https://github.com/noxrepo/nox
3POX - https://github.com/noxrepo/pox
4Floodlight - http://www.projectfloodlight.org/
5Ryu - https://osrg.github.io/ryu/
6Trema - https://trema.github.io/trema/
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source is not so straight-forward, imposing a new set of challenges [101], due to the
change of the location of contents.
Over the years, several instantiations of the ICN paradigm have been proposed,
such as Named Data Networking (NDN) [113], Content Centric Networking (CCN)
[59], Network of Information (NETINF) [32], Publish Subscribe Internet Technology
(PURSUIT) [98] and Entity Title Architecture (ETArch) [33]. Although sharing the
same core functionalities of this novel paradigm, each instantiation differ from the
others on how such functionalities are implemented.
Despite the benefits that the ICN paradigm can bring, its deployment requires a
larger investment and agreements among different stakeholders, when compared with
incremental solutions over the current Internet architecture. Its success will then
depend on its capability to provide clear superior solutions to well-known problems
in the current IP network architecture, as well as its capability to be incrementally
deployed along with the current Internet architecture.
The interest of the research community in ICN led to the creation of a Information-
Centric Networking Research Group (ICNRG)7 discussion group by the Internet
Research Task Force (IRTF).
In the following subsections, the operation of the NDN, PURSUIT and ETArch
instantiations are detailed, due to its relevance on the work performed in this thesis.
2.2.2.1 Named Data Networking
Named Data Networking (NDN) [113] is an instantiation of the ICN paradigm
that can be categorized as an Interest-based ICN solution. Interest-based ICNs
propose a communication model driven by consumers, operating in a request/response
communication paradigm, where information is polled using two different messages: (i)
Interest messages, which are used to request desired content; and (ii) Data messages,
which are used to carry the data itself.
Instead of carrying source and destination addresses as in the current IP
architecture, both the Interest and Data messages contain a name used to identify
the content being addressed. The names in NDN are hierarchically structured and
human-readable (e.g., “/atnog.av.it.pt/content/video.mpg”), although in special cases
flat names can also be accommodated in the NDN design. Also, NDN introduces
the notion of a “face”, which consists on a generalization of a network interface and
may represent a physical network interface, an overlay communication channel or an
inter-process communication channel with the applications.
7Information-Centric Networking Research Group (ICNRG) - https://irtf.org/icnrg
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An NDN-enabled node is composed by three main modules: (i) Content Store
(CS), which consists on a cache for contents; (ii) Pending Interest Table (PIT), which
maintains track of yet unsatisfied Interest packets; (iii) Forwarding Information Base
(FIB), which contains a set of forwarding rules for Interest packets. The basic operation
of NDN is depicted in Figure 2.3.
Figure 2.3: Example of the basic operation of NDN
Consumers issue Interest messages addressing the desired content through its name
(message 1 in Figure 2.3). Upon reception by an NDN router node, the node verifies if
it contains a cached copy of the content in the CS. If a cached copy exists, the node itself
can reply to the Interest messages with a Data message, even if it is not the producer
of the content. Otherwise, if the content is not cached in the CS, the node checks if
a pending request for the same content exists in the PIT. If so, the incoming face of
the Interest message is added to the PIT entry and the Interest message discarded.
Otherwise, if no entry exists in the PIT, the node creates the PIT entry (i.e., association
between the content name and incoming face of the Interest message) and forwards
the Interest message based on the information contained in the FIB (messages 2 to 4
in Figure 2.3).
The Data message follows the reverse path taken by the corresponding Interest
message (messages 5 to 8 in Figure 2.3). Upon reception of the Data message, an
NDN router node lookups on its PIT to obtain the faces from which it received the
Interest messages for that content. If no entry is found in the PIT, the Data message
is discarded. Otherwise, the Data message is sent according to the state information
stored in the PIT entry (i.e., via the faces through which it received the Interest
messages). The Interests messages are considered as satisfied (i.e., Data consumes
Interests), and the corresponding PIT entry removed. According to the caching policies
configured in the node, content objects can be cached in the CS.
In the example presented in Figure 2.3, a second consumer (i.e., consumer B) issues
an Interest message addressing the same content (messages 9 and 10 in Figure 2.3).
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In this case, the reply with the desired content is sent by an NDN router in the path
between the consumer and the producer (messages 11 and 12 in Figure 2.3), since it has
previously cached the content during the request for the same content by consumer A.
2.2.2.2 Publish Subscribe Internet Technology
Publish Subscribe Internet Technology (PURSUIT) [98], a follow-up of the Publish-
Subscribe Internet Routing Paradigm (PSIRP) project [43, 42], presents an ICN
architecture on which publish/subscribe primitives play a central role in its operation.
Instead of establishing connections between specific nodes as in the current IP
architecture, in PURSUIT information is published and interested consumers subscribe
to it.
Content is named in PURSUIT by a unique pair of identifiers, namely the scope and
the rendezvous identifiers. The scope may represent a physical or a logical structure,
grouping related information objects, and consists on a (sequence of) fixed length
scope ID(s), while the rendezvous identifier uniquely identifies the content within the
respective scope, consisting of a single fixed-length rendezvous ID.
The basic operation of PURSUIT is depicted in Figure 2.4, where a consumer
requests access to a given content object previously published by its producer.
Figure 2.4: Example of the basic operation of PURSUIT
Content producers (also known as publishers) advertise content availability
towards the Rendezvous Node using a PUBLISH INFO message (message 1 in
Figure 2.4). Consumers (also known as subscribers) interested in a given content send a
SUBSCRIBE INFO message towards the Rendezvous Node (message 2 in Figure 2.4).
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The Rendezvous Node is responsible for matching publication and subscriptions for
a given content, requesting the Topology Node to calculate a forwarding identifier
corresponding to a path between the publisher and the subscriber(s). The forwarding
identifier consists on a LIPSIN identifier [61]. This identifier is sent to the publisher via
a START PUBLISH message (message 3 in Figure 2.4) which triggers the publisher to
send the content to interested subscriber(s) via PUBLISHED DATAmessage (messages
4 to 7 in Figure 2.4).
Additionally, the extensions proposed in [96, 97] allow the subscriber and the
publisher to communicate in a request/response approach using the publish/subscribe
primitives. The operation of PURSUIT using these extensions is depicted in Figure 2.5.
Figure 2.5: Example of the basic operation of PURSUIT extensions proposed in [96, 97]
In this case, whenever the consumer subscribes (message 2 in Figure 2.5) its interest
on a previously published content (message 1 in Figure 2.5), the Topology Manager
calculates both the forwarding and reverse direction identifiers between the subscriber
and the publisher. Both forwarding identifiers are then delivered to the subscriber
(message 3 in Figure 2.5). The subscriber uses the reverse direction identifier to forward
Chunk Requests messages encapsulated in PUBLISHED DATA messages towards the
publisher (messages 4 to 7 in Figure 2.5). The forwarding direction identifier, that can
be used by the publisher to reply to the request using a Chunk Response message, is
included in the message encapsulated in a PUBLISHED DATA message, sent directly
to the subscriber (messages 8 to 11 in Figure 2.5).
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2.2.2.3 Entity Title Architecture
The Entity Title Architecture (ETArch) [33] is a clean-slate network architecture that
shares the vision of the information-oriented paradigm, where users request information
by attaching to the correspondent Workspace, triggering the network to dynamically
configure itself to provide users with the desired content.
ETArch employs a new naming and addressing scheme based on a topology-
independent designation, referred as Title. A Title is used to uniquely identify
an Entity, but an Entity can still be identified by multiple Titles. An Entity
has communication requirements and capabilities and it can assume multiple
representations, including contents, services, applications, hosts, among others. For
Entities to be able to exchange information with one another, they have to be attached
to the same communication channel, called Workspace. Workspaces represent the path
where data is transported to all entities attached to such communication channel and,
therefore, they gather multiple communication entities, so that whenever a message is
sent to a givenWorkspace it will be received by every entity attached to thatWorkspace.
A key component of this architecture is the Domain Title Service (DTS), which
consists on a distributed system that deals with all control aspects of the network. The
DTS is composed by Domain Title Service Agents (DTSAs) responsible for maintaining
information about Entities registered in the domain and the Workspaces that they
are subscribed to, with the purpose of configuring the underlying network devices
to implement the Workspaces, allowing data to reach every subscribed entity. As
such, whenever a new Entity attaches to a given Workspace, the DTSA configures
the forwarding tables of the underlying equipment with the purpose of extending the
Workspace towards the new Entity. Likewise, whenever an Entity detaches from a
given Workspace, the DTSA is responsible for removing the forwarding rules from
the underlying equipment. For allowing the communication between the DTSA and
the communication endpoints for registering and attachment procedures, the ETArch
defines the Entity Title Control Protocol (ETCP).
The operation of ETArch, on which a centralized entity configures the behavior of
the forwarding plane, relies on SDN concepts, which are implemented in ETArch by
the OpenFlow protocol. DTSAs act as OpenFlow controllers capable of (re)configuring
the forwarding tables of the underlying network (i.e., OpenFlow switches) in order to
implement the Workspaces. In other words, the DTSA is responsible for configuring
the path between all Entities attached to the same Workspace. The basic operation of
ETArch is depicted in Figure 2.6.
A producer of new content willing to provide it to other entities starts by registering
itself in the DTSA (message 1 in Figure 2.6), after which requests the creation
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Figure 2.6: Example of the basic operation of ETArch
of an Workspace by issuing an WORKSPACE CREATE message (message 2 in
Figure 2.6). The OpenFlow switch, by receiving this request, encapsulates it in an
OFPT PACKET IN message to be sent to the DTSA (message 3 in Figure 2.6). The
DTSA creates the correspondingWorkspace, implementing it in the underlying network
using OFPT FLOW MOD messages (message 4 in Figure 2.6). At this point, the
producer can start publishing contents to the Workspace but, since no other entities
are attached to the Workspace, messages are not propagated further than the first
OpenFlow switch (message 5 in Figure 2.6). In turn, a consumer desiring to access the
contents published by the producer starts by registering itself in the DTSA (message
6 in Figure 2.6), after which requests the attachment to an Workspace by issuing an
WORKSPACE ATTACH message (message 7 in Figure 2.6). As for the creation of
the Workspace, this message is encapsulated in an OFPT PACKET IN message by
the OpenFlow switch and sent to the DTSA (message 8 in Figure 2.6). The DTSA
computes and installs in underlying OpenFlow switches the forwarding rules required
to extend the Workspace towards the consumer (message 9 in Figure 2.6). After
configuring the extension of the Workspace, new messages published by the producer
are forwarded towards the consumers (message 10 in Figure 2.6).
2.2.2.4 Brief comparison of IP and selected ICN architectures
The main differences between IP, NDN, PURSUIT and ETArch architectures, which
have the potential to hinder their interoperation, are presented in Table 2.1.
While the IP network architecture is host-oriented and thus network layer addresses
represent the endpoint holding the resources to be accessed, NDN, PURSUIT and
ETArch are based on a data-oriented paradigm, enabling addresses to represent
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Table 2.1: Comparison between IP, NDN, PURSUIT and ETArch architectures
Design
Orienta-
tion
Communication
Paradigm
Network Addresses Network Protocol
IP
Host-
oriented
Push
(i) Fixed length
(ii) Hierarchical identifier
Single IP message
NDN
Data-
oriented
Pull
(Request/Response)
(i) Variable length
(ii) Hierarchical identi-
fier
(iii) (Optional)
Human-readable
identifier
Interest and Data
messages
PURSUIT
Data-
oriented
Pull
(Publish/Subscribe)
(i) Variable length:
composed by a (se-
quence of) scope(s)
ID(s) and a single
rendezvous IDs
(ii) Flat identifier
(Un)Subscribe and
Publish messages
ETArch
Data-
oriented
Pull
(Publish/Subscribe)
(i) Fixed length
(ii) Flat identifier
Entity (un)registration
and Workspace
create/delete,
attach/detach and
publish messages
anything (e.g., a data chunk, a content or even an endpoint). The IP addresses
are hierarchical and encoded as a sequence of 4 bytes for IPv4 or 16 bytes for IPv6.
Although NDN addresses are also hierarchical, they can have variable lengths. In turn,
PURSUIT addresses are flat and composed by two parts: the scope and the rendezvous.
The scope part, consisting of a (sequence of) fixed length scope ID(s), is followed by
the rendezvous part, consisting of a single fixed-length rendezvous ID. Finally, ETArch
addresses have fixed length and consists in flat identifiers.
In terms of operation, the IP protocol is composed by a single message that can be
sent and routed in the network independently of any other message previously sent.
The NDN protocol, operating on a request/response paradigm, is composed by two
types of messages which are intrinsically related (i.e., Data messages are forwarded
through the reverse path taken by Interest message). The PURSUIT protocol, which
operates based on a publish/subscribe paradigm, has specific messages for handling
the (un)subscriptions and publication of data, forwarded based on in-packet bloom
filters. ETArch, that also operates based on a publish/subscribe paradigm, defines
messages for entity (un)registration as well as for enabling entities to create or attach
to workspaces (i.e., subscription) in order to become capable of receiving any message
sent towards a given workspace (i.e., publish).
2.2.3 Discussion
Future Internet is a recent research topic which is currently having a strong emphasis
among the research community, with several network architectures and enhancements
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to those same architectures being proposed over the recent years. Two different
strategies for the definition of the Future Internet are being taken. On one hand,
evolutionary approaches (such as, SDN-based solutions) aim to enhance the current
Internet architecture, maintaining backwards compatibility with the existing Internet
infrastructure. On the other hand, clean-slate approaches (such as, ICNs) aim to
design new network architectures from scratch without any bounds to the current
existing Internet architecture. Each of these architectures optimizes different KPIs
by centering their operation on different network elements (e.g., IP is centered on
hosts, while ICNs center their operation around the content itself) and/or by defining
different ways for establishing the communication between the endpoints. Nevertheless,
since such network architectures are still in the maturing phase, there is space for new
innovations that could be incorporated in their base design.
2.3 Deployment and interoperability
The IP protocol prevailed as the main protocol at the network layer, having gradually
imposed itself on all types of networks. In doing so, IP became the narrow waist of the
current Internet, leading to a new concept based on “all-IP” networks [9]. The layers
above and below the network layer have seen frequent innovations, with new protocols
being proposed on those layers. In contrast, such evolution pattern is not witnessed at
the network layer, where the adoption of new protocols is a costly and slowly process.
2.3.1 Deployment scenarios
During the transition from one network architecture to another, it is expected a
transition period on which both the old and the new network architectures would
run in parallel. In an ideal deployment of new network architectures, both the
new and existing architectures would be supported in all network equipments (i.e.,
following a dual stack strategy), with each network architecture being natively used
whenever needed. However, such a strategy may increase not only the costs of
replacing/upgrading existing equipments to support the new network architecture but
also the operational costs due to duplication of tasks for maintaining both the new and
the old network architecture.
Notwithstanding, during the deployment of a new network architecture, three
deployment scenarios can be envisioned, as depicted in Figure 2.7. Note that this
is well known from the issues associated with the IPv6 transition.
In early deployment stages, isolated networking islands supporting the new
architecture would be incrementally deployed over time. While the new network
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(a) Interconnecting new network architecture islands through the old network architecture
(b) Interconnecting old network architecture islands through the new network architecture
(c) Interconnecting the new and the old network architectures
Figure 2.7: Deployment scenarios
architecture is being deployed, the existing networking infrastructure can remain
functional and be used to carry traffic of the new network architecture. As such,
besides interconnecting islands through dedicated links, the interconnection of these
new islands can be achieved by transporting traffic between islands over the existing
networking architecture, as depicted in Figure 2.7a. For example, the IPv4 routing
infrastructure remains functional while the IPv6 infrastructure is being deployed, with
the former being used to carry traffic from the latter to interconnect isolated islands
[48].
In later stages of deployment of a new architecture and with the new architecture
widely adopted, it is expected that the old network architecture becomes a legacy
service, starting to be no longer supported in parts of the network. With time, the old
network architecture may become scattered among multiple isolated islands, connected
to each other via the new network architecture, as depicted in Figure 2.7b.
A third deployment scenario, that can occur in every stage of the deployment of
a new network architecture, considers that a given endpoint from the new network
architecture needs to exchange information with an endpoint from the old network
architecture (and vice-versa), as depicted in Figure 2.7c. In this scenario, messages
from one network architecture need to be converted into compatible messages with the
other network architecture.
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2.3.2 Interoperability strategies
In computer networks, the flag day is a transition strategy on which all existing network
entities are simultaneously upgraded to support a new feature or protocol. It involves
a period of outage, where network entities often need to be rebooted. Those that are
not upgraded are left having to communicate via ad-hoc mechanisms. In the history
of the Internet, such event occurred seldom e.g. in 1983 when ARPANET switched
from the Network Control Program (NCP) to the TCP/IP protocol suite [71]. Back
then, the number of hosts were just a few hundreds. Even so, there was a transition
period between both protocols before such change occured [86], where it was considered
that NCP-only hosts needed to interoperate with IP/TCP-only hosts. The solution
relied on the introduction of a set of relaying hosts supporting both NCP and IP/TCP
protocols, that intermediated the communication between hosts for Telnet, FTP and
Mail protocols.
Today, it is practically impossible to switch the entire Internet to use a new network
architecture overnight. Not only the number of existing network entities is far superior
than in 1983 (from a couple hundreds to hundreds of millions machines) but also it
would require the agreement of different stakeholders. Interoperability mechanisms
between different network architecture are then required, so that the different protocol
stacks of each architecture can coexist with one another while enabling an incremental
deployment of new architectures in a transparent way for end users. During such
transitional time, it is expected that both the existing networking landscape and the
new network protocol stack coexist and operate in parallel. To achieve such purpose,
three different interoperability strategies have been employed while deploying a new
network architecture (e.g., during the transition time from IPv4 to IPv6 [108, 103]), as
depicted in Figure 2.8: (i) dual-stack; (ii) tunneling; and (iii) translation strategies.
The most straightforward solution is to follow a dual-stack strategy where both
the new and the existing protocol stacks are simultaneously supported by both the
hosts and routers (Figure 2.8a). This implies that a complete implementation of each
protocol stack is provided by the network entities, which by operating in parallel,
allows networks entities to communicate via either protocol. Such solution paves the
way for services and applications supporting the new protocol to start to emerge. In
the example of Figure 2.8a, all entities support both network protocol A and B and,
therefore, endpoints can use either protocol A or B to send messages towards the other
communication endpoint. However, such solution has the disadvantage of creating a
complexity not only in what concerns the design of network entities but also due to a
double effort in configuring and maintaining of multiple network protocol stacks.
It is expected that during the transition period, isolated islands of the new network
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(a) Dual Stack
(b) Tunneling
(c) Translation
Figure 2.8: Interoperability strategies
architecture are going to need to use the existing networking infrastructure to connect
to each other. In such scenarios, islands of a given network architecture can be
connected through tunnels that route packets on top of the existing networking
environment, without requiring its upgrade (Figure 2.8b), creating virtual links between
the islands. At the endpoint of each tunnel are entities able to understand both network
protocols. Packets from the new network architecture are encapsulated in the entrance
point of the tunnel and decapsulated at the tunnel exit point. As such, tunneling
provides a way to utilize the existing routing infrastructure to carry packets of non-
supported architectures. In the example of Figure 2.8b, the gateway, supporting both
A and B protocols, adds a header of the protocol B to received packets of protocol A, so
that they can be forwarded towards the other tunnel endpoint via routing infrastructure
of architecture B. In turn, in the tunnel exit point, which also supports both A and B
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protocols, the header of the protocol B is removed from the received packets, forwarding
the original packet in the network architecture A towards its original destination.
Another strategy to connect isolated islands of a given network architecture is to
translate packets from one network protocol to another (Figure 2.8c). This strategy also
enables network entities belonging to a different network architecture to communicate
with one another. Translation mechanisms can be stateless or stateful. In the former,
each translation can be processed individually without any reference to previously
converted packets, while the latter requires state regarding previous translations to
be maintained. However, this strategy has the disadvantage that an unclear mapping
between the features of each network protocol may result in feature loss. In the example
of Figure 2.8b, the gateway, supporting both A and B protocols, extracts the payload
of the message, converting the header of protocol A into an header of protocol B,
so that the message can be forwarded across the infrastructure supporting network
architecture B. The message is then converted back to an A message at the edge of
network B and delivered to its original destination in the network architecture A.
Moreover, this strategy allows messages to be delivered to an entity in the architecture
B. In this case, the second conversion (i.e., from architecture B back to architecture
A) does not occur.
2.3.3 Interoperability mechanisms between IPv4 and IPv6
Along with the initial deployment of IPv6, a set of mechanisms to ease and smooth the
migration between IPv4 and IPv6 protocols were proposed which, consequently, also
promoted the interoperability between both protocols. Although, these mechanisms
were proposed in scope of IPv4 and IPv6, this section intends to overview the proposed
solutions so that a set of lessons could be extracted and used as guidelines for the work
developed in this thesis.
IPv6, designed as the successor of IPv4 protocol, defines a different packet format
and addressing schemes (i.e., the size of addresses is increased from 4 bytes to 16 bytes).
Entities only supporting the IPv4 protocol are not able to forward IPv6 packets and,
in a similar way, entities only supporting IPv6 protocol are not able to forward IPv4
packets. As a result, IPv6 created a parallel networking environment that coexists with
its IPv4 counterpart. The deployment of IPv6 has been slowly happening for a long
time [26, 31], although in the recent years we have witnessed an increased traction on
the IPv6 adoption8.
During this transition period, where both IPv4 and IPv6 coexist simultaneously in
the Internet, the interoperability strategies described in Section 2.3.2 have been used
8Google IPv6 Statistics - https://www.google.com/intl/en/ipv6/statistics.html
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in the migration from IPv4 to IPv6 protocol, aiming to promote a smooth adoption of
IPv6 by maintaining connectivity of both IPv4 and IPv6 networks and enabling the
interoperability between IPv4- and IPv6-only hosts as well.
Following a dual-stack strategy, network entities (e.g., hosts and routers) run
complete implementations of both IPv4 and IPv6 in parallel [48]. Such entities have the
ability to handle both IPv4 and IPv6 packets and, thus, they can directly interoperate
with IPv4 nodes using IPv4 packets and with IPv6 nodes using IPv6 packets. In
addition, it enables IPv4 and IPv6 applications to operate in the same node, whenever
dual stack is supported in the host [103]. Although most of the currently sold network
equipments and hosts already support both protocols, to be possible to use such
strategy in the whole Internet infrastructure, the legacy equipment supporting only
IPv4 protocol would need to be replaced or updated.
To overcome such limitation of a dual-stack strategy, tunneling strategies started
to be considered as well, as a mean to carry IPv6 packets over unmodified IPv4 routing
infrastructure [48], acting as a bridge between IPv6 networks across incompatible IPv4
networks [103]. The tunnel endpoints can either be hosts or routers supporting both
IPv6 and IPv4 protocols, on which the tunnel is established between: host-to-host,
host-to-router, router-to-host or router-to-router. In the tunnel entry point an IPv4
header is added to the original IPv6 packet (i.e., the original IPv6 packet is encapsulated
in an IPv4 packet). The packet can then be routed towards the tunnel exit point on
which the IPv4 header is removed and the original IPv6 packet sent through the IPv6
routing infrastructure towards the original destination. To avoid explicit tunnel setup
which introduces large management overheads, several approaches have been proposed
to automate tunnel configuration. Proposals such as 6over4 [62], 6to4 [22], 6rd [34], and
Intra-Site Automatic Tunnel Addressing Protocol (ISATAP) [53] defines addresses that
contain embedded IPv4 addresses, used to determine the source and destination IPv4
addresses when IPv6 traffic is tunneled across an IPv4 network. Another approach [36]
relies on tunnel brokers which are responsible for automating tunnel management for
requests originated from the users.
As IPv6 adoption becomes widespread, IPv6-only deployments are expected to
occur. In order to maintain connectivity of residual IPv4 deployment (e.g., isolated
IPv4 networking islands), it may be required to established tunnels over the IPv6
infrastructure. In the tunnel entry point an IPv6 header is added to the original
IPv4 packet (i.e., the original IPv4 packet is encapsulated in an IPv6 packet). Dual-
Stack Lite (DS-Lite) [35] uses IPv4 over IPv6 tunnels to forward traffic from a
dual-stack host or Customer-Premises Equipment (CPE) provided with IPv6-only
connectivity by the service provider (also called, DS-Lite Basic Bridging BroadBand
(B4)), towards a carrier-grade IPv4-IPv4 NAT (also called, DS-Lite Address Family
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Transition Router (AFTR)). Upon decapsulating packets coming from the tunnel, the
AFTR performs IPv4-IPv4 NAT translation. B4 devices discover the AFTR via out-
of-band mechanisms, manual configuration or using DHCPv6 options. Lightweight
4over6 approach [29] builds upon the mechanisms of DS-Lite, relocating the NAPT
functionalities to the B4 device, in order to reduce the amount of centralized state
at the AFTR. The approach proposed in [30] also leverages a tunneling IPv4 over
IPv6 strategy where global IPv4 addresses are assigned to users, avoiding the need
for carrier-side address translation. Although this last approach is in use in some
existing deployments, future deployments of similar scenarios are recommended to use
Lightweight 4over6 instead [30].
Finally, scenarios considering the communication between IPv4-only and IPv6-only
applications/hosts (and vice-versa) are also addressed, with solutions exploring and
proposing the translation between both protocols:
❼ The Stateless IP/ICMP Translation Algorithm (SIIT) [15] defines bidirectional
algorithms for translating between IPv4 and IPv6 packets (and between ICMPv4
and ICMPv6 messages), not including IPv4 Options or IPv6 extensions headers
(except the Fragment Header). Due to the stateless nature of this approach,
packets between both protocols are translated based on the configuration of the
translator and information contained within the packets being translated.
❼ Regarding the introduction of translators in the network path between hosts
deployed in IPv4 and IPv6 architectures, IPv6-to-IPv4 Transport Relay
Translator (TRT) [111] defines an intermediary entity that enables IPv6-only
hosts to initiate and exchange TCP and UDP traffic with IPv4-only hosts.
Following a stateful strategy, the TRT maintains two connections: one with
the IPv6 host and another with the IPv4 host, relaying traffic between both
connections.
❼ SOCKS-based IPv6/IPv4 Gateway [66] makes use of SOCKS protocol to enable
IPv4/IPv6 traffic to be forwarded from the initiator applications to a relaying
entity (i.e., the SOCKS server), which in turn establishes the correspondent
IPv6/IPv4 connection with the destination node. This intermediary entity is,
as in the previous case, responsible for relaying traffic between both connections.
❼ Bump-in-the-Host (BIH) [58], a successor and combination of the Bump-in-
the-Stack (BIS) [13] and Bump-in-the-API (BIA) [65], proposes to allow IPv4-
only applications running in dual-stack hosts to communicate with IPv6-only
peers. The translation can be made at the socket API layer, with the
translator intercepting IPv4 socket API function calls and, in turn, invoking
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the corresponding IPv6 socket API fucntion calls; or at the network layer, with
packets being intercepted and converted using the algorithms defined in SIIT
approach.
The migration from IPv4 to IPv6 proved to be far more complex than expected,
with several mechanisms being proposed to mitigate such complexity. Most of the
mechanisms proposed to ease and smooth the migration process have relied (i) in
gateways supporting both protocols that (ii) followed a tunneling or translation
approach to enable traffic to be sent across a different network architecture, (iii) while
making the communication transparent to applications.
2.3.4 Interoperability mechanisms involving ICN
architectures
As in the IPv6, interoperability between different ICN architectures and the current IP
architecture started to be studied not only for enabling their coexistence in the same
networking environment, but also as a mechanism to allow the incremental deployment
of ICN architectures.
To our knowledge, [105] is one of the first works aiming to run the HTTP protocol on
CCN, by proposing a HTTP-CCN gateway that converts HTTP requests and responses
into CCN Interest and Data respectively (and vice-versa). In the ingress gateway
towards the CCN network, HTTP messages are converted into CCN messages, allowing
them to transverse the CCN network towards the egress gateway. In turn, by receiving
the CCN messages, the egress gateway reconstructs the original HTTP messages,
sending it towards the original HTTP server. This work supports the conversion of
messages related with two of the most commonly used HTTP methods, the HTTP GET
and POST methods. However, its operation scope is limited to the interoperability
between HTTP and CCN protocols.
Versatile ICN Deployment Framework (VICN) [92] defines a framework that aims at
facilitating the deployment of various ICN architecture instantiations, while enabling
the interoperation among different ICNs. It leverages a separation of the data and
control planes, where the data plane is extended to support ICN operations, processing
received packets according to rules defined by the controlling entities. Regarding
its capability to enable the interoperation among different ICN instantiations, VICN
supports both tunneling and translation schemes. In the former, a tunnel between
the access switch and a gateway switch is established so that packets from a different
ICN instantiation can be transparently delivered over the tunnel. In the latter scheme,
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packets are translated between architectures so that any entity in the transversing
network containing a cached copy can retrieve the content towards the user.
Another architectural framework, named Internames [76], defines a set of resolution
services that allow names to be mapped not only to network locations but also to the
protocol to be used to reach the current location of that name. In addition, it enables
the coexistence of different network domains, which consists in an autonomous network
using a local networking stack (e.g., IP and ICN). For that, it introduces dedicated
nodes, called name-routers, that interconnect network domains and act as protocol
proxies between name-oriented protocols operating on each network domain.
The H2020 POINT project [99] targets the deployment of IP-based applications over
ICN-based architectures, aiming to provide IP-based services with a better performance
than in standard IP networks. In order to maintain the user equipment unmodified,
a gateway-based approach is proposed to preserve the IP interfaces towards the user
equipment as well as IP applications and services. However, the scope of this gateway
(called NAP) is strictly limited to IP and ICN architectures, although supporting
handlers for specific IP-based protocols (e.g., HTTP and CoAP [41, 44]).
In [77], a TCP/ICN proxy capable of transparently carrying TCP traffic between
TCP/IP endpoints over an ICN network is described and analyzed taking into account
three alternative designs.
Finally, the Hybrid ICN solution [79] embedded ICN semantics into IPv6 packets,
integrating ICN names in existing IPv6 headers and other ICN information carried
as payload inside IPv6 packets. Such approach allows legacy IPv6 routers to forward
packets based solely on IPv6 information while ICN-aware routers can process packets
taking into consideration the ICN semantics.
2.3.5 Discussion
Proponents of the different architectures already provide infrastructure for some
backwards compatibility with existing protocols of the current Internet architecture.
Most of the existing work assumes the interoperability between different network
architectures on a case-by-case basis or the interconnection of isolated islands belonging
to a given network architecture over a different architecture (i.e., as an overlay).
However, with the advent of novel network architectures and, consequently,
deployment of resources in these architectures, a key aspect for avoiding the creation
of information silos is to allow entities to access the resources independently of the
access network architecture. In such scenario, it would be possible to retain a single
and integrated network, still perceived as the Internet as a whole. If a consistent
and flexible framework was available to interconnect all Future Internet architectures,
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resources could be pooled together to enable full interoperability between multiple and
changing architectures with no impact on the end hosts. To make this possible, such
framework may build the necessary adaptation and control layers, focusing on the
communication between entities deployed in different network architectures instead of
overlaying traffic of a given network architecture over a different one.
2.4 Mobility management
With the development and proliferation of wireless and cellular access networks, a new
paradigm in communications became available for users, enabling them to be mobile
while maintaining connectivity. In addition, the variety of existing access technologies
created an heterogeneous environment where each technology is able to provide superior
capabilities (e.g., in terms of transmission rates, coverage or quality of service) in
specific use cases. For example, Wireless Local Area Networks (WLANs) can be used
indoors (such as, home or public facilities) for high transmission rates, while cellular
networks can be used to provide wider coverage areas. Such heterogeneous environment
stimulated the development of mobile nodes supporting multiple access technologies
(e.g., smartphones), which are capable of selecting the most appropriate technology at
each moment, providing an always best connected experience to the users [55].
Points of Attachment (PoAs) of different technologies (such as, WLAN access points
or base stations in cellular networks) provide MNs with connectivity to the network.
However, as users move, the signal strength received by the MN from PoAs varies due
e.g. to the distance between the MN and the PoA. MNs may require to switch between
different PoAs, resulting from e.g. degradation of the link quality, finding a PoA with
better signal quality or being out of range of the current PoA. This procedure where
the MN moves from one PoA to another is usually referred as handover and it is one
of the most critical aspects in mobility.
During the handover procedure, link connectivity may be interrupted and, as a
consequence, the communication channel between the MN and Corresponding Nodes
(CNs) may also be interrupted. The time during which the MN is unable to send or
receive packets due to link switching operations is called handover delay. The handover
delay can have a negative impact on the performance of applications, due to which,
depending on the time that the handover lasts, packet loss may occur and, in the worst
case scenario, ongoing connections between the MN and CNs terminated. For example,
the handover delay is a critical factor for time-sensitive and real-time application
scenarios, on which packet losses may significantly affect the quality of experience
of users. Also, most applications and services are not aware of the specificities of the
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link layer, not implementing any mobility-aware mechanism, and, therefore, after the
handover to a new PoA, new connections may need to be re-established by applications.
As such, the goal of mobility management is two-fold: (i) to optimize handover
procedures, reducing the handover delay so that its impact can be minimized;
(ii) to provide seamlessly handover procedures, making handovers transparent for
applications.
2.4.1 IP-based mobility management mechanisms
Whenever a node connects to a network, it acquires an IP address belonging to
the network of the access router. If we consider the mobility of that given node,
its IP address will change as it moves across different access network. Such change
has consequences regarding IP reachability, requiring the reestablishment of ongoing
connections by the MN. For example, a TCP connection is identified by a 4-tuple
(source and destination IP address and source and destination port) and, therefore, a
change on the IP address of the MN (i.e., the source IP address) will break ongoing
TCP connections. To overcome this issue, IP-based mobility management mechanisms
have been proposed in order to maintain the mobile node’s reachability over the same
IP address, allowing IP session continuity while on the move. Most of the presented
proposals tackle IPv6 instead of IPv4, due to the capability of the hosts to be configured
with several IPv6 addresses in the same network interface.
2.4.1.1 Centralized mobility management
Mobile IP (MIP) (both the MIPv4 [85] and MIPv6 [60]) is one of the first mechanisms
developed by the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) to support node mobility. It
defines that each MN is identified by an IP address that is independent of its location,
called home address, and whenever away from its home network is associated with a
second IP address, called Care-of Address (CoA), that identifies the current location
of the MN. This enables the MN to change its PoA and still continue to be identified
by its home address allowing seamless connection. MIP is also independent of the
access technology of the current and the new PoA, i.e., it is suitable for mobility across
homogeneous and heterogeneous networks. Two new functional entities are introduced
in the network architecture: the Home Agent (HA) and the Foreign Agent (FA). While
the HA is a router on the home network of the MN that maintains the current location
of the MN and tunnels the messages towards the MN when it is away from its home
network, the FA is a router on the visited network that routes the messages to the MN
while registered. Specifically to Mobile IP for IPv6, there is no need to deploy the FA,
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which is able to operate in any location without support required from the local router
[60].
When the MN is at the home network, packets to and from it are delivered by
using standard IP routing. However, whenever the MN roams to a foreign network,
the MN registers its new CoA with its HA to inform about its new location (i.e.,
binding procedure), establishing a tunnel between the HA and the CoA of the MN. In
doing so, messages destined to the MN (i.e., addressed to its home address) are sent
towards its HA which are then tunneled towards the its CoA and delivered to the MN.
For messages sent by the MN there is no need to implement new routing mechanisms
since the route of the messages to the destination is made according to conventional
IP mechanisms. This routing approach, as depicted in Figure 2.9, is commonly named
triangular routing.
Figure 2.9: Triangular Routing in Mobile IP
Extensions to the base behavior of the protocol have been proposed to optimize the
performance of MIP and, consequently, of the handover procedure. Fast Handovers
in Mobile IPv6 (FMIPv6) [67] aims at reducing the handover latency, by enabling
the MN to quickly detect that it has moved to a new subnet, providing the new access
point and the associated subnet prefix information when the MN is still connected to its
current subnet. Hierarchical Mobile IPv6 (HMIPv6) [17] aims at reducing the signaling
overhead between the MN and its HA (and correspondent nodes) resulting from the
handover procedure by introducing a new entity, called Mobility Anchor Point, which
is located on the visited network and acts like a local HA.
Network-based mobility management solutions do not require the MN to be
involved in the signaling exchanged with the home agent, with the mobility procedure
being handled by a proxy mobility agent on the behalf of the MN. Proxy Mobile
IPv6 (PMIPv6) [24], the network-based counterpart of MIP, proposes a mobility
management solution within localized domains, providing mobility support for MNs
without their direct involvement in the related signaling. Mobility entities in the
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network are responsible for tracking the movement of the MN, initiating the mobility
signaling and setting up the required routing states. For that, it introduces two new
network functional entities: the Mobile Access Gateway (MAG) and the Localized
Mobility Anchor (LMA). While the MAG, deployed on the access link where MNs
connects to, is responsible for performing the mobility management on behalf of the
MN, the LMA is responsible for managing and maintaining the reachability towards
the MN by establishing tunnels with the MAG.
When the MN connects to an access network, the MAG on that link detects the
attachment of the MN and it triggers the binding update procedure on the behalf of the
MN in order to register it with the LMA. Upon successful registration, a bidirectional
tunnel between the MAG and the LMA is established, used for routing the MN’s
traffic between the MAG and the LMA (i.e., used for routing packets from and to the
MN). Packets destined to the MN are delivered to the LMA, which in turn forwards
them towards the serving MAG via the established tunnel for the MN, to be finally
sent towards the MN by the serving MAG. Whenever the MN switches its point of
attachment from one MAG to another, a new tunnel is established between the new
MAG and the LMA for the MN and the previous tunnel is teared down. Nevertheless,
since the new MAG advertises the same home network prefix as the previous MAG, the
MN is able to continue to use the same address that was obtained from the previous
MAG.
An illustration of the previously described mobility management solutions is
presented in Figure 2.10.
2.4.1.2 Distributed mobility management
The approaches of addressing mobility described above have in common the fact that
they are centralized, with traffic requiring to go through a centralized anchor point in
the network. This introduces several limitations regarding to non-optimal routing, low
scalability and reliability aspects [23]. To mitigate the previous limitations, Distributed
Mobility Management (DMM) [115] solutions started to be explored, where mobility
anchors are deployed closer to the MNs (i.e., are relocated to the network edge). In
doing so, MNs become capable of moving between mobility anchors, avoiding traffic
to transverse a single mobility anchor far from the optimal route. DMM solutions can
be categorized as partially distributed, where only the data plane is distributed, or
fully distributed, where both the control and the data plane are distributed. Moreover,
existing DMM solutions can be divided into two categories: (i) client-based; and (ii)
network based solutions.
Several proposed solutions try to modify centralized mobility management
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(a) MIPv6 (b) Fast Handovers in Mobile IPv6
(c) Hierarchical Mobile IPv6 (d) Proxy Mobile IPv6
Figure 2.10: Centralized mobility management solutions
approaches to work in a distributed way. Regarding client-based [51, 11, 12] and
network-based [52, 49, 106, 18] DMM solutions, most of these proposals focus on
distributing the operation of MIP and PMIP protocols, respectively. Other proposals,
namely routing-based DMM solutions, leverage its operation on IP routing protocols to
support mobility instead of tunnel establishments, being categorized as network-based
solutions.
In both client-based and network-based DMM solutions, multiple mobility anchors
are deployed in the network edge and, therefore, anchoring is distributed across multiple
access networks. Instead of using a single IP address anchored at a central anchor
entity, the MN configures additional IP addresses at each visited access network. Such
approach allows the MN to use the locally-anchored address for new communications,
while active communications can still use previous assigned IP addresses through
bi-directional tunnels established between the MN and the corresponding mobility
anchor in MIP-based DMM solutions or between the current and the corresponding
mobility anchors in PMIP-based DMM solutions. In partially distributed approaches, a
dedicated server (e.g., central mobility database), which tracks the MN and maintains
mobility sessions of MNs, is responsible for managing the mobility of MNs.
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2.4.2 Facilitating and optimizing handovers with IEEE
802.21
The IEEE 802.21 [1, 83] standard aims to define extensible media access independent
mechanisms to facilitate and optimize handovers between heterogeneous technologies,
including IEEE 802 (both wired and wireless) and cellular technologies. To achieve
its purpose, it provides technology-agnostic means for mobility management entities
to control and retrieve information from the access links, as well as it defines a set
of messages for assisting mobility management entities during the different stages
of the handover procedure. Note that it is out of scope of IEEE 802.21 how the
actual handover procedure is executed, but it can be coupled with different mobility
management mechanisms to facilitate and optimize their operation. The mechanism
defined in IEEE 802.21 standard can be applied to both mobile and stationary entities.
For example, due to the movement of mobile entities, changes in the current link
conditions are likely to occur (e.g., signal strength starts to weaken, crossing a
predefined threshold), triggering the execution of handover procedures. Regarding
stationary entities, changes in the surrounding environment may also occur (e.g.,
malfunction of existing PoAs or deployment of new PoAs), which can also trigger
the handover procedures to more attractive PoAs.
In order to operate and support the IEEE 802.21 mechanisms, each involved host
and network entity must include a MIHF as a cross-layer function within their protocol
stack. The MIHF acts as a middleware in the communication between the upper
and the lower layers (i.e., MIH-users and Link SAPs respectively), abstracting the
specificities of each technology from the upper layers. The MIH-Users are mobility
management entities that makes use of the abstracting services provided by the MIHFs,
while the Link SAPs are link-layer entities responsible for the specificities of each link-
layer technology.
The services provided by the MIHFs can be categorized as:
❼ Media Independent Event Service (MIES): the MIES is responsible for
notifying the upper layers about events from the lower layers, which can be
originated from local or remote interfaces. These events are sent asynchronously
to the MIHF, indicating changes in the state of the link layer or whether a pre-
configured thresholds regarding specific link parameters (e.g., signal strength or
throughput) is crossed.
❼ Media Independent Command Service (MICS): the MICS provides the
ability to control, manage and get information from the link layers (e.g., order
specific actions and parameters threshold configuration). The information
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retrieved by the command service is characterized by being synchronous
information regarding the requested parameter. In addition, it also provides
the ability to assist the handover procedure in its different stages (i.e., handover
preparation, commit and complete stages).
❼ Media Independent Information Service (MIIS): the MIIS provides
mechanisms to acquire, store and retrieve information about networks in the
coverage area or within a geographical area, aiming to facilitate handover
procedures. In doing so, it allows the mobile devices and network entities
to discover information, such as knowledge of security information, supported
channels, cost per use, networks categories and QoS supported, which helps in
the selection of appropriate networks during handovers.
The IEEE 802.21 standard also defines a protocol, the Media Independent Handover
(MIH) protocol, for MIHFs to communicate with one another. The communication
between peer MIHFs is essential to enable the optimization of handovers between
heterogeneous networks, allowing mobility management entities on each involved entity
to assist in the handover procedure of the mobile devices. This protocol defines the
format of the messages exchanged between peer MIHFs, as well as the mechanisms
that support their transport and reliable delivery of messages to their destination.
Several amendments, namely IEEE 802.21a[3], IEEE 802.21b[2], IEEE 802.21c[4]
and IEEE 802.21d[5], have been proposed to enhance the capabilities of IEEE 802.21
standard mechanisms. These amendments target, respectively, security extensions,
extensions for supporting handovers with downlink only technologies, optimized single
radio handovers, and multicast group management.
2.4.3 Mobility in evolutionary SDN-based architectures
The separation of the control and data planes leveraged by SDN, allowing the network
behavior to be programmed from a central entity, has motivated the use of SDN in
mobility management solutions aiming to optimize and improve their operation. This
separation of the data and control planes fits into the approach taken by several mobility
management solutions, on which a centralized entity is responsible for the control
plane, managing the mobility procedure of MNs. In terms of mobility management,
the SDN controller can act as the dedicated entity for mobility procedures, managing
the mobility procedure of MNs and (re)configuring the network to cope with the MNs
movement. It is responsible for (re)configuring the forwarding rules not only in the
mobility anchor but also in intermediary switches in the network. Whenever the MN
attaches to a new anchor point, the network controller is notified about such event,
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which in turn reconfigures the network to redirect the traffic related to the MN towards
its new location.
To achieve this goal, two different approaches can be found in the state of the art.
On one hand, existing mobility management protocols are enhanced to cooperate with
SDN mechanisms. On the other hand, new mechanisms are defined based solely on
SDN without requiring existing mobility management protocols.
In what regards the former, solutions such as [87], [64, 91] and [102, 80] enhance,
respectively, MIP, PMIP and DMM approaches with SDN mechanisms to ease in
routing path configuration procedures. Taking as example the solution proposed in [64],
it defines two operation modes for an OpenFlow-based PMIPv6 solution: OPMIPv6
where the LMA and the MAG are respectively instantiated in the OpenFlow Controller
and OpenFlow switches, and OPMIPv6-C where both the LMA and the MAG are
instantiated in the OpenFlow Controller. In OPMIPv6 operation mode, PMIPv6
signaling is exchanged between LMA and the MAG for notifying the attachment and
forwarding the assigned home network prefix, while OpenFlow signaling is used to set
up the routing path avoiding the need for IP tunnels. In OPMIPv6-C, each of these
operations are handled by the MAG and LMA functions in the OpenFlow Controller,
using only the OpenFlow protocol for such purpose.
Regarding the latter, in the solution presented in [50] the network (re)configuration
consists in a combination of translation and forwarding rules on the anchor points. The
previous anchor points of the MN are configured to rewrite the IP destination address
of incoming packets destined to the MN with the last known address of the MN, while
the current anchor point of the MN is configured to perform the reverse translation,
restoring the old IP address of the MN. In doing so, whenever traffic from an anchored
flow reaches any of the previous anchor points of the MN, it is redirected towards the
current location of the MN. Although this solution does not involve any IP tunnel, its
behavior is mimicked. Other solutions [95, 20, 107] tackle the problem by updating
the routing path after the handover procedure to allow packets destined to the MN to
be directly redirect towards the current location of the MN, eliminating the burden of
requiring to go firstly to the previous location.
2.4.4 Mobility in clean-slate ICN-based architectures
By focusing the communication on names (what) instead of network addresses (where),
ICN architectures try to move away from any location dependencies, and, therefore,
mobility is handled in ICN in a different way than in the current IP architecture. In
ICN, mobility can be tackled in terms of consumer and/or provider mobility, on which
the former aims to allow consumers of content objects to move without disrupting
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connectivity and the latter to allow producers of content objects to move without
disrupting content availability [101]. This thesis focuses on improving the efficiency of
consumer mobility.
Communications in ICN are commonly characterized by being consumer-driven.
Consumers follow a pull-based communication model to fetch a given content object,
and by being connectionless. As such, mobility of consumers is intrinsically supported
by such architectures. More specifically, the consumer just needs to re-issue its interest
on the desired content after the handover or when the previous requests time out.
Regarding the ICN instantiations studied in this thesis, after moving to a new PoA,
consumer mobility can be achieved by:
❼ in NDN, consumers re-issue Interest messages for any previously sent request for
a content object not yet satisfied with the purpose of recreating the reverse path
back to its new location [73, 100]. If the new and the old paths cross, the Interest
message can be: (i) retrieved by an intermediary entity containing a cached copy
of the content (i.e., while satisfying the Interest messages pending on the old
location of the mobile consumer, content can be cached in intermediary entities)
[14]; or (ii) aggregated with the old request in the correspondent PIT entry (i.e.,
the Interest message sent from the old location was not yet satisfied) not being
propagated further [114].
❼ in PURSUIT, consumers resubscribe to the content being accessed. This triggers
the Rendezvous and the Topology Nodes to recalculate forwarding identifiers
between the producer and the new location of the mobile consumer [109, 100].
The new forwarding identifier is sent to the content producer, so that messages
can start being sent towards the new location of the mobile consumer.
❼ in ETArch, the mobile consumer re-registers itself in the new PoA, after which
it re-attaches to the DTS workspace where the content is being provided. This
leads the DTSA to reconfigure the network in order to extend the DTS workspace
towards the new location of the MN, so that messages can start being forwarded
towards the new location of the mobile consumer.
However, the previous approaches share some drawbacks when considering time-
sensitive applications (e.g. live streaming video and audio and/or video conference):
(i) the delay introduced by the convergence mechanisms on each network architecture
to enable the mobile consumer to restart the reception of the requested contents may
lead to content loss; and (ii) the already requested contents may still be sent towards
the old location of the consumer, leading to an unwanted utilization of bandwidth and
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network resources. To avoid it, the mobile consumer may need to cancel its interest for
the contents being accessed before the handover (PURSUIT and ETArch have messages
for unsubscribing, but NDN does not have messages for canceling its interest on a given
content) and request them again after the handover, but such strategy may also lead
to content loss (i.e., content may be loss during the time between both operations).
2.4.5 Discussion
Mobility in both IP and ICN architectures has been a subject of study by the research
community to enable MN to maintain connectivity after the handover procedure.
However, the main scope of the research on mobility in both IP and ICN architectures
is commonly centered on how to enable the MN to maintain connectivity after
the handover procedure, disregarding any optimization that could be leveraged by
taking into account context information from the link-layer of both mobile nodes and
networking entities (such as, PoAs). This context may provide useful information to
decision making entities, such as the detection of handover opportunities and selection
of the best available PoA for a given MN to move to. For example, the detection of an
imminent failure of a PoA may trigger the handover of a (group of) MN(s) towards a
different PoA, or simply the detection that a given MN has on its range a PoA with
better signal strength than its current PoA may trigger the MN to move to that MN.
Also, this allows mobility management entities to (re)configure the state of network
entities before and after the handover occurs with the purpose of mitigating the effects
caused by the handover itself.
2.5 Concluding Remarks
In this chapter, we have addressed the key concepts and technologies associated to
the different areas focused by the work developed under this thesis. Future Internet
architectures, both evolutionary (e.g., SDN-based) and clean-slate (e.g. ICN), are
introduced as the starting point for the discussion of the interoperability and mobility,
aspects that compose the core research of this thesis. These aspects are then further
explored, with the description of the most relevant related work, followed by a brief
discussion in an attempt to introduce to the most important motivations that paved
the way to the thesis work.

Chapter 3
Binding the Future Internet
Architectural Landscape
Given the previously identified set of potential deployment scenarios of a new network
architecture in the existing networking environment and the possible interoperability
strategies between different architectures, this chapter focuses on achieving an integrated
solution for supporting the interoperability among different network architectures in a
networking environment where multiple architectures coexist in parallel.
3.1 Introduction
Due to the disruptive nature of clean-slate network architectures when compared with
evolutionary architectures, the deployment of such architectures is not envisioned as an
easy process, since they might impose architectural changes ranging from the network
up to the application layer. Nevertheless, this thesis considers the existence of different
network architectures coexisting with one another in parallel [39], a critical aspect
for the incremental deployment of new network architectures without impacting the
existing networking landscape. The deployment of new architectures can then be done
incrementally through globally connected islands, either as an overlay over existing
networks or directly connected through dedicated links in specific business scenarios.
However, with multiple network architectures available simultaneously, a question
is risen on how to enable a clear path for resource providers to use those novel
architectures, so that resources are not restricted to a single network architecture in
an island. On one hand, providers might not invest on the replication of resources over
different architectures without a significant advantage on sight. On the other hand,
an increase of complexity on the users side will impact usability. For a functional
heterogeneous Future Internet, interoperability mechanisms between the different
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architectures are required to enable users, applications and network mechanisms to
access resources independently of the network architecture of the communication
endpoints.
In this chapter an interoperability framework, named Future Internet Fusion (FIFu),
is presented that enables different architectures to coexist and to exchange information
between one another without bounds to any particular instance. Such framework
simplifies the provisioning of resources in network architectures other than the one
where they are physically deployed in, making the process manageable for the resource
providers and facilitating the incremental deployment of new architectures without
creating information silos.
3.2 Problem and Background
This section introduces the scenario that motivated this work, followed by the
identification of the key interoperability challenges.
3.2.1 Reference Scenario
The reference scenario (depicted in Figure 3.1) considers the access to a given resource
by entities deployed in three different network architectures, each developed by taking
into consideration different design choices. More specifically, the considered network
architectures differ in aspects such as (i) design orientations; and (ii) communication
paradigms (as discussed in the next section).
Figure 3.1: Reference interoperability scenario
Alice, Bob and Charlie are watching the video stream of a sports event
broadcasting at the stadium. The network architecture deployed at the stadium
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(referred to as FIContent(Req/Rsp)) is content-oriented and operates on a request/response
communication paradigm.
Although Alice is at the stadium viewing the football match, she wants to e.g.
view the replay of a goal and, since her device supports the same network architecture
than the one provided by the stadium (i.e., FIContent(Req/Rsp)), she can obtain the video
stream directly from the video server by addressing the content itself and requesting it
via polling mechanisms (i.e., using a request/response communication paradigm). In
contrast, Bob and Charlie are at home and connected to the Internet through a host-
oriented network architecture that operates based on polling mechanisms (referred to as
FIHost(Req/Rsp)) and a content-oriented publish/subscribe network architecture (referred
to as FIContent(Pub/Sub)) respectively. In both cases, the devices of Bob and Charlie, and
the networks they are connected to, support a different network architecture than
the one at the stadium and, therefore, they are unable to directly fetch the video
stream broadcasting at the stadium, due to the incompatibilities between their network
architectures and the one at the stadium.
As such, Bob and Charlie need to request the video stream through mechanisms
and protocols supported by their devices and networks. Bob requests the video stream
using protocols supported by FIHost(Req/Rsp) and Charlie using protocols supported by
FIContent(Pub/Sub), both from an intermediary entity (i.e., the interoperability entity)
that is able to convert the messages into a FIContent(Req/Rsp) format (and vice versa).
This interoperability entity acts on behalf of Bob and Charlie to obtain the video
stream and as the video server in the network architectures of both Bob and Charlie,
behaving as an adaptation layer between the different network architectures.
Even if part of the communication does not exploit all the advantages associated
with the networking approach deployed at the stadium, Bob and Charlie can still access
the video stream through a different architecture, and thus it is possible to retain a
single and integrated network, still perceived as the Internet.
3.2.2 Interoperability Challenges
The design choices taken by each network architecture can hinder their interoperation
due to incompatibilities in specific operational aspects, making interoperability
impossible without an intermediary entity. Next, a set of potential hindering aspects
when interoperating between different architectures is discussed.
3.2.2.1 Different design orientation
Today’s IP network architecture is oriented around hosts and end-to-end principles.
However, other network architectures are centering their network layer on different
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elements, such as services, content, users, or even “anything”. By shifting the
design orientation, different operational principles may be implemented by the network
architectures, changing how networks and applications are designed, developed and
deployed.
Challenge 1: How can network architectures defined by a different set of
operational principles interact with each other in order to exchange information?
3.2.2.2 Different communication paradigms
According to how information is obtained, communication paradigms may be
categorized as pull or push. In the push paradigm the information is sent towards
the destination without having a prior request, which contrasts with the pull
paradigm where an explicit request for the information needs to be sent. Moreover,
pull communication paradigms can be sub-categorized into publish/subscribe or
request/response, which differ on how the desired information is requested and
delivered. While the former only needs to request the information once (i.e.,
subscription) and afterwards information is sent to the requester whenever an update
occurs, the latter needs to send an individual request for each information retrieval.
Challenge 2: How to adapt communications between architectures that follow
different paradigms for obtaining information?
3.2.2.3 Different addressing schemes
As each network architecture addresses resources in different ways, an heterogeneity of
addressing schemes with different semantics and encodings is created. Addresses may
represent geographic locations, administrative domains, hosts, services, contents, users,
among others; may be encoded with a fixed or variable length; may be hierarchical or
flat; may be self-certified or not; etc. Moreover, while some network architectures
addresses the resource directly at the network layer (e.g., content or services), others
address the resource itself at the upper layers in which the network-level address
represents just a hint on how to reach the resource (e.g., the host that has the resource).
Challenge 3: How to map addresses between architectures when these are scattered
among multiple layer protocols?
Challenge 4: How to map addresses with different meanings?
Challenge 5: How to convert between addresses with different encodings?
3.2.2.4 Different network protocols
The network protocol is the operative tool of the network architecture at the network
layer and, therefore, for an equipment to support a given network architecture it needs
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to support the correspondent network protocol. As such, for an equipment to support
a new network protocol it may be required its update or replacement. Otherwise,
whenever a message from an unknown network protocol is received by the network
equipment, the most common decision is to discard the message, failing to deliver it to
its destination.
In addition, the network protocol of a given network architecture may implement
features from one or more upper layer protocols on another architecture. For example,
some functions implemented in upper layers of the IP architecture are already addressed
at the network layer in ICN approaches (e.g., security and content integrity). In this
way, layers above the network layer deployed over a given network protocol may not
be directly transposed when applied to a different network protocol.
Challenge 6: How to convert messages from one network protocol to another?
Challenge 7: How to maintain backwards-compatibility while converting between
network protocols?
These differences between network architectures hinder the compatibility with one
another. As a result, entities deployed in a given network architecture may be restricted
to the resources available in that architecture, not being able to access resources
available in a different architecture. Thus, mechanisms to enable the interoperability
and the exchange of information between entities in different architectures are required
to allow a functional heterogeneous Future Internet. The discussion above also
highlights that the problems are deeper than a solution handled at a router level.
3.3 FIFu: Enabling Future Internet
Interoperability
The need for a heterogeneous Future Internet, where different network architectures
coexist and interoperate, acted as the main driver for the development of the Future
Internet Fusion (FIFu) framework. This framework provides an infrastructure that
enables different network architectures to exchange information and, therefore, to
interoperate with one another. In doing so, it contributes to the reduction of resource
provider deployment times and it allows a global access to resources.
One of the key requirements that were on the basis of the presented framework is
that the interoperability mechanisms must be transparent for both the communication
endpoints and the network entities on each network architecture. In other words, both
the endpoints and network entities must perceive the exchanged messages as being
originated by an entity in the same architecture and, thus, unaware that messages are
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from/to a different network architecture. In doing so, such framework is expected to
leverage the development, implementation and evolution of each network architecture
without imposing any restriction in terms of interoperability.
Inspired by Software Defined Networking [68] concepts, the FIFu framework
(depicted in Figure 3.2) consists in a two-layer framework composed by: (i) the
adaptation layer; and (ii) the intelligence layer. The adaptation layer connects Future
Internet network islands operating under different network architectures. This layer
is composed by a set of interoperability entities, called Future Internet eXchange
Points (FIXPs), that are responsible for converting messages from/to different network
architectures. The adaptation layer entities are under the control of logically centralized
entities, called Future Internet Controllers (FICs), that compose the intelligence
layer. The FICs are responsible for configuring, managing and supporting the FIXP
operation, as well as for creating, storing, managing and maintaining the mappings of
resources on each network architectures.
Figure 3.2: FIFu framework overview (NR is accessible from FI1 but not from FI3)
For a given resource to be available in a network architecture (besides the one it
is deployed in), it has to be accessible using addresses compatible with the protocols
supported by each network architecture. In the architectural environment presented
in Figure 3.2, the resource NR in FI2 can be accessed by clients deployed in FI1 (i.e.,
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C1 ) but not from clients deployed in FI3 (i.e., C3 ). The reason is that in FI1 a virtual
representation of the resource NR (i.e., NR’ ), accessible through addresses compatible
with the protocols supported by that architecture, is available. In turn, in FI3, the
client C3 cannot access the resoure NR, since FI3-compatible addresses are not yet
available (i.e., no virtual representation is available).
Within the FIFu framework, Uniform Resource Identifiers (URIs) [19], as
exemplified in Figure 3.3, are used to represent resource identifiers, which consist in
a sequence of characters that identifies an abstract or physical resource. An URI
provides all the required information (or hint(s) that lead to the required information)
on how to access the identified resource, such as the protocol and correspondent
address to be used, along with lower layer information/addresses when required. For
example, “http://atnog.av.it.pt” and “ndn:/atnog.av.it.pt” are URIs that may be used
for identifying resources, namely a web page in IP and a content object in NDN
architectures, respectively.
Figure 3.3: URI component parts
In the presented framework, a given resource is identified by a single original URI,
which identifies how the resource is accessed from the network architecture where it
is physically deployed, and multiple foreign URIs, which identify how the resource is
accessed from the remaining network architectures via regular and well-known protocols
of each architecture. The foreign URIs enable existing applications, services and
network mechanisms to view resources as belonging to their network architecture, even
if not physically deployed in that architecture. As referred in the previous example,
these correspond to virtual representation of the resource on the different network
architectures. This strategy enables not only backwards compatibility with existing
mechanisms, services and applications but also allows mechanisms of each architecture
(e.g., caches, name resolution services, search engines, etc.) to be applied to the
foreign resources in a transparent way (i.e., independently of the architecture where
they are deployed), while supporting an independent and continuous evolution of each
architecture.
In the remainder of this chapter, the terms “identifier” and “URI” will be used
interchangeably. Moreover, the original network architecture will be referred as the
network where resources are actually deployed in, while the foreign architecture will
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be referred as the architecture of the entities wishing to access those resources. The
destination network architecture will be used for referring to the network architecture
where the eventually converted messages are sent to, which can either be the original
or the foreign network architecture.
3.3.1 Adaptation Layer
The adaptation layer is composed by the Future Internet eXchange Points, intermedi-
ary entities responsible for providing interoperability between different network archi-
tectures, allowing the communication between endpoints deployed in different architec-
tures. As such, the FIXPs, acting as gateways, emulate the communication endpoints
of the original network architecture on the foreign architecture and vice versa, simul-
taneously behaving as the destination and source of the messages (as represented in
Figure 3.4).
FI1 FI2
NR
C1
FI1-compatible messages FI2-compatible messages
FIXP
NR' C1'
Figure 3.4: FIXP message conversion
As part of the adaptation process, FIXP entities receive messages from a given
network architecture and convert them in order to be compatible with the destination
architecture. As such, for each protocol, FIXPs are configured with information about
the packet format and the semantic meaning of each packet field, allowing them to
recognize and understand the existing protocols on each network architecture.
The provisioning of this information to the FIXP is conducted by the intelligence
layer (i.e., the FIC), without requiring service disruptions or equipment replacement.
For each supported protocol of each network architecture, the FIC deploys in the FIXP
the running instance that will enable the latter to act as a source and destination
endpoint in what concerns that protocol (i.e., the architecture protocol endpoint).
Each architecture protocol endpoint is responsible for the following tasks:
❼ understanding the corresponding protocol/architecture;
❼ being able to receive, identify, process, create and send messages related with
that protocol/architecture;
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❼ extract the content and related metadata (e.g., security level and QoS) from the
received message as well as to apply them to the created messages;
After configuring the FIXP with the architecture protocol endpoints, converting
messages from one network architecture to another can be divided into three major
operations: (i) address translation; (ii) signaling adaptation; and (iii) content
adaptation. The processing workflow of incoming messages in the FIXP is presented
in Figure 3.5.
Figure 3.5: FIXP message processing workflow
Whenever a new message is received, the FIXP inspects it, aiming to identify the
L3 and above protocols (i.e., L3+ protocols) that compose the received message. Based
on the protocols that compose the received message, it is redirected to the respective
architecture protocol endpoint. In turn, since the architecture protocol endpoint
emulates the destination endpoint of the received message, it verifies if the message
needs to be converted and sent towards the destination architecture. If not, the message
is handled internally according to the corresponding protocol stack. Otherwise, the URI
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of the received message is computed (i.e., a unique identifier that comprehends all the
spread resource identification information) and the associated payload and metadata
extracted.
In the following step, the FIXP searches on its cache for a mapping related with the
computed URI (i.e., URI[MsgOut]), which will then be used to generate the equivalent
message in the destination architecture (i.e., MsgOut). If no mapping is found in the
cache, the FIXP resolves the URI[MsgIn] with the FIC infrastructure in order to find
its corresponding in the destination network architecture, being cached therein to avoid
future resolutions. After discovering the destination network architecture and protocol
to use (based on the scheme part of the URI[MsgOut]), the payload content is adapted
if required. All this information (i.e., URI[MsgOut], the payload and metadata) is
internally forwarded to the respective architecture protocol endpoint. The architecture
protocol endpoint creates the protocol message using the URI[MsgOut], after which the
payload is added and the metadata applied using the specific protocol procedures.
Finally, the message is sent towards the destination network architecture.
In order to avoid the communication endpoint to be aware of any interoperability
mechanism, and thus to fully achieve backwards-compatibility with existing applica-
tions, contents may be required to be in compliance with the destination network
architecture. An example of this need is the web browsing use case. Taking the exam-
ple from Figure 3.2 and assuming that the client C1 is a web browser and the network
resource NR is the homepage of a given website, the FIFu framework enables the web
browser to fetch the homepage, which is deployed in a different network architecture.
However, for the user to be able to continue navigating in the web page, URIs con-
tained therein must be compatible and supported by both the user’s web browser and
the network architecture (i.e., FI1). As such, if contents are not adapted to be in
compliance with the destination architecture, subsequent requests for other resources
in the web page may be discarded due to (i) the web browser or network stacks in the
user device do not support the protocol required by the URIs; or (ii) the application
and the device support the required protocol, but the network architecture to which it
is connected does not. In both cases, the user is unable to continue navigating on that
web page.
In this context, to avoid the need for resource replication explicitly for each network
architecture, making the process transparent (or at least manageable) for the resource
provider, the presented framework needs to be intrusive in the sense that the adaptation
layer (i.e., the FIXPs) may need to change existing identifiers inside the payload of each
message. As such, during message conversion, depending on the content type, the FIXP
may inspect the message payload looking for resource identifiers (e.g., links in HTML
pages) which are then replaced by compatible identifiers with the destination network
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architecture if required.
3.3.2 Intelligence layer
The intelligence layer controls and supports the FIXP operation. It is composed by the
Future Internet Controllers, which hold two sources of knowledge: (i) a list of the FIXPs
deployed throughout the Internet; and (ii) a repository of mappings between identifiers
of resources in different architectures used by FIXPs to convert messages between
protocol stacks. Following this approach, the FIFu framework aims at leveraging a
more flexible and faster approach to accommodate new network architectures and how
they are interconnected without requiring to manually configure each FIXP.
The FICs control, assist and synchronize the operation of the adaptation layer.
Their tasks include resource monitoring and configuration of the architecture protocol
endpoints supported by each FIXP. To achieve their goal, the FICs are able to
discover the capabilities of the underlying FIXPs (such as their hardware specifications
- e.g., CPU, memory, network interfaces, etc), the currently supported network
architectures/protocols, to which network architecture(s) they are connected to and to
obtain statistics about the traffic being converted. This information can be acquired
using two strategies: (i) by polling each FIXP periodically; and (ii) by subscribing a
set of events (and/or pre-configuring thresholds) on the FIXP which, whenever they
occurred (and/or are crossed), generates a notification towards the FICs.
For example, the FIC can configure the underlying FIXPs to periodically notify
about the bandwidth usage on each polling period or to trigger a notification whenever
the CPU or memory usage crosses a given threshold. This information can then
be leveraged to (re)configure the FIXPs, optimizing their operation and allowing a
dynamic adaptation of the network according to its current conditions, as well as to
augment the capabilities of the FIXP with the understanding of new protocols by
installing new architecture protocol endpoints.
FICs also act as a hierarchical distributed mapping resolution system, managing
the identifiers of the resources on each network architecture. As such, they are
responsible for creating, storing, managing and maintaining the mappings between
resource identifiers on different network architectures, while providing a resolution
service to retrieve the mapping related information whenever requested.
The logical hierarchical organization of the FICs, regarding their operation as a
mapping resolution system, is divided into three levels, as depicted in Figure 3.6:
1. Root level: is the highest level of the resolution system, being queried to obtain
the network architecture level FIC;
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2. Network Architecture level: creates and maintains foreign URIs belonging
to the scope of network architecture they are responsible for and manages their
distribution across the URI level FICs; and
3. URI level: the lowest level, used for storing the mappings between URIs on
different network architectures.
Nevertheless, information of the different levels can be cached and distributed across
different FICs, easing its scalability, load-balancing and redundancy.
Root
FI Network 
Architecture 1
(e.g. IP)
FI Network 
Architecture 2
(e.g. NDN)
FI Network 
Architecture n...
Root 
Level
Network 
Architecture 
Level
URI
Level
... ... ...
Figure 3.6: FIC (mapping system) logical topology
Even though the resource provider can preemptively register mappings for its
resources, foreign URIs can be automatically generated by the FIC and mapped
to its correspondent URI on the original network whenever needed. Upon the
reception of resolution requests for a given URI, if a mapping does not exist, the
correspondent Network Architecture level FIC responsible for the foreign architecture
(which resolution request was made) generates the URI to be used in the foreign
architecture. The generated URI is then delivered to the requester and stored in the
appropriate URI level FICs.
FIXPs (or other FICs) can then resolve foreign URIs into their original form and
vice versa. This resolution can be either iterative or recursive in a similar way to
DNS operation modes. In iterative queries, if the FIC does not have the required
information, it replies with a referral to another FIC that may have the information.
In turn, in recursive queries, the FIC replies with the requested mapping or an error
message. Therefore, if the FIC does not have the required mapping information, it
recursively requests other FICs until it gets the desired information or until the query
fails.
Figure 3.7 presents the signaling used by the FIXP to resolve foreign URIs into
their original form and vice versa.
For requesting the resolution of a given foreign URI into its original form, the
FIXP requests the resolution of the foreign URI towards its local FIC (message 1 in
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Figure 3.7: Resolving URIs inside FIFu framework
Figure 3.7), which, in turn, requests the resolution towards the Network Architecture
level FIC (message 2 in Figure 3.7). If the Network Architecture level FIC is not known,
the request is forwarded towards a Root level FIC that will then return the referral to
it. In this case, the Network Architecture level FIC is selected based on the scheme
of the foreign URI. The Network Architecture level FIC returns a referral to the URI
level FIC where the mapping is stored (message 3 in Figure 3.7) and, subsequently,
the local FIC requests the resolution towards it (message 4 in Figure 3.7). Finally, the
URI level FIC replies with the original URI (message 5 in Figure 3.7), which is then
delivered to the FIXP (message 6 in Figure 3.7).
For requesting the mapping of a given URI on a specific network architecture, the
FIXP can request its resolution using the same procedure as described above but, in
this case, also identifying the target architecture.
3.3.3 FIFu control plane protocol
To support the control procedures between the entities that compose the presented
FIFu framework, a control protocol, named the FIFu protocol, was defined. It enables
the communication between (a) FIC and FIXPs; and (b) FICs; providing a set of
interfaces (Figure 3.8) for that purpose.
The purpose of this protocol is to allow FICs to manage the underlying
FIXP instances, including the monitoring and configuration of several operational
parameters, the connections between FIXPs, as well as to allow the FIXPs to resolve
foreign URIs into their original form or vice versa. Table 3.1 provides a brief description
of the messages belonging to each interface. Notwithstanding, this list is not closed
and may be enhanced with new messages to fit future purposes.
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Figure 3.8: FIFu protocol communication interfaces
Table 3.1: FIFu protocol messages
(a) between FICs and FIXPs. Used by
Get Operation Param
FICs to request the underlying FIXPs several operational parameters. The
operation parameters include their capabilities (e.g., hardware specs and usage),
supported architecture protocol endpoints and flow statistics.
Manage Endpoints
FICs to add, update or remove architecture protocol endpoints from its
underlying FIXPs.
Manage Events
FICs to (un)subscribe events related with changes of one or more operational
parameters. These subscriptions can be configured to operate based on
thresholds that generate events whenever crossed, or to periodically trigger the
event at a configured time interval.
Manage Routes
FICs to (re)configure the routes between the FIXPs under its domain (including
routes to FIXPs outside its domain).
Manage Mappings
FICs to install/modify/delete new/existing mappings between original and
foreign URIs in the underlying FIXPs.
Resolve Uri
FIXPs to request the resolution of one or more URIs into their original form or
to URIs of a protocol supported by a specific architecture.
Push Event
FIXPs to report changes in operational parameters whenever they cross a
previously specified threshold level. It can also be generated at specified
intervals.
(b) between FICs. Used by
Resolve Uri
FICs to request the resolution of one or more URIs into their original form or
to URIs of a protocol supported by a specific architecture.
Exchange FIXP Info
FICs to exchange information about their underlying FIXPs with each other,
so that they can be aware of network changes in the surroundings the FIXPs.
3.3.4 Generating foreign URIs for resources
The foreign URI of a given resource can be generated either statically (e.g., resource
provider registers an URI for a specific resource) or automatically, as FIXPs need
to make the resource available under a different architecture. Independently on how
foreign URIs are generated, they must meet two main properties: (i) request for the
URI is forwarded towards a FIXP; and (ii) hold information to uniquely identify the
resource on the original network architecture.
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3.3.4.1 Inferred identifiers
If the address in the original network can be inferred from the received message (for
example as seen in IPv4-Mapped IPv6 Addresses - RFC 42911) and if both architectures
can share the layers above the network layer, then the mapping registration in the FIC
can be skipped. The FIC is able to configure the FIXP to detect these occurrences and
to independently translate the URI and, consequently, convert the received message.
3.3.4.2 Auto-generated identifiers
In the remaining cases, upon the reception of requests to translate an URI into its
correspondent in a foreign network architecture, if the mapping does not exist, the
FIC automatically generates an entry not only for that network architecture but also
for other supported foreign network architectures. This request can be done e.g., by
the FIXP while adapting message contents.
However, during the generation of identifiers, no information regarding the resource
itself is owned, except the URI on the original network architecture. In this way, if
the resource is immutable and self-certified by its identifier on the original network
architecture, on foreign network architectures the same resource must be considered
and treated as being a mutable resource. Consequently, the resource in the foreign
network architecture is not addressed by a self-certified identifier (this issue is discussed
in Section 3.6). Complementary security mechanisms, supported by the foreign network
architecture, may be required in order to achieve a security level (e.g., integrity and
authenticity) for a given resource compliant to that offered by its original network.
3.3.4.3 Static identifiers registration
The previous strategies allow resources to be made available in different network
architectures in a transparent way for the resource provider. Nevertheless, the resource
provider can still register specific foreign identifiers for its resources if desired.
For that, the resource provider must register the foreign identifiers of the resource
in the FIC infrastructure. Different strategies can be used:
❼ individual registration of each resource;
❼ aggregate a set of resources (using wildcard characters) where only the common
part is converted;
❼ define a conversion algorithm to be applied to (part of) the original URI of the
resource;
1RFC 4291 - https://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc4291.txt
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❼ any combination of the previous.
3.3.5 Example of mapping URIs between architectures
In Figure 3.9, a mapping example between different network architectures is presented.
This example depicts the mapping from HTTP (over IP) to NDN and PURSUIT
network architectures.
Figure 3.9: Example of mappings from HTTP (over IP) to NDN and PURSUIT
Foreign URIs can be divided into three parts: (i) the protocol to use, which is
identified in the scheme part of the URI; (ii) a prefix, which is used in the foreign
network architectures to identify messages requiring conversion and, therefore, being
forwarded towards a FIXP; and (iii) a part that maps a unique resource on the original
network architecture, which is used to lookup for the original URI of the resource.
In the NDN case, the foreign URI is generated using a simple concatenation of the
original URI, with a prefix associated with the FIXP infrastructure and the scheme of
the protocol to use. In PURSUIT, after the scheme part, the foreign URI is composed
by the scope associated with the FIXP infrastructure and the remaining part of the
URI consists on a hash of the original URI. However, these are just examples on how
the foreign URIs could be generated, with the proposed framework being flexible to
accommodate different algorithms for foreign URI generation.
3.3.6 Discovering existing resource identifiers
When a new network architecture is connected to the FIXP or when a new resource
is deployed in an existing architecture, resource discovery is a fundamental step for
a correct operation of the presented framework. In this way, a simplified discovery
mechanism was developed for FIFu, in order to allow the framework to be validated.
However, such discovery procedure, in its complete form, should be further enhanced.
Despite that such enhancement is outside the scope of this thesis, an initial set of
possibilities is presented.
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As described in Section 3.3.4.3, FICs can discover new resources with the
registration of foreign URIs by the resource providers. However, a minimal set of
URIs will be discovered this way, since it is not efficiently manageable.
The resources themselves are another source of existing resource identifiers, mainly
web resources (such as, HTML pages). In doing so, during content conversion by the
FIXP to be compatible with the destination architecture (as described in Section 3.3.1),
the FIC can discover new resources whenever the FIXP tries to resolve unknown original
URIs into their correspondent in the destination architecture.
Finally, since search engines are widely used for discovering resources in the Internet,
they may play an important role in the discovery of resources during the bootstrap of
new network architectures and deployment of new resources on an existing network
architecture. Also, specialized search engines targeting resources of different network
architectures may communicate with each other to exchange identifiers which are
subsequently resolved with the FIC.
3.3.7 Deployment considerations
The presented framework aims at enabling a transparent interoperability procedure
between different network architectures and, therefore, the operation of existing
mechanisms, entities and networks should not be affected by its deployment.
It is envisioned that the presented FIXP could be coupled with the existing
Internet Exchange Point (IXP) [8] infrastructure, which consists on network points
for exchanging traffic between networks from different Internet service providers
(i.e., autonomous systems). Traffic not requiring conversion would flow normally
as it happens in today’s Internet, while the remaining traffic (i.e., traffic requiring
conversion) would be redirected to the FIXP for further processing and conversion.
Traffic requiring conversion would be identified by well-known addresses on each
network architecture. For example, in current IPv4/IPv6 networks (a set of) IP
address(es) and a hostname could be used to identify and route IP messages towards the
FIXP, while in ICN approaches, such as NDN and PURSUIT architectures, a reserved
prefix or scope ID, respectively, could be (globally) defined and used to forward the
ICN messages towards a FIXP.
Moreover, to cope with the high amount of traffic requiring conversion, the FIXP
can be considered as a network function capable of being instantiated and virtualized on
demand over orchestrated elastic network resources, so that new FIXPs instances can
be launched and terminated dynamically whenever needed to properly face the traffic
demand. Since the FIXP holds no state outside of the mappings it configures and the
ongoing requests and responses, both vertical and horizontal scalability strategies are
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possible to be applied.
Since the traffic requiring conversion needs to go through the FIXP before being
redirected towards its final destination, the FIXP is seen as an anchor point for messages
requiring conversion. As such, the deployment of the FIXPs near to the network edge
(e.g., exploiting Edge Computing [45] concepts) could alleviate the anchoring-related
issues (such as, longer and/or suboptimal forwarding paths).
Finally, with the upcoming 5G networks introducing the concepts of network slicing,
different network architectures could be instantiated in different network slices (e.g.,
an ICN network slice [89]). As such, the FIXP can be connected to slices of different
network architectures, enabling it to communicate on each network architecture. In
such scenario, SDN technologies may play an important role at redirecting network
traffic towards the FIXP, such as when traffic traversing the network belongs to a
different and unknown network architecture.
3.3.7.1 Adding new architectures/protocols
The flexible nature of the presented framework makes the addition of the support for
new architectures/protocols a matter of network management. More specifically, the
FIFu infrastructure operator must provide:
❼ the architecture protocol endpoint instance, so it can then be deployed by
FICs in the underlying FIXPs that need to support the new protocol/architecture.
With this, FIXPs can understand the new protocol/architecture, being able to
receive, identify, process, create and send messages of that protocol/architecture.
By understanding the new protocol, knowing how to create a message from an
URI and how to apply a set of metadata into the protocol specifics, the FIXP can
convert messages between protocols of different network architectures without
requiring conversion algorithms on a case by case basis (i.e., for each pair of
protocols). The architecture protocol endpoint instance is responsible for deciding
which messages require translation, namely if they correspond to the transferral
of information or if they are related with control procedures of the corresponding
protocol/architecture.
❼ information about the URI composition of the protocol/architecture,
allowing the FICs to create correct mappings for that protocol/architecture. In
practice, new FIC elements, corresponding to the Network Architecture level FIC
(Figure 3.6) that understand how these mappings are done, are instantiated.
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3.3.8 Answer to challenges
The main features of the presented framework are shown in Table 3.2, along with a
brief description on how these features tackles the interoperability challenges identified
in Section 3.2.2.
Table 3.2: Solving interoperability challenges through FIFu framework
Feature Description
Solution
to
Gateway-based
approach
Due to the gateway-based approach followed by the presented framework,
end-to-end connections are split into two different connections (one on
each network architecture), with the FIXP behaving as the intermediary
on the communication between both endpoints. Network messages are
sent by applications using known protocols and mechanisms towards the
FIXP, which converts messages to be compatible with the operational
principles of the destination architecture.
Challenge
1
During the interoperability process, the FIXP acts on behalf of both
communication endpoints on each network architecture, emulating the
communication paradigms inherent to each architecture.
Challenge
2
Identification of
resources using
URIs
By using URIs to identify a resource on a given network architecture,
the presented framework is able to unify the addresses scattered among
multiple layer protocols in a single address (i.e., the URI). In other words,
the URI provides all the required information (or hint(s) that lead to the
required information) to access the correspondent resource, including the
protocol and respective address to use (along with lower layer addresses
if required). Therefore, mapping resources using their URIs on each
architecture enables an abstraction of address scattering.
Challenge
3
URI resolution
mechanism
URIs on the foreign network architecture need to comply with two main
properties: (i) enable requests for the URI to be forwarded towards a
FIXP; (ii) hold information to uniquely identify the resource on its original
network architecture. In the presented framework, the FIC, acting as a
resolution system, is responsible for storing and managing the mappings
between URIs of different architectures. Thus, the foreign address of the
resource is agnostic to the encoding and meaning of its correspondent on
the original architecture.
Challenges
4 and 5
Intelligent and
adaptation layer
separation
Inspired by SDN concepts, the presented framework consists in a two-layer
framework: the adaptation and the intelligence layers. The adaptation
layer, composed by the FIXPs, is responsible for adapting messages
between protocols of different network architectures. In order to do so,
the intelligence layer, composed by the FICs, deploys in the FIXPs the
knowledge related with the packet format of each protocols (i.e., fields and
their semantic meaning), as well as the logic to handle protocol messages
and to apply to the messages metadata according the protocol specifics,
by means of architecture protocol endpoints.
Challenges
3 and 6
Multiple
identifiers for
the same
resource
A given resource is identified by a single original URI and multiple
foreign URIs. While the original URI defines how the correspondent
resource is accessed in the network architecture where it is deployed
in, the foreign URI defines how the access to the same resource is
performed from a foreign network architectures, allowing entities to see the
resource as being part of its own network architecture. Thus, applications,
mechanisms and entities belonging to a given architecture do not need to
be modified in order to access resources deployed in other architectures.
The FIXP is then responsible for handling and converting messages
between architectures.
Challenge
7
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3.4 Simulation results
Preliminary results of the proposed framework in a simulation environment are
presented in this section, focusing on a web browsing use case. This evaluation aims
not only to demonstrate the practicability of the proposed framework in interoperating
different network architectures, but also to provide a first assessment of the cost
introduced by such operation, so that it can serve as the baseline for improvements in
future research and for the proof-of-concept prototype implementation.
3.4.1 Use case scenarios
To demonstrate the flexibility of accommodating different network architectures
(considering their public specifications at the time of writing of this work) while being
able to provide interoperability between them, the FIFu framework was exercised to a
web browsing use case involving different network architectures. More specifically, the
use case scenario includes the interoperability between HTTP over TCP/IP (referred to
as IP[HTTP]) and NDN architectures which are oriented on different design paradigms,
as well as between PURSUIT and NDN architectures which, although share the same
design paradigm, operate based on different communication models.
In both cases, the scenario consists on fetching a HTML page (represented in Source
Code 1) deployed in NDN architecture, including other resources that compose the web
page.
Source Code 1: HTML Source Code
1 <html>
2 <body>
3 <img src=✬✬logo.png✬✬>
4 <p>Hello World!</p>
5 <a href=✬✬ndn:/atnog.av.it.pt✬✬>link</a>
6 <body>
7 <html>
3.4.1.1 Use case 1: Interoperability between IP[HTTP] and NDN
network architectures
The signaling supporting the interoperability scenario between the IP[HTTP] and NDN
architectures is depicted in Figure 3.10. HTTP consumers deployed in an IP networking
environment can transparently access resources deployed in the NDN architecture.
The HTTP consumer already knows the URI that should be used to access the web
page from the IP architecture. It starts by performing a DNS query whose response
points to the address of a FIXP, seen in the IP architecture as the real provider of
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Figure 3.10: Interoperability signaling between IP[HTTP] and NDN
the web page. Since the FIXP is acting on behalf of the NDN producer, the HTTP
consumer establishes a TCP connection with the FIXP (messages 1 to 3, in Figure 3.10),
after which it sends an HTTP Get message requesting the desired resource (message 4 in
Figure 3.10). Because TCP control messages are related with the session establishment
between the consumer and the FIXP, they are not being converted towards the NDN
network, being handled internally by the FIXP. In turn, the HTTP Get message is
identified as belonging to the transferal of information (i.e., it is identified as the actual
request for content) and, therefore, it is converted into an NDN Interest message to be
sent through the NDN network (message 5b in Figure 3.10). Next, the NDN Interest
message is routed towards the NDN producer based on the existent mechanisms on
the NDN network architecture, without any awareness that the original requester is
on a different network architecture. As such, the provider or any entity in the path
containing a cached copy of the requested resource reply with a NDN Data message
towards the FIXP (message 6 in Figure 3.10), benefiting from the existing procedures
of an NDN network. Upon reception of the NDN Data message, the FIXP extracts the
content from the received message which is then used to create the HTTP response
message (message 7 in Figure 3.10). In the process, the FIXP inspects the content (in
the case of an HTML file) looking for identifiers of other resources (i.e., existing URIs
of other resources), replacing them in the content itself by URIs compatible with the IP
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network architecture. If the mappings are not known, the FIXP can request the FIC for
the URIs to be used in the IP architecture. In this way, the FIFu framework is able to
maintain a full compatibility of resources in the foreign network architectures, allowing
the conversion procedure to be transparent for both communication endpoints (i.e.,
the consumer and the resource provider). Other resources that compose the HTML
page are acquired using the same procedure described above (messages 9 to 13 in
Figure 3.10), after which the TCP connection between the consumer and the FIXP is
terminated (messages 14 to 16 in Figure 3.10).
3.4.1.2 Use case 2: Interoperability between PURSUIT and NDN
architectures
The signaling exchanged between the involved entities when considering the interoper-
ability scenario between PURSUIT and NDN architectures is presented in Figure 3.11.
In this evaluation, the PURSUIT URIs are generated without previous knowledge of the
content itself and, therefore, the generated URIs are not self-certified (see Section 3.6).
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Figure 3.11: Interoperability signaling between PURSUIT and NDN
Upon the discovery of new resources, the FIXP advertises them in the Rendezvous
Node on behalf of the NDN provider, being seen in the PURSUIT network as the real
provider. For requesting the web page, the PURSUIT consumer starts by subscribing
it towards the Rendezvous Node (message 1 in Figure 3.11). The Rendezvous Node
requests the Topology Manager to calculate the forwarding identifier between the FIXP
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and the PURSUIT consumer, sending it to the content publisher on the PURSUIT
network (i.e., the FIXP) (message 2 in Figure 3.11). The subscription, being identified
as a transferal of information, is converted by the FIXP into a NDN Interest message
and sent to the NDN network (message 3 in Figure 3.11) according to the architecture
protocol endpoint configured at the FIXP. As in the previous example, entities in
the NDN network are not aware that a conversion procedure occurred and, therefore,
messages are routed towards the original content provider. The original content
provider, or any entity containing a cached copy of the requested content, replies with
a NDN Data message (message 4 in Figure 3.11). Upon reception, the FIXP extracts
the content from the NDN Data message, converting existing identifiers to match the
PURSUIT architecture. In the process, if the FIXP discovers yet unknown resources,
it requests the FIC for the URIs to be used in the PURSUIT architecture, advertising
itself in the Rendezvous Node as the provider of the referred resources. The content
is then encapsulated in a PURSUIT Publish Data message (message 5 in Figure 3.11)
to be forwarded towards the original requester. Upon the reception of the HTML
content, the client requests the unsubscription with the Rendezvous Node (message 6a
in Figure 3.11), which is then propagated to the FIXP (message 7 in Figure 3.11). The
PURSUIT consumer requests subsequent resources belonging to the web page using
the same procedure described above (messages 6b and 8 to 13 in Figure 3.11).
3.4.2 Performance evaluation
The evaluation scenario (Figure 3.12) is composed by a set of clients (C1, C2 and
C3), each supporting a single network architecture stack (NDN, IP and PURSUIT
respectively), and two NDN content providers (P1 and P2) supporting only NDN
procedures. The content provider P1 is connected to the FIXP via Router 2 which
supports only the NDN stack, while the remaining entities are connected to the FIXP
via Router 1 which supports the IP, NDN and PURSUIT stacks. The FIXP is coupled
with a simplified set of FIC functionalities to support URI generation and storage.
This scenario was implemented in a simulation environment using ns-32, enhanced
with NDN (ndnSIM 2.0 [7, 74]) and PURSUIT (Blackadder3) network stacks. The
simulation environment runs on a virtual machine (with two 3.33GHz CPU cores and
2GB of RAM) hosted in an OpenStack Platform.
Using the proposed framework, besides the NDN client, both IP[HTTP] and
PURSUIT clients are able to acquire the web page (i.e., the HTML and PNG files
with size 119 and 6132 bytes respectively) deployed in the NDN producers (i.e., P1
2ns-3 - https://www.nsnam.org/
3Blackadder - http://www.fp7-pursuit.eu/
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Figure 3.12: Evaluation Scenario
and P2 ), in a transparent way to both the end-user devices and network entities on
each network architecture.
In Table 3.3, the signaling size on each network architecture (for a single link)
resulting from the interoperability process is presented, with the impact on the total
exchanged information when fetching the web page from P1 and P2 being shown in
Figure 3.13. The time required to fetch the web page from each network architecture
when content is deployed in P1 or P2 is presented in Figure 3.14. To better evaluate
the impact of the proposed framework in enabling the interoperability between different
network architectures, the results while fetching the web page from a NDN consumer
are also presented for comparison purposes (i.e., in a scenario where no interoperability
mechanisms were needed). A scenario (referred to as “IP reference”) where all entities
are IP-enabled (including both providers P1 and P2 ) was also evaluated, so it could
provide reference values of the current Internet approach. Finally, Figure 3.15 details
the delay introduced by the FIXP due to message conversion.
Table 3.3: Signaling size regarding each network architecture (for a single link)
Total Size w/ content
(bytes)
Signaling size wo/
content (bytes)
Exchanged messages
C1
NDN
NDN: 7078 NDN: 827 NDN: 4
C2
IP[HTTP]
IP: 7345
NDN: 7078
IP: 1093
NDN: 827
IP: 19
NDN: 4
C3
PURSUIT
PURSUIT: 9355
NDN: 7078
PURSUIT: 2929
NDN: 827
PURSUIT: 10
NDN: 4
IP
Reference
IP: 7345 IP: 1093 IP: 19
In terms of the amount of signaling exchanged in the foreign network architecture,
fetching the web page from the IP[HTTP] and PURSUIT clients, when compared
with a native NDN approach, required an higher amount of exchanged messages.
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Figure 3.13: Total exchanged information
This changed from 4 messages in NDN to 10 and 19 messages in PURSUIT and
IP[HTTP], respectively. If in the IP[HTTP] approach such increase was mainly due to
the TCP control signaling as well as the configured IP MTU (due to which 5 TCP Data
messages were required to transfer the whole PNG file), in the PURSUIT approach
the communication with Rendezvous Node required to (un)subscribe each resource was
responsible for the increase of exchanged messages. This was also reflected on the total
size of the exchanged messages, representing an increase of 3.8% and 32.2% for the
IP[HTTP] and PURSUIT approaches, respectively. Considering just the overhead
introduced by the messages, the protocols in the IP and PURSUIT architectures
exchanged, respectively, more 166 and 2102 bytes. In the original network architecture,
the same NDN messages were exchanged independently of the requester and, therefore,
the number of messages and their size remained unchanged.
If contents are retrieved from provider P1 (Figure 3.14a), IP[HTTP] and PURSUIT
clients required more time to fetch the web page when compared with a native NDN
approach, representing an increase of 99% (roughly double) and 17% respectively. The
main reason for such behavior is the delay introduced by the internal mechanisms of
both the IP[HTTP] and PURSUIT architectures. In the IP[HTTP] use case, if this
increase was due to the TCP control signaling and the configured IP MTU (due to
which 5 TCP Data messages were required to fetch the PNG file), in the PURSUIT
use case it was due to the communication with the Rendezvous Node. Even so, all the
previous approaches had lower fetching times in the evaluation scenario when compared
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Figure 3.14: Fetching time
to the IP reference. This behavior is due to the delay introduced by the TCP control
signaling raised because of the higher RTT between the TCP endpoints in the IP
reference approach. Regarding the total exchanged information (Figure 3.13a) the
higher amount of exchanged information to fetch the web page from IP[HTTP] and
PURSUIT clients, when compared with a native NDN approach, is mainly due to the
signaling overhead introduced by both HTTP (over TCP/IP) and PURSUIT protocols.
When considering a nearer provider P2 and comparing with a native NDN
approach, the gap in terms of fetching time (Figure 3.14b) and total exchanged
information (Figure 3.13b) while acquiring the web page from IP[HTTP] and PURSUIT
clients is even higher. This is due to the anchoring-related issues (i.e., longer and/or
sub-optimal forwarding paths) introduced the proposed framework. While the messages
in the NDN-only approach only go through Router1 between the client and the provider
P2 (i.e., C1↔Router1↔P2 ), in IP[HTTP] and PURSUIT approaches messages need
to be forwarded to the FIXP in order to be converted to compatible messages in the
destination network architecture (i.e., C2/C3↔Router1↔FIXP↔Router1↔P2 ).
The delay introduced by the FIXP while converting messages from one architecture
to the other (Figure 3.15) is approximately 1.3% for IP[HTTP] and 3% for PURSUIT
of the total communication time. Converting IP[HTTP] or PURSUIT request messages
to be compatible with the NDN architecture (i.e., to NDN Interest messages) is less
time-consuming than the reverse process (i.e., from an NDN Data messages), mainly
due to integrity check mechanisms. This is clearer in the IP[HTTP] use case, because
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the conversion from IP[HTTP] to a NDN Interest message is straight forward (i.e.,
integrity of received IP[HTTP] messages is not verified), while the other way around
the integrity of the contents contained in the NDN Data message are verified before
converting the message to an IP[HTTP] response. This gap is smaller in the PURSUIT
case because, in contrast with the previous case, the integrity of the PURSUIT message
is also verified before being converted to a NDN Interest message.
3.5 Proof-of-concept prototype results
In this section, the implementation results for the proof-of-concept prototype of the
proposed framework are presented, focusing on three use cases. This evaluation aims
not only to demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed framework in supporting
interoperability between different network architectures, but also to provide an
assessment on the performance of such operation, serving as baseline for improvements
in future research. This evaluation is mainly focused on performing a functionality
validation in typical use case scenarios, highlighting the impact introduced by the
FIXP and its conversion procedures between network architectures.
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3.5.1 Use case scenarios
In this section a set of selected use cases is described, exposing the flexibility and
capabilities of the presented framework to enable interoperability between different
network architectures.
According to [25], the majority of exchanged traffic in the Internet includes
“Internet video” and “Web, email and data”. As such, the selected use cases will
focus in: (i) web browsing; (ii) live video streaming; and (iii) video on-demand.
In terms of network architectures, in order to demonstrate the flexibility of the
presented framework to provide interoperability between architectures oriented on
different designs and/or based on different communication models, the IP, NDN and
PURSUIT architectures (considering their public specifications at the time of this
writing) were chosen.
For simplifying the signaling description, URI mappings between architectures are
assumed to be already known by the FIXP and, therefore, the communication with
the FIC is omitted. Nevertheless, the FIXP could use the procedures and signaling
described in Section 3.3.2 to discover such mappings. In addition, in all use cases, the
user already knows the URI (i.e., the foreign URI) of the resource it wants to access.
3.5.1.1 Use case 1: interoperability in web browsing
Figure 3.16 presents the exchanged signaling that allows NDN-based or PURSUIT-
based web browsers to transparently access web pages deployed in today’s Internet
(i.e., access web pages physically deployed in the IP network).
From a NDN-based web browser: The NDN-based web browser starts by issuing
a NDN Interest message to express its interest on the desired web page (message
1.1a in Figure 3.16). By receiving this message, the FIXP converts the received
NDN Interest message into its equivalent in the HTTP protocol to be used in the
IP network architecture. As such, the FIXP establishes a TCP connection with the
web server, through which it requests (message 2 in Figure 3.16) and receives (message
3 in Figure 3.16) the desired web page via HTTP protocol. Upon the reception of
the HTTP 200 OK message, the FIXP terminates the TCP connection with the web
server. Before sending the content towards the NDN-based web browser, depending on
the content type (e.g., HTML page) the FIXP inspects the content in order to find and
replace existing identifiers to other resources (i.e., URIs). If mappings for the discovered
URIs are not known by the FIXP, it will request the FIC to provide the mappings to
be used in the NDN architecture. Thus, contents maintain the compatibility with the
foreign network architecture, allowing the conversion procedure to be transparent to
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Figure 3.16: Signaling for a web browsing use case (NDN/PURSUIT-to-IP)
the endpoints without requiring the intervention of the resource provider. The contents
are then sent in an NDN Data message (message 4.1a in Figure 3.16) towards the NDN-
based web browser. Upon the reception of the HTML content, the NDN-based web
browser requests the remaining resources that compose the web page using the same
procedure described above.
In this example, a simple communication pattern for web interaction in the NDN
network architecture is presented. Nevertheless, the presented framework is flexible to
accommodate other (and more complex) communication patterns, as the ones defined
e.g. in [78].
From a PURSUIT-based web browser: In this use case, since the FIXP acts on
behalf of the web server, it has already advertised the foreign URI associated with the
web page at the PURSUIT Rendezvous Node, being seen in the PURSUIT network as
the real provider.
This use case starts with the PURSUIT-based web browser subscribing the
desired web page towards PURSUIT Rendezvous Node (message 1.1b in Figure 3.16).
The PURSUIT Rendezvous Node request the PURSUIT Topology Manager Node to
compute the forwarding identifiers for both the reverse and forward directions. These
are then delivered to the PURSUIT-based web browser in a PURSUIT Start Publish
message (message 1.2b in Figure 3.16). Upon the reception of this message, the
PURSUIT-based web browser starts requesting the web page by sending Chunk Request
messages encapsulated in PURSUIT Publish Data message using the reverse direction
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identifier to forward the message towards the FIXP (message 1.3b in Figure 3.16).
After receiving this message, the FIXP converts the request into an HTTP GET
message (message 2 in Figure 3.16) so that the web page could be requested in the
original network architecture. Upon the reception of the HTTP 200 Ok (message 3
in Figure 3.16), the FIXP extracts the payload content from the received response
message, as well as any relevant metadata. The content is parsed by the FIXP looking
for identifiers of other resources, which are then replaced in the content payload by
identifiers compatible with the PURSUIT architecture. The modified content is sent
in a Chunk Response messages encapsulated in PURSUIT Publish Data message, using
the forward direction identifier to forward the message towards the PURSUIT-based
web browser (message 4.1b in Figure 3.16). Upon the reception of the HTML content,
subsequent resources that compose the web page are acquired using the same procedure
described above.
3.5.1.2 Use case 2: interoperability in live video streaming
In this use case, a live video streaming is provided through a PURSUIT network, so
that the multicast forwarding capabilities of such architecture could be leveraged. The
exchanged signaling for video clients on IP and NDN architectures to access the live
video stream is presented in Figure 3.17.
From a RTSP-based (over IP) video client: The FIXP, acting on behalf of
the video provider, provides the video stream in the IP architecture via RTSP/RTP
protocols.
The video client in the IP network starts by fetching a description of the video
stream using an RTSP Describe of the RTSP protocol (messages 1.1a and 1.2a
in Figure 3.17), including streaming media initialization parameters. Using these
parameters, the video client establishes an RTSP session with the FIXP (messages
1.3a and 1.4a in Figure 3.17). Since the FIXP knows that the previous messages are
related to control procedures regarding the session establishment between the endpoints
in the IP architecture (i.e., between the FIXP and the video client in the IP network
architecture), these messages are handled internally by the protocol stack, not being
converted towards the PURSUIT network architecture. When the video client sends the
RTSP Play message, it is recognized by the FIXP as the actual request for the video
stream (due to its architecture protocol endpoint configuration) and, therefore, the
message is converted by the FIXP into a PURSUIT Subscribe Info message subscribing
the correspondent resource in the original network architecture (messages 2 and 3
in Figure 3.17). While the subscription is active, each piece of the video stream is
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Figure 3.17: Signaling for a live streaming use case (IP/NDN-to-PURSUIT)
proactively sent towards the FIXP through PURSUIT Publish Data messages (message
5 in Figure 3.17). The FIXP extracts the content from the received messages, sending
it towards the RTSP-based (over IP) video client via the RTP stream (message 6.1a in
Figure 3.17) previously negotiated in the RTSP session establishment.
From a NDN-based video client: In order to request the video stream the user
wants to have access to, the NDN-based video client starts by issuing a NDN Interest
message (message 1.1b in Figure 3.17) addressing the desired content. This message is
received by the FIXP, which, in turn, triggers the subscription of the video stream in
the PURSUIT network architecture as described in the previous case (messages 2 and
3 in Figure 3.17). Consequently, the video provider starts sending the video stream
towards the FIXP (message 5). Each received PURSUIT Publish Data message is
converted into NDN Data messages (each corresponding to a different chunk). Due to
the request/response approach followed by NDN (i.e., one Data message per Interest
message), for the NDN Data messages (message 6.1b in Figure 3.17) being delivered to
the NDN-based video client, it needs to continuously poll the next chunks of the video
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stream (message 6.2b in Figure 3.17). Due to the receiver-driven operation of NDN
communication, the NDN-based video client needs to discover or estimate the rate at
which it must trigger the NDN Interest messages (e.g., as described in [69, 104]).
3.5.1.3 Use case 3: interoperability in video on-demand
After finishing the live video stream, its provider makes the video stream available for
on-demand access. For that, it divides the video into several segments and computes
the correspondent manifest file containing the metadata for the various video segments
that are available. In Figure 3.18, it is presented the exchanged signaling that makes
possible for video clients on IP and NDN networks to access the on-demand stream.
Figure 3.18: Signaling for a video on-demand use case (IP/NDN-to-PURSUIT)
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From a HTTP-level streaming (HLS) over IP video client: In this scenario,
the FIXP makes the video stream available in the IP network architecture via HLS
mechanisms. In doing so, the video client in the IP architecture establishes a TCP
connection with the FIXP, through which it requests the manifest file, containing the
URIs of the several media segments that compose the video stream, via HTTP GET
message (message 1.1a in Figure 3.18). The TCP control messages are not propagated
to the PURSUIT network because they are related with the TCP session establishment
between the video client and the FIXP, being handled internally by the FIXP. In turn,
the HTTP GET message is identified as belonging to the transferal of information,
being converted into a PURSUIT Subscribe Info message sent towards the PURSUIT
Rendezvous Node (message 2 in Figure 3.18). The PURSUIT Rendezvous Node requests
the PURSUIT Topology Manager Node to compute the forwarding identifiers for both
the reverse and forward directions, which are then delivered to the FIXP in a PURSUIT
Start Publish message (message 3 in Figure 3.18). Using the reverse direction identifier,
the FIXP requests the manifest file by issuing a Chunk Request message sent to the
video provider via a PURSUIT Publish Data message (message 4 in Figure 3.18). The
video provider returns the manifest file to the FIXP via Chunk Response message
encapsulated in a PURSUIT Publish Data message (message 5 in Figure 3.18). After
receiving the manifest file, the FIXP adapts the content so that URIs contained in
the manifest file are compatible with the IP architecture. Lastly, the manifest file is
delivered to the video client via HTTP protocol (message 6.1a in Figure 3.18). Each
segment of the video stream contained on the manifest file is subsequently requested as
needed using a similar procedure to the one describe above (messages 7.1a to 12.1a in
Figure 3.18). Finally, the video client terminates the TCP connection with the FIXP.
From a NDN-based video client: As in the IP use case, the NDN-based client
initially requests the manifest file of the desired video stream by issuing a NDN Interest
message (message 1.1b). The FIXP, by receiving this message, expresses its interest on
the video stream on the original network architecture by subscribing the manifest file of
the video stream (message 2), being retrieved with the forwarding identifiers for both
forward and reverse directions (message 3). The FIXP then issues a Chunk Request
message encapsulated in a PURSUIT Publish Data message towards to the video
provider using the reverse direction identifier (message 4), to which the video server
replies with a Chunk Response message sent in a PURSUIT Publish Data message
towards the FIXP using the forward direction identifier (message 5). The URIs on the
manifest file are converted to be compatible with the destination architecture (i.e., the
NDN network architecture), which is finally delivered to the NDN-based video client
in a NDN Data message (message 6.1b). The segments of the video stream are then
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requested by the video client using a similar procedure to the one described above
(messages 7.1b to 12.1b).
3.5.2 Evaluation Scenario
For evaluation purposes, a proof-of-concept prototype of the presented framework
was developed, along with a set of example applications for each use case described
previously.
The evaluation scenario (presented in Figure 3.19) is composed by the proof-of-
concept prototype of the FIXP, coupled with a simplified set of FIC functionalities
to support URI generation and storage. Among the remaining entities that compose
the evaluation scenario are a set of clients (C1, C2 and C3), each supporting a single
network stack (NDN, PURSUIT and IP respectively), the PURSUIT Rendezvous and
Topology node and a webserver (supporting only the IP architecture) and a video server
(supporting only PURSUIT architecture). Both servers are connected to the FIXP via
Router 2, and the clients and Rendezvous and Topology node are connected to the
FIXP via Router 1. NDN and PURSUIT are configured to use IP/UDP as transport
protocol between ICN entities.
The network environment of the evaluation scenario supports IP, NDN (NDN
Platform v0.4.04) and PURSUIT (Blackadder v0.45 enhanced with the mmFTP
capabilities [97]) network stacks. Each entity runs on a virtual machine (with two
3.33GHz CPU cores and 2GB of RAM), except the web server that consisted in an
existing server in the current Internet (i.e., www.ua.pt).
Finally, NDN and PURSUIT chunk size is configured to 4400 bytes. The Scope and
Rendezvous IDs in PURSUIT are setup to 8 bytes and the forwarding IDs to 32 bytes,
following the default values of Blackadder v0.4 implementation.
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Figure 3.19: Evaluation Scenario
4NDN Platform - http://named-data.net
5Blackadder - http://www.fp7-pursuit.eu/
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3.5.3 Implementation details
Since the initial prototype aimed to assess, evaluate and verify the feasibility of the
proposed framework, the FIFu framework was implemented as a standalone application,
with the FIXP being coupled with a simplified set of FIC functionalities.
This proof-of-concept prototype is implemented in C++ and it follows a plugin-
based approach (as depicted in Figure 3.20), allowing not only new functionalities to
be supported without requiring to modify the core of the implementation, but also to
be deployed on-the-fly without requiring the restart of the FIXP. Such approach also
allows the core of the implementation to be independent of the external plugins. Two
different plugins were considered:
❼ network architecture/protocols plugins (referred previously as the architecture
protocol endpoints), which implement the logic related to a given network
architecture or protocol. As such, each plugin implements the capabilities of
acting as a source and destination of messages regarding a specific network
architecture or protocol. Also, each plugin is responsible for generating the
foreign URIs whenever requested by the core module, and to advertise them
in the correspondent network architecture. For this proof-of-concept prototype,
plugins for HTTP, RTSP/RTP, NDN and PURSUIT (with and without support
to multipath extensions) were implemented.
❼ content converters plugins, which handle the conversion of URIs inside specific
content types (e.g., HTML). The content converters plugins parse the content
looking for URIs inside the content itself and, after requesting the core module
for a mapping, replace the original URI by the generated foreign URI. For
this proof-of-concept prototype, plugins for HTML and SDP content types were
implemented.
Finally, the core module of the FIXP implements the redirection of messages
between the network architecture/protocol plugins and, if required, towards the
correspondent content converters plugins. In addition, as part of the FIC
functionalities, the core module of the FIXP is responsible for requesting the network
architecture/protocols plugins for the generation of foreign URIs and for storing the
mappings between the original and foreign URIs.
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Figure 3.20: Proof-of-concept prototype implementation architecture
3.5.4 Web browsing performance
The evaluation of the proposed framework in the web browsing scenario consisted on
fetching an existing web page (i.e., http://www.ua.pt6) deployed in the IP architecture
by NDN and PURSUIT clients. Results are shown in Figure 3.21 and Table 3.4. The
former presents the time required to fully load the web page by each client, while the
latter presents the signalling size on each network architecture (for a single link). To
better assess the impact of the interoperability procedures, values for an IP client
are presented as reference values since both client and server supported the same
architecture and, therefore, exchanged messages did not required conversion.
From Figure 3.21, it can be observed that when requesting the web page for the first
time the delay introduced by the interoperability procedure is higher (approximately
11% for NDN and 17% for PURSUIT) than when compared with subsequent requests.
The reason consists on the fact that in the first request the FIXP generates foreign
URIs for each resource discovered in the HTML content. In the PURSUIT case, the
delay also encompasses the procedures related with the advertising of the identifiers
associated with each resource in the PURSUIT Rendezvous Node. If the content does
not change, the procedure related with the generation of foreign URI is bypassed in
the follow up requests for the same content, being handled as subsequent requests
(no cache). However, the delay is still higher than in the current IP approach in
approximately 55ms and 14ms for NDN and PURSUIT respectively. Otherwise, if the
6Frozen as October 10, 2016
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Figure 3.21: Fetching time to fully load the web page in the web browsing use case
content changes, the generation of foreign URIs will only be triggered for unknown
resources.
Nevertheless, by enabling the content to be available in the ICN instantiations,
in-network caching can be leveraged. In the evaluation scenario, caching capabilities
were enabled in Router 1 of the evaluation scenario. Assuming that the web page
and associated resources (e.g., CSS and images) are cached in Router 1, clients in
the NDN and PURSUIT network architectures were able to load the whole web page,
respectively, 4.0 and 3.8 times faster that in the current IP approach. In this case, all
resources of the web page were retrieved from the cache in Router 1 and, therefore,
requests were not processed by the FIXP. Note that in-network caching is expected in
NDN and PURSUIT architectures.
Table 3.4: Signaling overhead on each network architecture (for a single link)
Signaling overhead with
ICN as overlay over
IP/UDP in bytes (%)
Signaling overhead with
ICN over Ethernet in
bytes (%)
Exchanged
messages
C1
NDN
IP: 60921 ± 363 (17.3%)
NDN: 50124 (14.6%)
IP: 60921 ± 363 (17.3%)
NDN: 45084 (13.3%)
IP: 728 ± 4
NDN: 180
C2
PURSUIT
IP: 60539 ± 607 (17.2%)
PURSUIT: 30574 (9.4 %)
IP: 60539 ± 607 (17.2%)
PURSUIT: 23910 (7.5%)
IP: 721 ± 8
PURSUIT: 238
C3
HTTP over IP
IP: 63262 ± 1486 (17.7%) IP: 63262 ± 1486 (17.7%) IP: 586 ± 14
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In terms of signaling overhead (shown in Table 3.4), an increase of the number of
messages in the original network architecture was seen when the request came from
NDN and PURSUIT network architectures (and, therefore, requests needed to go
through the FIXP) when compared to requests originated in the IP network (and,
therefore, not requiring conversion procedures). When interoperability was required,
the FIXP created a new TCP connection to fetch each resource of the web page
(i.e., no HTTP pipelining) requiring additional TCP control signaling to establish and
terminate each connection, while the client in the IP network architecture was able to
reuse the same TCP connection to request several resources.
Still, even if more messages were exchanged in the original network when the
interoperability occurred, the signalling overhead was smaller. The HTTP GET
messages issued by the FIXP contained only the minimal required information
(i.e., Host and Accept HTTP headers) to request the desired content, representing
approximately less 250-300 bytes per resource request comparing with the IP-only
approach. Moreover, the number of exchanged messages and the related signalling
overhead in the ICN network architectures was less than the one verified in the IP
network architecture.
In Figure 3.22, the delay introduced by the FIXP is detailed for each step of the
message conversion for different types of content.
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With respect to the selected interoperability approaches, handling the conversion of
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the request message has been found to be less time consuming than the correspondent
response message. The reason resides on the fact that converting NDN/PURSUIT
requests into a HTTP-compatible request is a straight forward process, consisting on
finding the mapping of the foreign URI and creating the correspondent HTTP GET
message. In turn, the conversion of the HTTP response message into NDN/PURSUIT
compatible messages proved to be a more complex process where (i) content is converted
if required (e.g. HTML contents) to be in compliance with the destination network
architecture (as verified for the HTML content in Figure 3.22, represented in “FIXP
Processing HTTP Response” step) ; and (ii) content is split in several chunks which
are sent in separated messages.
In the case of NDN, since the signature for each NDN Data message is calculated
and then included in the message itself, the delay associated to the creation and sending
of the ICN response messages is higher in NDN than in the PURSUIT case (as verified
for all types of content in Figure 3.22, represented in “Create and send ICN Response”
step). In addition, in the NDN case, the greater the content size, the higher is the
number of NDN Data messages that need to be sent (since the content is split in more
chunks) and, therefore, the higher the time to create and send all the NDN messages
(as verified when comparing the “Create and send ICN Response” step in Figure 3.22
of NDN for e.g. the JPG and CSS content types of content).
Finally, whenever contents needed to be adapted to be compatible with the
destination network architecture, this step (represented in Figure 3.22 as “FIXP
Processing HTTP Response”) demonstrated to be the most time consuming in
prototype implementation. Notwithstanding, adapting the contents is not required
for all types of content (as observed for the JPG and CSS files), which significantly
reduces the processing time of the response messages in the FIXP.
3.5.5 Live video streaming performance
For the live video streaming experiment, a video server deployed in the PURSUIT
network provided a live video stream, which was accessed by clients in IP and NDN
network architectures. The results of this experiment in terms of consumed bandwidth
and number of exchanged messages on each architecture for individual requests by
clients on NDN and PURSUIT architectures are presented in Figure 3.23. Performance
results regarding the request of the video stream from the PURSUIT client are also
presented as reference values to better assess the impact of the remaining approaches.
Regarding the selected interoperability approach, and taking the streaming over
PURSUIT values as reference, in Figure 3.23a, it is observed that more bandwidth was
required to deliver the video stream via NDN. This increase is due to two main factors:
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Figure 3.23: Performance of live video scenario on each network architecture
(i) in the NDN architecture each chunk of the video stream is explicitly requested via
an NDN Interest message, contrarily to the PURSUIT architecture where the video is
subscribed once, leading to an increase of the number of exchange messages (as can
be verified in Figure 3.23b); and (ii) since more metadata is sent in the NDN Data
messages (e.g., signature related information), the signaling overhead caused by the
NDN Data messages is larger than the one caused by the PURSUIT Publish Data
messages.
In what regards the access to the video stream by a client in the IP network,
the FIXP had no previous knowledge about the original video parameters during the
RTSP session establishment with the video client (this issue is further detailed in
Section 3.6.2). As such, in the FIXP implementation a default set of parameters had
to be used and, consequently, the FIXP had to re-encode the received video stream
to match the parameters agreed during the RTSP session establishment. Aiming for a
fair comparison among the different architectures, in this evaluation the stream in the
IP architecture replicated the parameters of the original one.
In Figure 3.23a, it is observed that delivering the video stream to the client via
the IP architecture required slightly less bandwidth than via the PURSUIT network
architecture. Among the reasons are the lower overhead introduced by the RTP
message when compared with the PURSUIT Publish Data messages and the fact
that, during the re-encoding of the video stream, the content from several PURSUIT
messages was aggregated in a single RTP message, which reduced the number of
exchanged messages as well (as can be observed in Figure 3.23b).
The impact on the bandwidth usage whenever simultaneous requests from different
network architectures occurs (i.e., from clients in the IP and NDN architectures) was
also measured. In doing so, the video stream was initially requested by the NDN-based
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video client and after 10 seconds, the client in the IP architecture requested the same
video stream. Results are presented in Figure 3.24, where it can be observed that the
second request did not affect the bandwidth consumption on the PURSUIT network
architecture. The reason resides on the fact that the FIXP caches incoming messages
if the original resource is already being requested by a previous message. Afterwards,
upon the reception of the requested resources by the FIXP, these are delivered to the
multiple pending requesters.
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Figure 3.24: Bandwidth on simultaneous requests in live video scenario
3.5.6 Video on-demand performance
In order to make the video captured in the previous scenario available for on-demand
access, it was divided into multiple segments and the correspondent manifest file was
generated. As such, in this experiment the on-demand video stream continued to be
provided through a PURSUIT network architecture and it was, afterwards, accessed
by clients in the IP and NDN network architectures. Figure 3.25 shows the results
of this experiment, presenting the consumed bandwidth on each network architecture.
Like in the previous evaluations, values for the access by a PURSUIT client, which did
not require message conversion (i.e., both the client and the server support the same
network architecture), are also presented as a reference to better assess the impact of
the other approaches.
As can be observed in Figure 3.25, in the video on-demand experiment, the gap
between the bandwidth consumption in the NDN and PURSUIT network architectures
is not as great as in the live video streaming use case. Two reasons are on the base of
this result.
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Figure 3.25: Performance of video on demand scenario on each network architecture
in terms of consumed bandwidth
First, in this experiment the NDN Data messages carried full size chunks,
transporting, according to out evaluation setup, 4400 bytes of information. In contrast,
in the live video use case, the amount of information transported on the NDN Data
messages depended on the size of the captured video on each instant. As a result, the
protocol overhead is less impactful regarding the overall communication.
Secondly, unlike in the live video use case where the video was subscribed once
and the information delivered in several messages, in this experiment each individual
chunk of each video segment and manifest files was explicitly requested in the PURSUIT
network architecture. As a result, the same number of (i) NDN Interest and PURSUIT
Chunk Requests ; and (ii) NDN Data and PURSUIT Chunk Response were exchanged.
In the PURSUIT network architecture, additional messages were exchanged between
the video client and the Rendezvous Node related with the subscription of the manifest
and segments files and retrieval of the forwarding identifiers for both the reverse and
forward directions (corresponding to messages 2-3 and 8-9 in Figure 3.18).
When the request was made by the client in the IP network architecture, both the
manifest and segment files were delivered via HTTP protocol. Therefore, unlike the
previous use case, it was not required to re-encode the video stream. As a result, in
terms of consumed bandwidth it was very similar to the one verified in the PURSUIT
network architecture.
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3.5.7 Generating foreign URIs
Whenever a new resource is discovered by the FIFu framework, URIs to be used (in the
network architectures besides the one where the resource is physically deployed) are
generated by the FICs, so that the resource can be accessed from the foreign network
architectures. As such, the generation of foreign URIs for a given resource was also
a target of this evaluation. The performance of such task has a critical impact on
the delay of converting messages whenever URIs are required on-the-fly (e.g., while
the FIXP is waiting for the URIs to convert the contents towards a foreign network
architecture). Although not limited to, in this experiment the following algorithms
were used for generating foreign URIs:
❼ Concatenation algorithm, which consisted in replacing the scheme and adding
a prefix to the original URI.
❼ MD5, SHA-1 or SHA-256 hash algorithms, which consisted in generating
random fixed-size URIs.
The results of this experiment are presented in Figure 3.26, showcasing the delay
introduced by each algorithm when generating foreign URIs and how it is impacted by
the size of the original URI.
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Figure 3.26: Generating foreign URIs for resources
For original URIs up to 1024 bytes in size, the concatenation algorithm introduced
a lower delay than any of the algorithms using a hash function. Above this value, the
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algorithms that used MD5 and SHA-1 achieved a better performance in terms of time
than the concatenation algorithm. Comparing the considered algorithms that use hash
functions, the MD5 hash algorithm had the best performance in terms of time, while
the SHA-256 had the worst performance.
Notwithstanding, the delay introduced by the generation of foreign URIs has a
minimal impact on the overall message conversion delay. In this evaluation, it consisted
in less than 180µs for original URIs with sizes up to 2048 bytes.
3.6 Discussion
The evaluation presented in Section 3.4 and Section 3.5 provided some insights about
the feasibility of the presented solution to enable the interoperation between network
architectures following different design choices. Although sharing resources among
different architectures may not have optimal performance, it provides a migration
path for the introduction of new network architectures, while it eases the development
and deployment of applications by abstracting the underlying interoperability aspects.
Nevertheless, the proposed solution allows networking mechanisms of a given network
architecture (i.e., in-network cache) to be applied to resources deployed in a different
architecture, achieving an improvement of the network utilization performance under
some conditions.
The following two subsections briefly discuss the major lessons learned during the
development and evaluation of the FIFu framework. More specifically, it focuses on the
limitations and practical issues that surfaced during the implementation, deployment
and evaluation of the proposed framework, which may guide future development stages
and further research.
3.6.1 Limitations
A set of limitations on the designed framework which affect its performance were
identified. Although some are a direct result from the design choices, others are related
with the way each network architecture operates.
Receive complete message before conversion: By acting on behalf of both
communication endpoints, the FIXP needs to completely receive messages before being
able to convert and to send them towards the destination network architecture (because
of e.g. signature generation in the HTTP to NDN and signature verification in NDN to
HTTP). However, this implies that additional delay is introduced by the FIXP, besides
the delay introduced by the conversion procedure.
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(Im)mutable resources and their identifiers: Some architectures define self-
certified identifiers for resources, which are identifiers that by themselves allow content
integrity to be verified without requiring third-party certification. This implies that
identifiers are generated based on known information about the resources (e.g., hash
of the content). However, in the presented framework, the FIC infrastructure may
generate the identifiers to be used on foreign architectures based only on the original
URI of the resource and, therefore, the FIC may not have the required information
to generate a correct self-certified identifier. Thus, an immutable resource is treated
as being a mutable resource in foreign network architectures. Complementary security
mechanisms, supported by the foreign network architecture, may be required in order to
achieve a security level (e.g., integrity and authenticity) for a given resource compliant
to that offered by its original network.
Even so, identifiers can be updated dynamically as soon as the proper self-certified
identifier could be generated. However, this must be done carefully since it could
invalidate existing links to the old identifier. The security implications of this strategy
are an important aspect, but fall out of the scope from this thesis.
Anchoring-related issues: With traffic destined to a different network
architecture requiring to go through the FIXP, anchoring-related issues (such as, longer
and/or sub-optimal forwarding paths) are likely to occur. The deployment of FIXPs
near to the network edges could mitigate these issues, but on the other hand more
complex networks (due to the increasing number of FIXPs) need to be managed.
Sub-optimal support of features: Features supported by a given network
architecture (e.g., security, in-network caching and push-communications) may not
be natively supported by other architectures. Thus, workarounds to support those
features are required, resulting on the sub-optimal support of features provided by
different architectures. For example, in network architectures that operate under a
request/response communication model, the support of publish/subscribe capabilities
may be possible through a periodic polling, whose configuration affects the freshness
of the information or signaling overhead in the network.
Security and trust: Although security was not directly addressed in this work,
it is an essential aspect in today’s Internet and, therefore, further research is required.
Notwithstanding, the main points this framework infrastructure needs to take into
consideration were identified: (i) the FIFu infrastructure should be trustworthy to
all participants (e.g., network operators, resource providers and clients); (ii) the
communication between FIXPs and FIC must be secure; (iii) since the FIXPs act
on behalf of both endpoints of the communication, secure communications, if required,
must be replicated by the FIXPs using relevant certificates and keys. Regarding the
latter, solutions similar to those applied to Content Delivery Networks (CDNs) [72]
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can be applied, where e.g. resource providers delegate trust to the FIFu framework.
Moreover, security and privacy aspects may be implemented in different ways on
each network architecture and, therefore, during message conversion the same security
level must be replicated by the FIXP using mechanisms supported by each network
architecture.
Scalability: Scalability concerns regarding the proposed framework can be
originated due to (i) the increasing number of resource mappings between different
network architectures; and (ii) the increasing number of conversion of messages between
different network architectures. To cope with the increasing number of mappings,
the proposed framework provides an 3-level hierarchical resolution mechanism (as
depicted in Figure 3.6). Entities on each level can be replicated not only to allow
load-balancing for incoming requests but also to provide redundancy. While mappings
are created in the second level (i.e., Network-architecture level), mapping information
is stored in the URI level of the proposed resolution mechanism. Depending on the
network architecture, in the URI level, mappings can be stored and resolved following
a hierarchical strategy or using DHTs. To cope with the increasing number of message
conversion at the FIXP, both vertical and horizontal scaling strategies can be applied,
since the state information of each FIXP instance has a local scope (i.e., the FIXP holds
no state besides the cached mappings and the ongoing messages conversions). As such,
following a vertical scalability strategy a given FIXP entity can be empowered with
more computing resources and bandwidth or following a horizontal scalability strategy
new FIXP instances can be created to load-balancing the conversion requests.
3.6.2 Reality check: Practical issues
During the implementation, deployment and evaluation a set of practical issues arose
that hindered the operation of the presented framework as it was initially designed.
These aspects are presented in this section.
Fetching dynamic resources in web pages: In static web pages, resources are
identified within the HTML document, enabling the FIXP to identify, directly from
the HTML, URIs for other resources (e.g., images and style files) and to map them into
URIs compatible with other network architectures. As such, in the web browsing use
case, all resources belonging to static web pages deployed in the current IP architecture
were able to be fetched. In turn, in dynamic web pages, resources may not be explicitly
identified. Instead, resource identification may rely on the execution of one or more
pieces of code embedded in the web page (e.g., JavaScript). In these cases, some
challenges arose while using the presented framework, since it was not able to identify
those resources and, therefore, it was not able to create and provide compatible URIs
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with the foreign network architectures.
What type of resources are convertible: Studying the cases where content
conversion is suitable and how such conversion impacts the actual content is a key
aspect for future research. Deciding whether or not to convert resource identifiers
inside content can be divided into:
❼ Security issues: For example, converting identifiers inside content invalidates
integrity checking mechanisms enforced by the resource provider (e.g., content
hash and signatures). To mitigate this issue, the FIXP may act as a trusted
entity enforcing its own integrity check mechanisms.
❼ Technical issues: For example, due to the fact that the FIXP may not recognize
the content type or its semantics, thus being unable to change the identifiers
within the content.
❼ Management issues: For example, consumer and providers of resources may
want to retain the original content.
Lack/maturity of real applications: The years of evolution and maturity of the
current IP architecture allowed the definition of a multitude of well-defined protocols
for different use cases. In the case of new network architectures, specific and/or mature
higher-layer protocols targeting different use cases was still lacking. Thus, in this work
the protocols in the IP architectures were mapped with the generic operation of the
studied ICN architectures. The existence of consolidated mechanisms/protocols for
the different use cases for each network architecture may enable an easier and more
efficient mapping and retrieval of resources across different architectures.
❼ Video parameters in live video streaming: During the implementation
of the live video streaming use case, the question arose on which parameters
should be used for providing the video via the RTP stream on the IP network
architecture. If, in an interaction between PURSUIT and NDN, each PURSUIT
Publish Data message was mapped into a new NDN chunk, the lack of a well-
defined and mature higher-level protocol (e.g., a protocol to establish or control
media sessions) hindered the session setup of the RTSP session, since the video
parameters were unknown during this setup process. As such, the FIXP freely
defined the parameters to be used (independently of the real parameters of the
received video stream) and re-encoded it to match the parameters defined during
the RTSP session establishment. However, by doing this, the original video
stream is being modified, which is not desirable in a general solution.
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❼ User-specific content retrieval: The same resource may vary depending on
the user requesting it (e.g., premium access to contents), information that usually
goes along with the request as metadata (e.g., cookies in HTTP protocol). The
lack/maturity of higher-level protocols in the new network architectures that
support this information to go along with the request also imposes a new problem
while using the presented framework. The presented framework needs to handle
the resources for each user as being different resources, which not only impacts
the scalability of the solution, but also affects the control of which users have
access to each resource when accessed by a foreign network architecture.
Note that these practical issues can in some way be expected to be solvable in
production-level code and more mature Future Internet architectures.
3.7 Concluding Remarks
In this chapter, a way on how to enable the interoperation between different network
architectures was presented. Specifically, a novel interoperability framework for the
Future Internet, named FIFu (Future Internet Fusion), was presented. FIFu allows the
current Internet and new (clean-slate) network architectures to share resources between
one another, in a transparent way to end-user, network devices and applications. In
doing so, each network architecture can be developed and evolved independently of the
others. Such framework leverages the coexistence of different network architectures,
which can be seen as an evolution strategy that will further facilitate the initial roll
out of new network architectures by promoting its incremental deployment over time.
This framework was implemented and evaluated through simulation, in a web
browsing use case, and through a proof-of-concept prototype, in a web browsing,
live video streaming and video on-demand scenarios. These scenarios allowed to
demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed framework in enabling resource sharing
among different network architectures, as well as the impact that the inherent
conversion procedures have in the overall communication when accessing resources
deployed in a different network architecture. Results showed that it was able to
achieve a similar performance when compared with native approaches in the evaluated
scenarios. Moreover, the provision of a given resource on the foreign network
architectures allowed the capabilities of each architecture (e.g., caching and request
aggregation) to be applied to the resource, as if it is originally deployed on each network
architecture. However, a set of issues arose during the implementation and evaluation
of the proposed framework, such as the anchoring-related issues, sub-optimal mapping
of features among different architectures and concerns about content compatibility
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across different network architectures. Nevertheless, some of the encountered issues
are expected to be mitigated as each network architecture evolves and matures with
new protocols and mechanisms targeting specific use case scenarios.

Chapter 4
Supporting Mobility in Future
Internet Architectures
In the previous chapter a framework that enables entities to access resources deployed
in different architectures was proposed, which may leverage the incremental deployment
of new network architectures. Nevertheless, mobility in these architectures is still
a key requirement that needs to be addressed on each individual architecture for its
adoption being considered as a potential Future Internet architecture. Thus, this chapter
addresses this subject and contributes to the development of mobility management
mechanisms in both evolutionary SDN-based and clean-slate ICN network architectures,
as well as in scenarios where mobility crosses different network architectures.
4.1 Introduction
The increasing proliferation of mobile devices equipped with multiple wireless interfaces
(such as, smartphones) created heterogeneous scenarios where network operators need
to provide connectivity for different kinds of access networks. At the same time, it opens
space for a new set of opportunities taking advantage of the different technologies to
provide an always best connected experience to the user. In this way, the capability
of handling mobility efficiently in Future Internet network architectures is a key
requirement that needs to be addressed by those architectures.
Furthermore, the traffic generated by mobile devices is continuously increasing and,
by 2021, traffic from wireless and mobile devices will account for more than 63% of the
total IP traffic [25]. The dynamics of the wireless environments, and the associated
heterogeneity, pose a complex challenge for assuring that the content reaches the user
in an optimized way.
As such, supportive mechanisms to ensure that the content is sent to the requester
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in the most optimal way (i.e., best available point of attachment or best suitable
wired/wireless technology) are required. Aspects related to the conditions of the
wireless networks, both the currently connected or neighboring networks, are factors
that can help to decide how to best deliver the content to the user. Considering this
scenario, IEEE developed the IEEE 802.21 standard for Media Independent Handover
[1]. Its main purpose is to facilitate and optimize inter-technology handover processes
by providing a set of media-independent primitives, thus creating an abstraction
regarding the link layer, not only for obtaining link information and controlling link
behavior, but also for assisting the different steps of the handover procedure.
In this chapter, the mechanisms defined in IEEE 802.21 are integrated into two
different frameworks, one focusing on SDN-based and the other on ICN architectures.
By being aware of the link conditions at each moment and by having control over
the different phases of the handover procedure, the proposed frameworks optimize the
handover procedures in both Future Internet architectures, decreasing handover delay
and packet loss. Additionally, with the edge of the network being a potential location
for the initial deployment of new network architectures, an heterogeneous environment
where access networks support either IP and/or ICN architectures can be expected. In
doing so, a novel mobility framework that tackles the mobility of MN across different
network architectures is proposed, allowing resources to continue being reached even if
deployed in a different network architectures after the handover of MNs.
4.2 Supporting Mobility in Evolutionary
SDN-based Architecture
As part of the work developed in this thesis, the controlling mechanisms of SDN
architectures were enhanced with IEEE 802.21 mechanisms in a single framework,
with the purpose of enhancing the operation of evolutionary SDN-based architecture
with the capability of efficiently managing mobility procedures. The main driver that
motivated the integration of both SDN and IEEE 802.21 mechanisms was to enable
an SDN infrastructure to deal with different wireless access networks in an abstract
way, becoming capable of taking advantage of each one of these networks to optimize
the overall performance of the network. While SDN abstracts the network control by
providing a common API, IEEE 802.21 brings a similar concept by abstracting link
layer technologies. With this integration, controlling entities are able (i) to (re)program
the network on-the-fly by using SDN mechanisms; and, through the use of IEEE 802.21
mechanisms, (ii) to acquire context information from the link-layer of wired and wireless
interfaces of both network entities (such as, PoAs and MNs); and (iii) to trigger and
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facilitate handovers control.
By combining both mechanisms, controlling entities not only have a better
knowledge of the network state, allowing them to make better decisions to optimize
the overall performance and resource usage of the network as well as to improve MNs’
connectivity by triggering handovers to more suitable networks.
In doing so, the main goal of the proposed framework is to have a first assessment
of the benefits that SDN could have if aware of the both wired and wireless conditions
of the network under its control.
4.2.1 Framework Overview
An overview of the proposed IEEE 802.21-enhanced SDN framework is presented in
Figure 4.1, where SDN is instantiated in the form of the OpenFlow protocol, along
with OpenFlow-enabled switches and controller. Instead of only being responsible for
controlling nodes in the core network, this framework envisages OpenFlow being used
to control network flows up to the network side endpoint, affecting, as such, wireless
network PoAs (e.g., WLAN Access Point). Still, OpenFlow mechanisms are not aware
of specificities of the wireless link, being only capable of (re)configuring the flow tables
of such devices. To fill this gap, the proposed framework combines OpenFlow with
IEEE 802.21, empowering it with mechanisms to acquire context information about
the link layer of different technologies (e.g., receive events regarding current link status
perceived by the MN and PoAs) as well as to provide mechanisms to assist and facilitate
handover control procedures (e.g., check resource availability, and prepare, commit and
release resources). Management and controlling entities (e.g., mobility management
entities) can then use these mechanisms to acquire information about the wireless
environment and, based on that information, (re)configure the network to achieve
better performance or even trigger the handover of specific nodes to e.g. load-balance
existing MN among several PoAs or handover the MN to a better PoA. In addition,
the media-independent behavior of IEEE 802.21 enables the framework herein proposed
to be technology agnostic, allowing the mechanisms defined here to be deployed over
different link technologies.
Summarizing, the controlling entity, acting as the OpenFlow controller, communi-
cates via OpenFlow protocol with the underlying network entities from the core up to
the edge of the network and via MIH protocol of the IEEE 802.21 standard, acting as
an IEEE 802.21 Point of Service, not only with core and edge network entities, but
also with MNs connected to the PoAs under its domain.
Through the combination of both technologies, the proposed framework enables
network management scenarios, where flows of a given MN can be dynamically and
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Figure 4.1: Proposed IEEE 802.21-enabled SDN framework
preemptively configured according to the wireless connectivity opportunities detected
by the MN while it moves. In doing so, paths can be establish before the MN moves
towards the new location (i.e., flows being sent towards the new PoA before the MN
handover), reducing the impact on the data sessions involving the MN.
Finally, the flexibility of this framework allows the integration with different
mobility protocols (e.g., PMIPv6), allowing it to accommodate different IP mobility
procedures when needed.
4.2.2 Network Entities
The proposed framework (Figure 4.1) features three different entities: (i) an OpenFlow
controller enhanced with IEEE 802.21 Point of Service capabilities; (ii) OpenFlow
Switches (representing both core and PoA); and (iii) mobile nodes. Next, a detailed
operation of each one of these entities is presented, focusing on the enhancements
required in what concerns mobility aspects.
4.2.2.1 OpenFlow Controller & IEEE 802.21 Point of Service
This is the central entity of the proposed framework (whose internal architecture is
depicted in Figure 4.2) responsible for controlling the overall operation of the underlying
network.
Regarding mobility aspects, it contains a Mobility Management module that
handles the mobility procedures of MNs connected to the network under its domain.
For that, it acts as an IEEE 802.21 PoS for assisting and controlling the mobility
procedures. This includes tasks such as checking the available resources, used as input
for deciding the best handover candidate PoA(s), which is then notified to the MNs. In
addition, it also includes tasks related with the preparation and reservation of resources
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Figure 4.2: OpenFlow Controller & IEEE 802.21 Point of Service internal architecture
before the handover occurs and resources release after the handover procedure. The
communication with the MNs and PoAs is performed through the MIHF using the
MIH protocol.
The Mobility Management module is also responsible for triggering the mechanisms
to adapt the network before and after the actual handover procedure. For that, the
Mobility Management module requests the OpenFlow Controller to perform a set of
routing related tasks (i.e., updating the forwarding tables of OpenFlow Switches).
More specifically, using the OpenFlow protocol, it reprograms the network to (i) send
the traffic related to the MN not only to its actual PoA but the expected future PoA
before the handover procedure; and (ii) stop sending the traffic related to the MN
towards the old PoA after the handover procedure. This procedure is further described
in Section 4.2.3.
4.2.2.2 OpenFlow Switch (& Point of Attachment)
This entity can represent either a switch in the core network or a point of attachement.
The behavior and internal architecture (as depicted in Figure 4.3) herein described is
the same for both cases, except that the latter is deployed on the edge of the network
providing link connectivity to end-user equipment (e.g., mobile nodes) to the network.
Besides its operation as a standard OpenFlow switch, this entity is enhanced with
IEEE 802.21 capabilities. Regarding the former, it executes data packet forwarding
based on the rules stored in flow tables configured by the OpenFlow Controller using
OpenFlow protocol. For supporting the latter capabilities, the standard OpenFlow
switch architecture is enhanced with three new modules: (i) a Link SAP, for each
network interface, responsible for collecting context information about the link-layer
of the corresponding interface as well as to control and apply actions to that same
interface; (ii) Mobility Management module that is responsible for assisting the
handover procedures and to monitor its network interfaces by requesting context
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Figure 4.3: OpenFlow Switch (& Point of Attachment) internal architecture
information from the Link SAPs ; and (iii) an MIHF that behaves as a middleware
allowing the communication via MIH protocol between local or remote Mobility
Managements and the Link SAPs or between remote Mobility Managements.
Leveraging the IEEE 802.21 capabilities, the PoA is able to trigger events about
the link conditions of its interfaces, sending them towards its (or a remote) Mobility
Management entity. For example, it can trigger an event towards the Mobility
Management in the PoS whenever a new MN is connected, which, detecting that the
a given PoA is being overloaded with too many MNs, initiates the handover of some
of those MNs to a nearby and less overloaded PoA.
4.2.2.3 Mobile Node
The MN represents the end-user equipment (e.g., laptops and smartphones) through
which users connect to the network. This equipment can be equipped with one or more
access technologies, either wired (e.g., Ethernet) or wireless (e.g., WLAN and 3G). As
depicted in Figure 4.4, the MN is an IEEE 802.21-enabled device being, therefore,
equipped with a MIHF to allow the remote communication with the PoS via MIH
protocol. Besides the MIHF, the MN is equipped with Link SAPs, one for each network
interface, which are responsible for tasks such acquiring context information about the
link layer of the corresponding network interface. Finally, a Mobility Management
module is also deployed in the MN responsible for monitoring the link conditions of
the underlying network interfaces, triggering and assisting the handover procedures
whenever required.
Using the IEEE 802.21 mechanisms, the MN can report events whenever it e.g.
detects a new PoA or when the signal level of its current connection crosses a predefined
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Figure 4.4: Mobile Node internal architecture
threshold. Upon the reception of such events, the Mobility Management in the PoS or
in the MN can initiate the handover procedure towards another PoA.
4.2.3 Handover Scenario Signaling
The link layer abstraction enabled by IEEE 802.21 allows this framework to be
decoupled from link related aspects. As such, the presented signaling in this section
can be deployed over different technologies (e.g. WiFi, WiMAX and mobile).
The proposed framework approaches the handover procedure in three steps:
(i) handover preparation; (ii) handover commit; and (iii) handover complete. As the
name indicates, the first step is related with the preparation procedures before the
occurrence of the handover itself, which includes checking the available resources in
the possible handover candidates. In the second step, the MN commits to handover to
the chosen PoA, with resources in the handover target (and eventually, other entities
of the network) being prepared to accommodate the MN. In addition, the handover
procedure itself is executed at the end of this step. Finally, the last step is related with
conclusion aspects, such as the release of resources from the old PoA.
The initiation of each step of the handover procedure could be triggered by the MN
or the network (by both the Controller/PoS or the PoA). The signaling presented in
the following subsections encompasses all possible scenarios. In the dashed boxes, the
signaling specific to each case is represented, where A, B and C identify if the trigger
is initiated by the MN, Controller/PoS and PoA respectively. The remaining signaling
is common to all the cases.
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4.2.3.1 Handover Preparation
The proposed framework is flexible to allow different entities to trigger the initiation
of the handover procedures. The controlling entity, which by monitoring the overall
state of the network at each instant, can decide to handover specific flows or MNs to
another PoA due to e.g. load-balancing purposes. Additionally, the MNs can request
the initiation of the handover procedure if e.g. better connectivity conditions are found.
The PoA can also trigger the initiation of the handover procedure, although indirectly,
by sending events to the PoS indicating that it is e.g. overloaded. The signaling for
each case is illustrated in Figure 4.5.
Figure 4.5: Handover Preparation Signaling using the proposed IEEE 802.21-enabled
OpenFlow Framework
While on the move, the MN can detect new PoAs in its surroundings, triggering
an event to its mobility manager notifying about the detected PoAs. The mobility
manager in the MN can then decide based on several factors (e.g., signal strength of
the PoAs under its range) sending a MIH MN HO Candidate Query.request (message
A1.1 in Figure 4.5) towards its PoS, indicating the potential PoAs that it is interested
in moving to. By doing so, the MN is triggering a mobile-initiated handover.
In turn, the mobility entity in the PoS can trigger a network-initiated handover by
sending aMIH Net HO Candidate Query.request towards the MN with a list suggesting
potential PoAs for the MN handover to (message B1.1 in Figure 4.5). The MN
responds with a MIH Net HO Candidate Query.response (message B1.2 in Figure 4.5),
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acknowledging not only the handover initiation, but also informing the PoS about the
preferred PoAs.
The third possibility is the initiation of the handover by the PoA. For example,
the PoA can trigger an event to the PoS indicating that one of its interfaces is going
down (e.g., due to malfunction) (message C1.1 in Figure 4.5). Upon the reception of
such event, the PoS triggers the handover of all the MNs connected to that PoA using
the same signaling as describe before for the network-initiated handover (message C1.2
and C1.3 in Figure 4.5). In this case, the PoS can handle the handover of each MN
individually, or handle it as a single handover of a group of MNs [27, 6, 5].
Independently of the chosen approach, at this stage, the PoS holds information
regarding the potential candidate handover PoAs. As such, for each of these PoAs, the
PoS checks available resources (messages 2 and 3 in Figure 4.5) to verify if they can
accommodate the attachment of the MN.
Finally, for the mobile-initiated handover use case, the PoS returns a list of potential
candidate PoAs to the MN, sorted from the most preferred to the least preferred by
sending a MIH MN HO Candidate Query.response (message A4.1 in Figure 4.5).
4.2.3.2 Handover Commit
The handover commit step can be initiated by either the MN or the PoS (as depicted
in Figure 4.6).
Whenever this process is initiated by the MN, it starts by notifying the PoS about
the selected PoA by sending a MIH MN HO Commit.request to the PoS (message
A1.1 in Figure 4.6). If initiated by the PoS, the MN’s decision corresponds to the most
preferred PoA indicated by the MN in the handover preparation step (message A4.1
in Figure 4.5).
Upon the reception of the MN’s decision, the PoS reserves the resources at the
target PoA to accommodate the incoming MN (messages 2 in Figure 4.6). When the
PoA acknowledges the PoS request with a sucessful status (message 3 in Figure 4.6), the
PoS proceeds to the reconfiguration of the network in order to make ongoing sessions
of the MN reach the candidate PoA. For that, using OpenFlow protocol (i.e., acting as
the OpenFlow Controller), it issues a OFPT FLOW MOD (message 4 in Figure 4.6)
message towards the PoA as well as to other OpenFlow switches under its domain that
require an update of the forwarding tables. An OFPT BARRIER REQUEST message
(message 5 in Figure 4.6) is sent after the OFPT FLOW MOD message, so that when
the corresponding response (message 6 in Figure 4.6) is received, the PoS knows that
the forwarding rules were already configured. At this point, the path to the candidate
PoA is established before the handover procedure occurs, aiming to reduce the time
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Figure 4.6: Handover Commit Signaling using the proposed IEEE 802.21-enabled
OpenFlow Framework
required to restore ongoing sessions after the handover itself. Nevertheless, the path to
the old PoA is temporarily kept in order to maintain the ongoing sessions before the
handover occurs.
At this stage, the selected candidate PoA is ready to accommodate the MN
and, therefore, the PoS instructs the MN to initiate the L2 handover procedure
to the candidate PoA. If the handover commit step was initiated by the MN, the
PoS sends an MIH MN HO Commit.response message to the MN (message A7.1
in Figure 4.6). Otherwise, the PoS notifies the MN about the target PoA via
MIH Net HO Commit.request message (message B/C7.1 in Figure 4.6), which, in
turn, acknowledges its reception by sending anMIH Net HO Commit.response message
(message B/C7.2 in Figure 4.6) to the PoS.
In the end of handover commit step, the MN executes the L2 handover to the
selected candidate PoA.
4.2.3.3 Handover Complete
The following step is the handover completion, in which resources allocated to the MN
in its old locations are released. The signaling presented in Figure 4.7 is the same
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independently of which entity initiated the handover procedure.
Figure 4.7: Handover Complete Signaling using the proposed IEEE 802.21-enabled
OpenFlow Framework
Upon the connection to the candidate PoA, an event is generated either on the MN
(message 1 in Figure 4.7) and on the candidate PoA (message 2 in Figure 4.7). The
MN, detecting that the connection to the candidate PoA is already established, informs
the PoS by sending anMIH MN HO Complete.request (message 3 in Figure 4.7) which,
in turn, initiates the procedures to release the resources allocated to the MN in what
concerns its old location. Thus, the PoS triggers the OpenFlow procedures to clear
routing information related with the MN from the old PoA, by updating the flow
tables of both the old PoA and intermediate switches (message 4 in Figure 4.7). As in
the previous step, OFPT BARRIER REQUEST messages (message 5 in Figure 4.7)
are sent after the OFPT FLOW MOD so that whenever it receives the corresponding
OFPT BARRIER REPLY messages (message 6 in Figure 4.7) it knows that the flow
tables have been updated. In parallel, the PoS also notifies the old PoA to release
the resources allocated to the MN (messages 7 and 8 in Figure 4.7). Finally, the PoS
acknowledges the MN that the handover procedure on the network side is completed
by sending a MIH MN HO Complete.response message (message 9 in Figure 4.7).
4.2.4 Evaluation
In order to evaluate the feasibility of the proposed IEEE 802.21-enabled OpenFlow
framework, the framework entities as described in Section 4.2 were implemented using
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ODTONE1 [28] (an open-source implementations of both IEEE 802.21), OpenFlow
1.3 Software Switch2 (an open-source implementation of the OpenFlow Switch) and
NOX OpenFlow 1.3 Controller3 (an open-source implementation of the OpenFlow
Controller).
4.2.4.1 Testbed Description
For the evaluation of the proposed framework, the scenario depicted in Figure 4.8 was
deployed over the AMazING [16] wireless network testbed, located on the rooftop of
Instituto de Telecomunicac¸o˜es - Aveiro building.
Figure 4.8: Scenario description for evaluation of the IEEE 802.21-enabled OpenFlow
framework
The evaluation scenario is composed by three different PoAs, each one serving
a different IPv6 network, connected to a common switch. Both the PoAs and the
switch are OpenFlow and 802.21-enabled, being monitored and controlled by the
OpenFlow Controller & PoS entity via OpenFlow and MIH protocols. The scenario
also encompasses a content server and a MN which, respectively, streams and consumes
multimedia content.
Each physical node is configured with a VIA Eden 1GHz processor with 1GB RAM,
a 802.11a/b/g/n Atheros 9K wireless interface, and a Gigabit wired interface. Each
node runs the Linux OS (Debian distribution) with kernel version 3.2.0-2-686-pae.
1Open Dot Twenty ONE (ODTONE) - https://atnog.av.it.pt/odtone
2OpenFlow 1.3 Software Switch - https://github.com/CPqD/ofsoftswitch13
3NOX OpenFlow 1.3 Controller - https://github.com/CPqD/nox13oflib
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In the evaluation scenario, the MN is initially attached to PoA #1 receiving a video
stream from the content server. At times 10s and 20s it handovers to the PoA #2
and PoA #3 respectively, following a MN-initiated handover approach as described in
Section 4.2.3. Since the same interface was used during the handovers, the handovers
are break-before-make. The MN is expected to continue to receive the video stream
from the content server while on the move.
Each experiment was run 10 times and averaged results with a 95% confidence
interval are shown. In order to correlate the results between runs, handovers start at
the same time between experiments.
4.2.4.2 Performance Evaluation
In this section, the performance of the proposed framework was evaluated, being
compared with (i) a deployment without any mobility-aware mechanism; and with (ii) a
deployment featuring some enhanced logic on the OpenFlow controller, where a dummy
mobility trigger after the handover initiates OpenFlow procedures (i.e., without any
support from IEEE 802.21 mechanisms). Obtained results are presented in Table 4.1
and Figure 4.9.
Table 4.1 shows the impact on the video flow reception, including the number of
packets sent by the Content Server and received by the MN, percentage of packet
lost during the experiment, the delay to restore the video stream after the handover
procedure and, lastly, the time during which the video flow was being sent towards a
non-required PoA. Figure 4.9 depicts the link utilization during the whole experiment,
highlighting the time at which the handover occurs (at time 10s and 20s). In order to
clearly observe the behavior during handovers, the results of Figure 4.9 correspond to
a single randomly chosen run.
Table 4.1: Packet statistics
No mobility
awareness
Dummy mobility
IEEE 802.21
supported mobility
Total sent packets 3346.8 ± 2.1 3218 ± 10.3 3289.7 ± 24.9
Total received pack-
ets
950 ± 15.2 3078.4 ± 21.1 3218 ± 30.5
Total packet loss (%) 28.39 ± 0.44 4.34 ± 0.35 2.18 ± 0.33
Lost packets during
HO
∞ 70.9 ± 11.6 36.95 ± 12.2
Restore stream delay
(ms)
∞ 433.9 ± 68.2 197.2 ± 62.2
Redundancy (ms) 0 ± 0 0 ± 0 359.0 ± 62.7
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(c) IEEE 802.21 supported mobility
Figure 4.9: Link utilization
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Analyzing the results of Table 4.1, it can be observed that the deployment scenario
without any mobility-aware mechanism was not able to recover the video stream after
the handover. This happened because neither the MN nor the network were able to
detect or report the occurrence of handover and, therefore, the path to the new location
of the MN was not configured. In addition, the path via PoA #1 (i.e., the initial point
of attachment of the MN) was never removed, resulting in wasted usage of the link
resources, as seen in Figure 4.9a.
With the dummy mobility trigger, the MN was able to restore the video session
approximately 433.9 ± 68.2 ms after disconnecting from the old PoA. This delay is
related not only with the L2 handover procedure, but also with the OpenFlow route
update procedures which only happen after the handover and its notification to the
PoS. From the total of sent packets, the MN lost about 4.34% packets, mostly during
the handover procedure. Packet loss is intrinsically related with the delay in restoring
the video stream which, as said previously, corresponds to the time required to establish
the connectivity with the new PoA and to setup the route towards the new position
of the MN. In terms of packets, it represented an average of 70.9 ± 11.6 packet lost
per handover. Looking at the link utilization graphs (Figure 4.9b), it can be observed
that there is no overlap of link utilization by two different PoAs. This behavior occurs
because the PoS only establishes the path towards the MN via the new PoA, after
releasing the path via the old PoA.
Lastly, from the results of Table 4.1 showing the performance of the presented
framework, it can be observed that the handover performance was significantly
improved, where packet loss and stream restoration delay were halved when compared
to the previous scenario. The MN was able to restore the video session after
approximately 197.2 ± 62.2 ms after disconnecting from the old PoA. Since the route
to the new PoA was already setup up before the handover, after the L2 handover the
MN started to received the video stream immediately. Therefore, the time required
to restore the video stream is only related with the L2 handover procedure delay.
Consequently, it decreased the values of packet loss to about 2.18%, which corresponds
to approximately 37 lost packets per handover. However, in contrast to the previous
deployment scenarios, the video stream is sent towards the old and the new PoA for
about 359.0 ± 62.7 ms per handover. This time is related with the pre-configuration
of the path towards the MN via the new PoA (before the handover) and the removal
of the path towards the MN via the old PoA (after the handover). Figure 4.9c shows
the link utilization overlap before and after the handover procedure. Still, this reflects
the conservative nature of the chosen handover management algorithm. The proposed
framework is flexible enough to allow the definition of different mobility management
strategies, optimizing different KPIs, where link utilization overlap can be one of them.
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4.2.4.3 Control Signaling Overhead Analysis
In this section the footprint of the proposed signaling is studied. The obtained results
are presented in Table 4.2, showing the results related with the amount of data
exchanged and total time required for different phases of the handover process (i.e.,
preparation, commit and complete). The values for the amount of data exchanged
consider not only the size of the MIH or OpenFlow protocols, but also the size of the
L4 headers (UDP or TCP).
Table 4.2: Total signaling overhead per handover
Handover
Preparation
Handover
Commit
Handover
Complete
Size
IEEE 802.21 (UDP +
Ack)
301 294 329
(bytes) OpenFlow (TCP) 0 736 688
Time
IEEE 802.21 (UDP +
Ack)
11.73 ± 1.63 128.73 ± 12.41 122.90 ± 0.91
(ms) OpenFlow (TCP) 0 ± 0 56.71 ± 0.85 56.17 ± 0.49
Results from Table 4.2 show that almost 60% of the exchanged signaling corresponds
to the OpenFlow protocol and the remaining 40% related with IEEE 802.21. The
signaling involving the MN accounts for about 20% of the total signaling overhead,
due to its participation in the handover process to assist in the candidate query and
handover commit and complete steps.
The overhead of the OpenFlow protocol signaling encompasses not only the
OFPT FLOW MOD messages, which update the forwarding tables in the OpenFlow
switches, but also the OFPT BARRIER REQUEST and OFPT BARRIER REPLY
messages, which are used to assure that the routing rules were configured in the
OpenFlow switch. If the status of the flow table update was not verifyed, it would
reduce in about 144 bytes the signaling related to OpenFlow. In addition, OpenFlow is
sent over TCP, introducing the overhead of the TCP header and the corresponding TCP
acknowledgment messages. Also, the OpenFlow protocol overhead is highly dependent
on the number of switches on which the PoS should update the forwarding tables.
The configuration of each OpenFlow switch would increase the OpenFlow signaling
between 344 and 392 bytes for the proposed scenario, depending on the flow filter and
actions to perform. Lastly, the signaling related with the OpenFlow protocol does not
involve the MN, being exchanged exclusively between the PoS and the new and old
PoAs and the intermediary switch. Regarding time, the OpenFlow procedures took
about 112 ms per handover to perform the routing update on the OpenFlow switches,
divided into 56.71 ± 0.85 ms to preemptively configure the path through the new PoA
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and 56.17 ± 0.49 ms to release the path through the old PoA.
Regarding the IEEE 802.21 signaling, all signaling involves the PoS, on which about
51% of the exchanged data is related with the communication with the MN, being the
remaining 49% exchanged with the PoAs. The old PoA and the new PoA are involved
in about 30% and 19%, respectively, of the total IEEE 802.21 signaling. The higher
amount of information exchanged with the new PoA highlights its involvement in the
resources querying and committing processes, in opposite to the old PoA which is only
involved in the releasing of resources. The signaling involving the MN is related with
its assistance in the candidate query and handover commit and complete procedures.
In terms of time, the handover preparation procedures took about 11.73 ± 1.63 ms,
which is minimal compared with the remaining procedures. The handover Commit
and handover Complete procedures took about 128.73 ± 12.41 and 122.90 ± 0.91 ms
respectively. However, besides the time required to prepare and to release the link
resources, these values are highly affected by the OpenFlow procedures, since they are
encompassed between the IEEE 802.21 procedures.
4.2.5 Discussion
The dynamic and heterogeneous nature of wireless technologies creates a complex
environment to ensure an always best connected experience for MNs, where context
information from the link layer (i.e., information about the network interfaces from
the MN and surrounding wireless conditions) plays an important role to help achieving
such experience for MNs.
IEEE 802.21 provides a set of mechanisms for not only acquiring context
information from the link-layers but also managing the different phases of the handover
procedure of MNs. As such, with the integration of the IEEE 802.21 mechanisms with
the SDN procedures, the SDN controller is able not only to have an enhanced overview
of network with additional information about the link-layer of the underlying entities,
but also to have the capability of managing the handover procedures of MNs and,
consequently, reconfigure the underlying network according to the movement of MNs.
In doing so, the SDN controller can reconfigure the network to cope with the new
location of the MN or according to predictions on the MN movement before the MN
actually moves to its new PoA.
In the scenario used to exemplify and evaluate the proposed mobility framework,
the SDN Controller preemptively reconfigured the network to forward the MN’s flows
towards its new PoA before the handover and to release the forwarding of MN’s flows
towards the old PoA only after the handover is complete. Such strategy aimed to
mitigate the service interruption of the MN due to the handover procedure, but it had
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the drawback of sending the MN’s flows towards two different locations simultaneously
during the handover procedure. Nevertheless, this is just one of the potential use
cases of the proposed framework, which is flexible enough to accommodate different
strategies aiming to improve different KPIs. For example, in a scenario where multiple
MNs are accessing the same multicast stream, the SDN Controller is able to instruct
nodes to move to the same PoA (provided that MNs are on the range of the same PoA)
in order to exploit the advantages provided by multicast and make optimal use of the
available bandwidth in the network.
4.3 Supporting Mobility in a Clean-slate ICN
Architecture
With mobility having a great impact on nowadays communications, mobility becomes a
key requirement that should also be addressed by clean-slate ICN architectures, before
being acknowledged as potential candidates for the Future Internet. In this thesis, a
specific ICN architecture is selected (i.e., ETArch), but the concepts defined below can
be adapted to cope with other ICN instantiations.
In doing so, this section focuses on Entity Title Architecture [33], a clean-slate SDN-
based ICN architecture, enhancing its operation to cope with the capability of handling
mobility of ETArch-enabled MNs. As such, likewise the solution described in the
previous section, ETArch mechanisms were integrated with IEEE 802.21 mechanisms
in a single framework, allowing the controlling entity of the ETArch architecture (i.e.,
the DTSA) to take advantage of the different wireless access networks to optimize
the overall performance of the network in a technology-abstracted way. The DTSA
becomes capable of (i) controlling and managing the handover procedures of the MNs
supporting the ETArch architecture; and (ii) acquire context information from the link
layer of wired and wireless interfaces of both network entities (such as, PoAs) and MNs;
while retaining its capabilities of controlling and managing the underlying network by
means of SDN mechanisms.
By combining both mechanisms, controlling entities have a better knowledge
of the state of the underlying network, allowing them to optimize the workspace
configuration and to improve MNs’ connectivity by assisting their handover to more
suitable networks. For example, besides triggering the handover of MNs due to link
connectivity aspects (e.g., signal strength of the current connection of the MN gets
weaker), the DTSA may trigger the handover of a given MN to a PoA that is already
providing towards its access network the same workspaces subscribed by the MN, with
the purpose of leveraging the multicast capabilities of the ETArch architecture and,
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consequently, optimizing the usage of the network resources.
In doing so, the main goal of the proposed framework is to provide the DTSA with
supportive mechanisms to become aware of the link specificities of both network entities
and MNs as well as of being capable of handling the mobility of MNs, providing a first
assessment of the impact that it can have in the overall performance of the network.
4.3.1 Framework overview
The framework proposed in this section aims to enhance the ETArch architecture with
IEEE 802.21 mechanisms, providing the ETArch controlling entity (i.e., the DTSAs)
with context information about the link layer of both underlying network entities and
MNs as well as with mechanisms to facilitate and optimize handover procedures. In
doing so, ETArch can target a whole new set of network management scenarios, enabled
and supported by the context information and mechanisms provided by IEEE 802.21.
The specificities of the content being delivered, the number of users requesting the
same content (i.e., subscribed to the same workspace), and the link conditions of wired
and wireless networks are factors that can help to enhance content-reaching procedures
ensuring that the content is sent to the subscribers through the most optimal path.
For example, by leveraging context information of the link-layer, the DTSA becomes
aware of the link conditions of MNs connected to the network under its domain, as well
as neighbor PoAs detected by the MN, including their link parameters and conditions,
which can then be used to control and optimize handover procedures of the MNs.
Likewise, the DTSA can use this context information to (re)configure the flows across
the whole network by using OpenFlow capabilities, aiming to optimize the usage of the
network resources.
An overview of the proposed framework merging both ETArch and IEEE 802.21
mechanisms is presented in Figure 4.10.
The DTSA (i.e., the controlling entity) is the central entity responsible for
the registration of DTS entities and management of DTS workspace. As such, it
communicates with network entities via OpenFlow so it can (re)configure the DTS
workspaces via OFPT FLOW MOD messages. As in the previous section, the proposed
framework in this section also envisages the configuration of OpenFlow flows up
to the network side endpoint, such as wireless network point of attachments (e.g.
WLAN Access Point). This is required because DTS workspace configuration needs
to be configured in every equipment in the path between endpoints, including the
PoAs. Finally, DTS-enabled clients, which are represented in Figure 4.10 as the MNs,
communicate via ETCP protocol with the DTSA.
With the extensions herein proposed, the DTSA can also communicate with PoAs
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Figure 4.10: Proposed IEEE 802.21-enabled ETArch framework
and core network entities via the MIH protocol of the IEEE 802.21 standard, allowing
it to acquire context information about their link layer. In addition, using the
MIH protocol, the DTSA is able to communicate with MNs to also acquire context
information about their link layer (e.g., current signal strength and detected PoAs) but
it is also able to assist MNs in the handover procedures. The technology-abstraction
of IEEE 802.21 enables the proposed framework to be applied to different access
technologies, both wireless (such as, WLAN, LTE and WiMAX) and wired (such as,
Ethernet) technologies.
With these extensions, the DTSA becomes able to dynamically and preemptively
extend DTS workspaces towards the handover candidates (i.e., PoAs) detected by the
MN while it moves, mitigating the effects of the handover procedure.
The proposed framework is composed by three main entities: (i) DTSA; (ii)
EDOBRA switch (i.e., an edge or core switch); and (iii) MNs. Next, each of these
entities is described individually.
4.3.1.1 Domain Title Service Agent
The DTSA is the controlling entity of the proposed framework, acting as an OpenFlow
Controller for implementing the DTS workspaces in the network, and as a PoS for
acquiring link-layer information of the entities under its domain and for assisting in
the handover procedure of MNs. Its internal architecture is depicted in Figure 4.11,
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on which the dashed modules are the ones developed under the scope of this work and
the remaining modules corresponding to the base implementation of the DTSA.
Figure 4.11: DTSA internal architecture
In what concerns its base operation, the DTSA is responsible for storing information
about registered DTS entities (via Entity Manager module) and DTS workspaces (via
Workspace Manager module), acting as an OpenFlow Controller to (re)configure the
forwarding tables of the EDOBRA switches so that DTS workspaces are implemented
in the underlying network. Regarding the extension to support mobility, it acts
as an PoS (via Mobility Manager module) responsible for handling and controlling
the mobility procedures of registered MNs, and to acquire context information from
the link-layer of the network entities and MNs under its domain. These functions
are interfaced by a central module (NetConnector Manager module) responsible for
forwarding messages between the managers and the corresponding resource adaptors.
The OpenFlow Resource Adaptor handles OpenFlow messages, while theMIH Resource
Adaptor handles messages from the MIH protocol. Finally, it features a MIHF for
exchanging MIH protocol messages with remote IEEE802.21-enabled entities, namely
network entities (e.g., core switches and PoAs) and MNs.
4.3.1.2 EDOBRA Switch
The EDOBRA Switch (depicted in Figure 4.12) is an extension of a standard OpenFlow
switch enhanced with IEEE 802.21 capabilities.
Besides storing information on how packets of each DTS workspace should be
treated (in the form of flow entries) and executing data packet forwarding operations
regarding its operation as an OpenFlow switch, the EDOBRA Switch uses IEEE 802.21
mechanisms for controlling and monitoring the link layer of its network interfaces. It
incorporates a Link SAP for each network interface, which abstracts the upper layers
on the specificities of each link technology in what concerns the control and monitor
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Figure 4.12: EDOBRA Switch internal architecture
operations of the corresponding interface. For example, whenever a new MN connects
or disconnects from a given access network, the Link SAP of the corresponding interface
generates an event towards entities that subscribed that event. The Link SAPs are
locally interfaced by an MIHF that enables its interaction with remote entities, such as
the MN and the DTSA. If the EDOBRA Switch is on the edge of the network, as part
of its operation over the ETArch architecture, it is responsible for (de)encapsulating
ETCP messages into OpenFlow messages. More specifically, incoming ETCP messages
from DTS-enabled clients are encapsulated into OFPT PACKET IN messages and
forwarded towards the DTSA, and ETCP messages originated in the DTSA are
extracted from the OFPT PACKET OUT messages and forwarded towards the DTS-
enabled clients.
4.3.1.3 Mobile Node
The MN (depicted in Figure 4.13) represents a mobile DTS-enabled client that
establishes connection with the network.
The MN may be equipped with one or more access technologies, either wired (e.g.,
Ethernet) or wireless (e.g., WLAN or 3G). The MN is coupled with aMobility Manager
module responsible for handling and assisting the handover procedures. An MIHF is
deployed in the MN, allowing higher-layer entities in the device itself (e.g., Mobility
Manager module) or external network entities (e.g., DTSA) to control the links and
to retrieve context information in an abstract way. Each Link SAPs is responsible for
controlling and monitoring a specific network interface, abstracting the upper layers
from the specificities of each link technology. Thus, the MN is able to e.g. retrieve the
link conditions related with its current connection or provide information about other
PoAs on its range. Regarding DTS procedures (e.g., entity registration, workspace
creation and workspace (de)attachment), the MN contains a DTS Enabler (i.e., DTS
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Figure 4.13: Mobile Node internal architecture
socket implementation) that allows it to exchange ETCP protocol messages with the
DTSA and to send/receive messages to/from subscribed workspaces.
4.3.2 Handover Procedures Workflows
As in Section 4.2.3, a set of procedures are executed before and after the MN actually
handovers to a new PoA, aiming to mitigate the effects caused by the handover delay.
Therefore, with the purpose of supporting mobility in ETArch, the handover procedure
is also divided into three main phases: (i) handover preparation; (ii) handover commit;
and (iii) handover complete. On each phase, the DTSA, as the controlling entity
of the network under its domain for both OpenFlow and IEEE 802.21 mechanisms,
is responsible for controlling and optimizing the handover procedure of MNs. This
includes both the verification of available resources on possible handover candidates
and the reconfiguration of DTS workspaces to accommodate eventual changes that
arise from the mobility of MNs.
4.3.2.1 Handover preparation
This phase aims at detecting possible candidates for the MN to handover to and order
them in terms of preference based on several parameters. For that, the DTSA follows
the algorithm presented in Algorithm 1).
In the handover preparation phase, the DTSA starts by identifying existing PoAs
in range of the MN that are possible candidates for handover. This may require the
DTSA to query the MN about PoAs in its range via IEEE 802.21 mechanisms. Then,
for each available network in the range of the MN (step 2 in Algorithm 1), the DTSA
checks the available resources with the purpose of verifying if it can accommodate the
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Algorithm 1: Handover Preparation
1 Get all workspaces subscribed by the MN
2 for each network in the range of the MN do
3 Check available resources
4 Order networks by preference order
5 Return results to MN
attachment of the MN (e.g., how many clients are currently connected to the PoA
and the average throughput in the PoA), as well as the impact that it could have in
the core network (step 3 in Algorithm 1). This also includes the verification of which
workspaces subscribed by the MN are currently being served by the candidate PoAs,
so that the multicast nature of ETArch could be leveraged and, thus, optimizing the
usage of network resources. For example, assuming that the mobile device MN1 is
subscribed to workspaces W1 and W2 and that a given PoA P1 is already forwarding
traffic related withW1 towards its access network due to an existing subscriber, if MN1
moves to PoA P1 only the stream related with W2 needs to be configured to be sent
towards the MN via PoA P1, since the stream of workspace W1 can be shared with all
subscribers (including the MN1).
Based on all this information, the DTSA orders the candidate PoAs by the most
to the least preferred handover target (step 4 in Algorithm 1), which are then sent to
the MN (step 5 in Algorithm 1).
4.3.2.2 Handover Commit
Based on the list provided by the DTSA in the previous phase, the MN selects the target
PoA (i.e., the PoA to which the MN intends to handover to). Several factors could
be on the base of this decision. One of them is the detected received signal strength
indicator (RSSI). The MN notifies the DTSA about its decision, which in turn starts
the configuration of the network to accommodate the MN on its new location. More
specifically, the DTSA initiates the procedure to preemptively extend the workspaces
subscribed by the MN towards the target PoA, as described in Algorithm 2, before
instructing the MN to handover to the target PoA. Such preemptive configuration of
the workspaces has the purpose of reducing the time between the handover occurrence
and the content reception in the MN after the handover.
The first step is for the DTSA to discover the tuple (Switch ID, Port) in the ETArch
topology corresponding to the new location of the MN (i.e., target PoA) (step 1 in
Algorithm 2). This tuple is discovered based on the MAC address of the target PoA.
Then, the DTSA gets the workspaces subscribed by the MN (step 2 in Algorithm 2)
and, for each one (step 3 in Algorithm 2), it associates the tuple (Switch ID, Port)
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Algorithm 2: Handover Commit
1 Discover switch ID and Port based on target PoA MAC
2 Get all workspaces subscribed by the MN
3 for each workspace subscribed by the MN do
4 Associate (switch ID,Port) to the MN
5 Recalculate workspace path up to PoA
6 if PoA and Port not in workspace then
7 for each new switch in the path do
8 Configure workspace flow using OpenFlow
9 Instruct MN to handover to PoA
of the target PoA with the MN (step 4 in Algorithm 2). This associations means
that the target PoA is interested in receiving the traffic related with the workspace,
forwarding it via the port corresponding to the tuple. By doing this, the attachment to
the workspace by the MN on the target PoA is being emulated. The workspace path
is recalculated to take into consideration its extension towards the target PoA (step
5 in Algorithm 2). Then, if required (i.e., if the workspace is not yet implemented in
the PoA) (step 6 in Algorithm 2), the DTSA implements the workspace via OpenFlow
not only in the target PoA but also on intermediary switches to enable traffic from the
workspace to reach the target PoA (step 7 and 8 in Algorithm 2).
At this point, traffic from the workspaces subscribed by the MN is being sent
towards its current and target PoA. However, this implies that the network is
momentarily sending data towards both current and new location of the MN. In
doing so, as the MN handovers to the target PoA, it immediately starts receiving
the traffic of the workspace. Otherwise, if the workspace is configured only after the
handover procedure, additional delay occurs between the handover occurrence and the
first received packet after the handover is introduced, namely the delay associated with
DTS Entity registration and DTS workspace attachment.
After reconfiguring the network, the DTSA instructs the MN to handover to the
target PoA (step 9 in Algorithm 2).
4.3.2.3 Handover Complete
The last phase starts after the L2 handover and it is related with the release of resources
from the old location of the MN. It includes the reconfiguration of the network to
remove, if required, workspace subscriptions associated with the MN from its previous
PoA, as described in Algorithm 3.
As in the previous phase, the DTSA discovers the (Switch ID, Port) tuple in the
ETArch topology corresponding to the previous PoA of the MN based on its MAC
address. Then, for each subscribed workspace by the MN (step 1-2 in Algorithm 3),
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Algorithm 3: Handover Complete
1 Get all workspaces subscribed by the MN
2 for each workspace subscribed by the MN do
3 Disassociate (switch ID,Port) from the MN
4 Recalculate workspace path
5 if path PoA removed from workspace then
6 for each superfluous switch in the path do
7 Remove workspace flow using OpenFlow
8 Report handover completion to MN
the tuple (Switch ID, Port) is disassociated from the MN (step 3 in Algorithm 3), after
which the workspace path is recalculated (step 4 in Algorithm 3). Then, if no more
subscribers to the workspace exist in the PoA, the DTSA, via OpenFlow, removes the
corresponding flow entries related with the workspace from the flow tables of both
the old PoA and intermediary switches in the path towards the PoA (step 5-7 in
Algorithm 3).
Finally, the DTSA indicates to the MN that the handover has been terminated
(step 8 in Algorithm 3).
4.3.3 Evaluation
In order to demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed solution and to evaluate its
performance, the ETArch implementation was integrated with ODTONE4 [28], an
open-source implementation of IEEE 802.21 standard, according to the proposals in
Section 4.3.1.
4.3.3.1 Scenario Description
The evaluation scenario, presented in Figure 4.14, was deployed over the a physical
testbed in Brazil, under the scope of the FP7 OFELIA5 project.
As depicted in Figure 4.14, two points of attachment (using TP-Link TL-
WR1043ND equipment), namely PoA #1 and PoA #2, are providing two different
access networks. The PoAs consists in EDOBRA switches and, therefore, they are
enhanced with OpenFlow and ODTONE software, so that they become OpenFlow- and
IEEE 802.21-enabled devices. Both PoAs are connected to a common OpenFlow Switch
(using Datacom DM4000 ETH24GX+2x10GX equipment). The DTSA is connected
to the OpenFlow devices (i.e., the PoAs and the OpenFlow Switch) using two different
4Open Dot Twenty ONE (ODTONE) - http://atnog.av.it.pt/odtone
5OpenFlow in Europe: Linking Infrastructure and Applications (OFELIA) - http://www.fp7-
ofelia.eu
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Figure 4.14: Scenario description
connections: one for control and another for data. The remaining entities that complete
the evaluation scenario are two MNs, namely MN #1 and MN #2, initially connected
to PoA #1, and a video server connected to the OpenFlow Switch. The video server
is broadcasting a video over the “edobra” workspace and the two MNs are subscribed
to that same workspace in order to receive the video stream. In addition, IEEE 802.21
messages are also sent over DTS protocol, being created for that purpose the “odtone”
workspace.
In this scenario, MN #2 moves from PoA #1 to PoA #2, while receiving the video
stream broadcasted by the video server. The MN #2 is initially attached to PoA #1
and already receiving the content, initiating the handover procedure to PoA #2 at
time 10s of the experiment.
Each experiment was run 10 times and averaged results with a 95% confidence
interval are here presented.
4.3.3.2 MN-initiated handover evaluation scenario
In this evaluation, the handover procedure is initiated by the MN, using the signalling
presented in Figure 4.15. The MN #2, while on the move, detects a network with better
signal strength, initiating the handover procedures required to move to the detected
PoA (i.e., PoA #2).
Despite that it was chosen to trigger the handover based on the perceived signal
quality by the MN, the proposed framework is flexible enough to accommodate other
triggers for the handover procedure. For example, these could be based on the detection
of a preferrable access technology or on the detection that the current link is having
an high packet error rate. In addition, the flexibility of the proposed framework
allows different entities to trigger the handover (i.e., MN-initiated or network-initiated
handovers), likewise the ones described in Section 4.2.3. For example, the DTSA could
trigger the handover of MNs subscribed to the same workspaces towards the same PoA,
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Figure 4.15: MN-initiated handover scenario signaling
so that a more efficient use of the network resources could be achieved.
The evaluation scenario starts with the MN already registered in the DTSA and
subscribed to the workspace of the video stream and, therefore, it is already receiving
the video stream broadcasted by the video server. While on the move, the MN detects
a new PoA with a better signal strength (i.e. the candidate PoA) than the one it is
currently connected to. In doing so, and verifying at the same time that the signal of the
current link has been losing strength, the MN issues a MN-initiated handover, using the
MIH protocol, by sending aMIH MN HO Candidate Query.request message to towards
the local DTSA (message 1 in Figure 4.15). The DTSA, which also encompasses the
functions of PoS, verifies the resources available in the candidate PoA and if it is able
to accommodate the MN’s subscribed workspaces, as described in the Algorithm 1.
The resources required along the whole path are also verified. The DTSA replies to
the request of the MN by sending a aMIH MN HO Candidate Query.response message
(message 2 in Figure 4.15).
The MN verifies if the candidate PoA is still feasible as a handover candidate.
If so, it notifies the DTSA about the chosen target network by sending a
MIH MN HO Commit.request message (message 3 in Figure 4.15). Upon the reception
of this message, the DTSA extends the “edobra” and “odtone” workspaces subscribed
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by the MN towards the candidate PoA, as described in the Algorithm 2. For that,
the DTSA configures the flow tables of not only the candidate PoA and but also on
all switches in the path between the candidate PoA and the video server, by sending
OFPT FLOW MOD messages (message 4 in Figure 4.15). After the extension of both
workspaces (i.e., “edobra” and “odtone” workspaces) towards the candidate PoA, the
DTSA acknowledges the MN that the resources were reserved and that it can move to
the candidate PoA (message 5 in Figure 4.15). At this point, the video stream is being
duplicated to both the current and the candidate PoA access networks.
The MN executes the attachment to the candidate PoA and, since the workspaces
were preemptively extended towards the new location of the MN, the MN immediately
starts receiving the video stream. At this point, since a dual-interface MN is being
considered, the MN is receiving the video stream by both network interfaces. After
completing the handover procedure, the MN notifies the DTSA about its result by
sending a MIH MN HO Complete.request message (message 6 in Figure 4.15). Upon
the reception of this message, the DTSA knows that it can release the resources
allocated to the MN associated with its previous connection. This procedure, as
described in Algorithm 3, includes the removal of the workspaces subscribed by the MN
from the previous PoA, if no other subscribers to the same workspaces are connected
to PoA #1 (message 7 in Figure 4.15). Finally, the DTSA acknowledges the MN about
the conclusion of the handover procedures (message 8 in Figure 4.15).
4.3.3.3 Performance Evaluation
In this section, the performance of the proposed framework is evaluated and compared
with a deployment scenario of ETArch without the mobility enhancements herein
proposed. The results related with the impact on the content reception are shown
in Table 4.3, presenting values on the duration and number of duplicated packets,
lost packets during the handover and the time required to restore the stream after
the handover. Figure 4.16 presents the content reception on the MN #2 using each
solution, focusing on the time that the handover occurs.
Table 4.3: Content reception performance comparison
ETArch with
IEEE 802.21
ETArch only
Lost packets during HO 0 19.4 ± 1.0
Restore stream delay (ms) 0 407.9 ± 26.9
Redundancy at MN (ms) 40.3 ± 12.4 0
Redundancy at network (ms) 851.7 ± 32.1 0
Redundancy at network (packets) 39.6 ± 3.1 0
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Figure 4.16: Content reception on the MN
From the results in Table 4.3, it can be verified that the proposed framework enabled
the handover to occur with no packet loss, since a make-before-break approach was
used. As such, the MN #2 only disconnected from PoA #1 when the connection
with PoA #2 was already established. Thus, during the handover procedure, the MN
temporarily received the video stream from both interfaces simultaneously, allowing
its reception without interruptions (as observed in Figure 4.16). More specifically, the
video stream was received simultaneously via both interfaces during approximately
40ms. Also, since workspaces were previously extended towards the candidate PoA
before the handover itself, it resulted in no delay to restore the video stream. However,
duplicated packets were sent towards the previous and the next location of the MN #2
for about 851.7 ± 32.1 ms, even if no subscribers were present, resulting in a waste of
network resources.
Using the vanilla ETArch (i.e., without the IEEE 802.21 enhancements of the
proposed architecture), the DTS video application on MN #2 needed to detach from
the workspace and unregister from the DTSA through the old PoA (i.e. PoA #1)
and to re-register and reattach to the workspace through the new PoA (i.e., PoA #2).
This procedure took 407.9 ± 26.9 ms. During this time the MN was not subscribed to
the workspace of the video stream and, therefore, it did not receive any packet from
the video stream (as observed in Figure 4.16), representing approximately 19.4 lost
packets. Moreover, in consequence of this behavior, there was no redundancy during
the handover, in opposite to what occurs on the proposed framework.
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Comparing the proposed framework with this solution, it can be verified that the
proposed framework was able to prevent the packet loss, by extending the workspaces to
the new PoA before the handover itself occurs, allowing it to receive the contents from
both interfaces while moving across different networks. With the proposed framework,
the handover becomes transparent to the DTS application, since the DTSA was able
to extend the MN’s workspaces towards its new location without requiring the DTS
video application to perform entity registration and workspace attachment operations
to restore the workspace flow.
4.3.3.4 Control Signaling Overhead Analysis
The results on the footprint of each protocol in the proposed handover signaling are
presented in Table 4.4, showcasing the amount of data exchanged for each protocol and
the total time required for the different phases of the handover procedures. The values
for the amount of data exchanged consider the size of the whole message.
Table 4.4: Total signaling overhead per handover
Handover
Preparation
Handover
Commit
Handover
Complete
IEEE 802.21 235 171 218
Size
(bytes)
OpenFlow 0 2568 0
ETCP 0 0 0
Time (ms) 108.3 ± 18.5 65.7 ± 17.5 32.0 ± 10.9
Analyzing the results from Table 4.4, almost 20% of the exchanged signaling
corresponds to IEEE 802.21 protocol, with the remaining 80% related with OpenFlow
protocol. While the OpenFlow signaling depends on the number of workspaces
subscribed by the MN, the IEEE 802.21 signaling does not depend on it. As such,
the percentage of IEEE 802.21 overhead could be even lower if the MN is subscribed
to more workspaces. Regarding the ETCP protocol, no control signaling was required
during the handover procedure since ETCP operations were handled internally by
the DTSA and triggered by the IEEE 802.21 signaling. In terms of involvement of
the MN #2, it accounted for about 20% of the total signaling overhead, due to its
assistance in all phases of the handover process. Likewise, since the MN only handles
MIH protocol messages, if it is subscribed to more workspaces, this value will decrease.
The handover commit was the phase on which more control signaling was
exchanged. This occurred mainly because of the reconfiguration of the workspaces
on each OpenFlow device, corresponding to approximately 86% of the total exchanged
signaling. In this specific scenario, two workspaces (the video stream and the IEEE
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802.21 control workspaces) required the reconfiguration towards the new PoA and,
thus, each workspace that the MN was subscribed to increased the amount of OpenFlow
signaling in about 1284 bytes.
Finally, in the handover complete phase, since another MN (i.e. MN #1) was
attached to PoA #1 and subscribed to the same workspaces as the MN #2, the
workspaces were not removed from PoA #1 in the handover complete phase. If the
MN #2 was the only subscriber to the workspaces on PoA #1, the DTSA would
have triggered the mechanisms to remove the workspaces from PoA #1, increasing the
overhead introduced by the OpenFlow protocol (about 1268 bytes per workspace).
In terms of time impact, the handover preparation procedures are the most
demanding phase (about 108.3 ± 18.5 ms). It encompasses the time to compute the
available resources on each available PoA, with the purpose of finding the best handover
candidate for the MN. In the evaluation scenario, the commit procedures required more
time than the complete procedures because, since the MN #1 remained at PoA #1,
there was no reconfiguration of the workspaces on PoA #1 after the handover. Still,
the overhead in terms of time introduced by the IEEE 802.21 procedures accounts
only to 21% of the total handover time. The remaining 79% respects to the L2
handover procedure, which took 779.9 ± 29.3 ms. The L2 handover procedure includes
the scanning, association and authentication steps. Potential optimizations could be
achieved with different L2 management possibilities.
4.3.4 Discussion
The multicast nature of workspaces in the ETArch architecture allows a many-to-many
communication channel where messages sent by one entity in a given workspace are
delivered to any other entity subscribed to that same workspace. However, since the
base specification of ETArch does not guarantee reliability in the message delivery, it is
highly important to mitigate the effects of the handover procedure of MNs (i.e., reduce
the handover delay) or otherwise the moving entity may lose information during the
handover procedure.
The mechanisms provided by IEEE 802.21 to acquire link-layer context information
and to handle the handover procedure of MNs play an important role to facilitate and
optimize the handover procedure, mitigating its effects. As such, by integrating the
IEEE 802.21 mechanisms in the ETArch architecture, the DTSA becomes capable of
handling the different phases of the handover procedure (i.e., preparation, commit
and complete phases) of registered MNs and of reconfiguring the network according
to their movement. As an example, the handover can be triggered by the movement
of a given MN, with the DTSA accommodating the required changes to extend the
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workspaces towards the new location of the MN (i.e., reconfigures the implementation
of the workspaces in the network forwarding equipment) before the handover actually
occurs and prune the workspace, if required, after the handover is complete. This
preemptive approach in reconfiguring the workspaces, on which the DTSA acts on
behalf of the MN to subscribe the workspaces from its next location (i.e., PoA),
enables the MN to immediately receive traffic from the subscribed workspaces after
the handover is complete. Otherwise, the MN, after the handover procedure, would
need to re-express its interest (i.e., resubscribe) on the workspaces, increasing the time
to restore the communications. Such behavior can be observed from the obtained
results of the evaluation of the proposed mobility framework for ETArch, where the
preemptive approach allowed the MN to move to a new location without losing any
message during the handover procedure, unlike to a native ETArch approach where
message loss was verified.
Additionally, by having an overview of the network topology and context
information of the wireless surroundings of both MNs and network entities, the DTSA
also becomes capable of triggering the handover of a set of MNs subscribed to the same
workspace to the same PoA with the purpose of leveraging the multicast capabilities
of ETArch architecture and, consequently, optimizing the usage of network resources.
Although the proposed solution was exemplified using ETArch, these mechanisms
are generic and could be adapted towards different ICN instantiations. For example, if
applied to NDN architecture, the IEEE 802.21 procedures could be integrated to trigger
the reconfiguration of the PIT and FIB of NDN routers in order to accommodate the
required changes due to the MN movement.
4.4 Supporting Mobility Across Different Network
Architectures
The realization of Future Internet network architectures is likely to occur in an
incremental way over time, which will lead to a coexistence period of these novel
network architectures in parallel with the current Internet architecture [39]. In
particular, the initial roll out of ICN network architectures can occur on the edge of the
network [88], by means of isolated network architectural islands interconnected with
one another either through dedicated links or as an overlay over IP. This deployment
approach creates a heterogeneous networking environment at the access networks,
paving the way for a new set of possibilities regarding the mobility of MNs. MNs
becomes capable of not only moving between access networks supporting the same
network architecture, but also between IP-based and ICN-based access networks and
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between different ICN-based access networks as well.
While on the move across different network architectures, a given MN needs to
be able to preserve its reachability to resources being accessed, even when the MN
attaches to a different network architecture than the one where the resource is deployed
in. This means that inter-network architecture mobility management mechanisms are
required, allowing the MN to acquire information on how to reach resources from each
network architecture and, consequently, allowing the MN to reestablish the access to
the resource. In addition, whenever the MN and the resources are on different network
architectures, interoperability mechanisms may also be required to convert messages
across protocols. Otherwise, MNs are not able to access the resources when moving to
a different network architecture, causing segmentation on the resource provisioning.
In this section, an inter-network architecture mobility framework is proposed,
which enables MNs to move between access networks supporting different network
architectures without losing its reachability to a given resource. This framework
leverages the interoperability mechanisms defined in Chapter 3 to make resources
available in a different network architectures, enhancing its operation to support
inter-network architecture mobility upon request by the MNs. The mechanisms
herein proposed focus on inter-network architecture mobility targeting IP and ICN
network architectures in content retrieval use case scenarios. The proposed solution
is generic and agnostic to the specific mobility management mechanisms of each
network architecture, which still apply when the MN is moving on the same network
architectural environment.
4.4.1 Motivational Scenario
The motivational scenario for this work (depicted in Figure 4.17) considers the mobility
of Alice’s device across access networks supporting different network architectures while
downloading a given content from a remote content source.
Figure 4.17: Reference motivational scenario
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In particular, Alice is connected to the IP network architecture downloading a
given content from a content source via the HTTP protocol. Since Alice and the
content source are connected to the same network architecture, direct communication
between both communication endpoints can be established. While moving across IP-
based access networks, mobility is managed through any number of IP-based mobility
management protocols (as discussed in Section 2.4.1). However, when Alice arrives
home, her device automatically connects to the access network broadcasting therein,
which operates solely based on the ICN protocol.
Because of this change of network architecture, Alice is unable to continue
downloading the content. In this example scenario, such behavior is motivated by
incompatibilities between the IP and the ICN architectures, and, therefore, messages
belonging to the IP protocol are unable to be natively sent through the ICN network
architecture (and vice-versa), being dropped.
In order to enable Alice to continue downloading the content, inter-network
architecture mobility mechanisms are required to be put in place, allowing the device
to maintain its reachability to content whenever it is initiated in a given network
architecture and continued in a different network architecture. Alice’s device can then,
after the handover procedure, request the remaining of the content via the ICN protocol
towards an intermediary entity which is responsible for acquiring the content on its
behalf via HTTP (over IP) protocol.
4.4.2 Proposed framework
The proposed framework (shown in Figure 4.18) introduces a new entity in the network,
named Future Internet eXchange Anchor (FIXA), which acts as an anchor point and
as a gateway whenever a MN moves to a different network architecture than the one
where the content is physically deployed in (i.e., whenever the communication endpoint
moves between different network architectures). While moving across access networks
of the same network architecture, the existing mobility management mechanisms on
each network architecture are used for handling the mobility of the MN.
Figure 4.18: Framework Overview
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If the MN and the content source are deployed in the same network architecture,
both endpoints communicate directly with one another, not requiring the FIXA to
mediate the communication. However, when the MN moves to a different network
architecture, the content may become unreachable through the protocols previously
used by the MN. In order to maintain its reachability to the content, the MN requests
the FIXA to provide an address to the content compatible with its current network
architecture, enabling the content to be reached through the FIXA.
In the example of Figure 4.18, the content C, deployed in IP, remains reachable
by the MN when it moves to ICN, through the FIXA that intermediates the
communication between the MN and the content. Note that from the IP-based Mobility
Management point of view, the MN simply moved to a new AP, the FIXA (and remains
there as long as the MN roams on the ICN). While the MN moves on the ICN-based
networks, the mobility mechanisms previously proposed in this chapter can be used.
4.4.2.1 Future Internet eXchange Anchor (FIXA)
The Future Internet eXchange Anchor (FIXA) is introduced in the network by the
proposed framework, being the core enabler for providing an inter-network architecture
mobility management service. In other words, this entity is responsible for enabling
content in a given network architectures to still be reached by the MN when it moves
to a different network architecture. For that, the FIXA not only acts as an anchor
point for the MN for communications across different network architectures but also
acts as a gateway that converts messages between the protocols supported by each
network architecture. It is natural that the FIXP (as proposed in Chapter 3) could
be a possible entity for the deployment of the FIXA functionalities, although it is not
mandatory and the FIXA could be deployed as a standalone entity.
The inter-network architecture mobility mechanism is initiated by the MN which
requests the FIXA to generate an on-demand mapping for the content being accessed.
This mapping defines how the content can be accessed from a different network
architecture than the one where it is physically deployed in. The mapping needs
to comply with two main properties: (i) uniquely identify a content in the network
architecture where it is deployed in; and (ii) enable messages to be forwarded towards
the FIXA.
When the MN addresses the generated mapping, the FIXA anchors the communica-
tion, allowing messages destined to content deployed in a different network architecture
than the MN to be sent towards the FIXA. Additionally, since the protocols may not
be compatible across the different network architectures, the FIXA intermediates the
communication between the MN and the content source, acting as a gateway that
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converts messages between the supported protocols. In the process, the FIXA needs
to behave simultaneously as the destination and source of messages, establishing two
different connections: one between the MN and the FIXA (acting on the behalf of the
content source) and another between the FIXA (acting on the behalf of the MN) and
the content source. Requests received by the FIXA from the MN are converted and
sent to the correspondent content source. Similarly, responses from the content source
are received by the FIXA, which are then converted and sent to the MN.
4.4.2.2 Mobile Node (MN)
The MN is also target of enhancements for supporting the proposed inter-network
architecture mobility mechanisms. Figure 4.19 presents the enhanced internal
architecture of a MN supporting both IP and NDN network architectures in a dual
stack operation. For simplicity, the discussion and implementation will use the NDN
architecture, given its implementation maturity. Nevertheless, the proposed solution
is generic and flexible to be extended and to adapt to other ICN architectures.
Figure 4.19: Enhanced internal architecture of MN
It is composed by three layers responsible for the operations related with the
applications, network stacks and networking hardware and by a cross-layer responsible
for operations related with the inter-network architecture mobility procedures.
Application Layer: Applications willing to support inter-network architecture
mobility need to implement the logic to access content using the protocols supported
on each network architecture. In the example of Figure 4.19, this means that the
application needs to implement the procedure to acquire the content via protocols
supported in the IP network architecture (e.g., using HTTP protocol) and in the NDN
network architecture (e.g., using the NDN protocol). Applications can then send and
receive messages when connected to different network architectures.
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Network Stacks Layer: The MN itself is enhanced with the support of multiple
networking stacks in a dual stack operation. In the example of Figure 4.19, the MN
simultaneously supports both IP and NDN networking stacks. The MN can then be
able to receive, identify, process and send messages related with each supported network
architecture.
Networking Hardware Layer: For remote communications, the MN may
encompass multiple network interface cards (NICs) of the same or different link
technologies, either wired (e.g., Ethernet) or wireless (e.g., WiFi and 3G/4G).
Mobility Management Layer: The mobility management layer is responsible
for managing the mobility procedures on the MN, including management of the inter-
network architecture mobility procedures. It consists of a cross layer component that
interacts with the remaining layers (i.e., networking hardware, network stacks and
applications) as follows:
❼ detect changes regarding the connections of the MN and the PoAs;
❼ discover the network architectures supported by the access networks that the MN
is connected to;
❼ notify applications about changes regarding the supported network architectures.
This layer is also responsible for handling the local mobility of the MN on each
network architecture, using specific mobility management mechanisms existing therein.
4.4.2.3 Resource Binding Procedure
In order to allow applications in the MN to continue reaching the content after the
handover of the MN to a different network architecture, a discovery procedure - the
Resource Binding Procedure (RBP) - is defined by the proposed framework. This
procedure allows the applications in the MN to discover how to reach the content
being accessed before the handover from the new network architecture, so that it can
reestablish the download of the content.
The RBP (Figure 4.20) is established between the MN and the FIXA, allowing the
MN to request the FIXA to provide access to the content using protocols supported in
the new network architecture.
When the MN moves to a different network architecture, it issues a Resource
Binding Update (RBU) message for each content being accessed before the handover.
This message includes information about the address of the content on the network
architecture where it is deployed in (i.e., the original URI), as well as optional metadata
(e.g. the preferred protocol to be used in the new network architecture). Upon
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Figure 4.20: Resource Binding Procedure
reception of the RBU message, the FIXA generates an on-demand mapping to the
content identified in the RBU, which is then delivered to the MN via Resource Binding
Acknowledge (RBA) message, along with metadata related to the protocol used to
access the content from the new network architecture. By addressing the mapping
acquired via the RBP procedure, the application in the MN can reach the content
from the new network architecture, but intermediated by the FIXA.
4.4.3 Evaluation
To verify the practicality of the proposed framework in providing reachability to content
after the handover of the MN to a different network architecture, the framework
was implemented and deployed over the evaluation scenario depicted in Figure 4.21,
resorting to NDN implementation as the ICN instantiation. For simplicity and in order
to focus on the inter-network architecture mobility mechanisms, it was not considered
the mobility management inside each network architecture.
Figure 4.21: Evaluation Scenario
This scenario is composed by two PoAs supporting IP or NDN architectures, a
FIXA, a content source supporting only IP or NDN network architectures and a single
interfaced MN supporting IP and NDN architectures. NDN (NDN Platform v0.6.26) is
deployed as an overlay over the IP network. Notwithstanding, if the MN is connected
to the PoA supporting NDN, the application only communicates via the NDN protocol.
The MN and the PoAs are physical machines configured with an AMD Embedded
G series GX-412TC processor and with 4GB RAM running Ubuntu 14.04, while the
6NDN Platform - http://named-data.net
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content source and the FIXA are deployed in virtual machines with 8 core processor
and 8GB RAM running Ubuntu 16.04.
The evaluation of the proposed framework focused on verifying that the application
is able to correctly download the content while the MN moves across different network
architectures, as well as assessing the impact of the FIXA in the communication
between the MN and the content source.
The experiments were run 30 times and the averaged results with a 95% confidence
interval are presented.
4.4.3.1 Use Case Signaling
Two different use case scenarios were evaluated for the handover of a given MN between
IP and NDN, differing on the network architecture where the content source was
deployed in and the network architecture that the MN was initially connected to.
Use case 1: From IP to NDN to IP In this use case scenario (Figure 4.22), the
content source is deployed in IP network architectures, providing access to content via
HTTP protocol.
Figure 4.22: From IP to NDN to IP
The MN is initially connected to an IP-based access network (i.e., PoA #1) and,
since the content source is deployed over the same network architecture (i.e., IP), the
MN starts downloading the content from the content source via HTTP (messages 1
and 2 in Figure 4.22).
After moving to the PoA #2, which only supports the NDN network architecture,
the MN cannot directly download the content from the content source because they
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are on different network architectures (message 3 in Figure 4.22). The MN initiates the
Resource Binding Procedure with the purpose of discovering how to reach the content
from the NDN network architecture (messages 4 and 5 in Figure 4.22). The discovered
mapping allows the MN to reestablish the communication with the content source,
intermediated by the FIXA which converts messages from one protocol into the other
(i.e., NDN Interests into HTTP GET messages and HTTP response messages into
NDN Data messages). To continue the download, a NDN Interest message addressing
the next byte segment offset is issued (message 6 in Figure 4.22). The byte segment
offset is used by the FIXA to include the Range header in the HTTP GET message
(message 7 in Figure 4.22) so that only the specific part of the desired content is
downloaded, avoiding the need to download the entire content from the content source.
After receiving the HTTP 206 Partial Content message (message 8 in Figure 4.22), the
FIXA extracts the content from the received message, which is then used to generate
the corresponding NDN Data to be sent to the MN (message 9 in Figure 4.22). If an
HTTP error message is received by the FIXA, it returns a NDN Data message to the
MN containing a negative acknowledgement (NACK).
Upon moving back to the PoA #1, the MN requests the remaining content directly
from the content source (messages 10 and 11 in Figure 4.22). In this case, since part
of the content has already been received, the MN includes the Range header in the
HTTP GET message in order to request only the missing content.
Use case 2: From NDN to IP to NDN In this use case scenario (Figure 4.23), the
content source is deployed in NDN network architectures, providing access to contents
via NDN protocol.
The MN is initially connected to PoA #1 which supports the NDN network
architecture and, since the content source is also deployed over the NDN network
architecture, the MN requests the content from the content source via the NDN protocol
(messages 1 and 2 in Figure 4.23).
After moving to an access network supporting only IP (i.e., PoA #2), the MN
is not able to directly get the content from the content source, due to being on
different network architectures (messages 3 and 4 in Figure 4.23). As such, it triggers
the Resource Binding Procedure to discover how to reach the content from the IP
network architecture (messages 5 and 6 in Figure 4.23). The MN can then request
the remaining content through the FIXA, which converts messages between network
architectures. More specifically, it converts HTTP GET messages into NDN Interests
and NDN Data messages into HTTP response messages. Based on the Range header
of the HTTP GET messages (message 7 in Figure 4.23), the FIXA issues the NDN
Interest message (message 8 in Figure 4.23) for the corresponding byte segment offset.
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Figure 4.23: From NDN to IP to NDN
Whenever the requested content is received by the FIXA (message 9 in Figure 4.23),
it generates a HTTP 206 Partial Content message to be sent to the MN (message 10
in Figure 4.23). If a NDN Data message containing a NACK is received by the FIXA,
an HTTP response message with an error code is sent.
When the MN handovers back to PoA #1, it requests the remaining content via the
NDN network architecture (messages 11 and 12 in Figure 4.23), issuing NDN Interest
messages for the next byte offset segment.
4.4.3.2 Validation
To validate the mobility mechanism of the proposed framework, the use cases depicted
above were implemented and deployed over the evaluation scenario. As such, while
downloading the content, the MN handovers between both IP-based and NDN-
based access networks. In doing so, the application downloaded part of the content
via HTTP (over IP) and NDN protocols. After completing the download of the
content, the SHA256 hash of the downloaded content by the application was generated
and compared with the SHA256 hash of the correspondent content in the content
source, verifying that both hashes match. This is an indicator that the content was
correctly downloaded by the application while the MN moved across different network
architectures.
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4.4.3.3 Performance Evaluation
In the evaluated use cases, the performance in NDN in terms of throughput was affected
by two different parameters: (i) the Interest window size; and (ii) the RTT between
the MN and the content source. The main reason is related with the consumer-driven
approach taken by NDN, where an NDN Data message is only delivered to the consumer
upon the issue of the correspondent NDN Interest message. For example, by using an
Interest window of size 1, a new NDN Interest message is only issued after the previous
NDN Interest message is satisfied (i.e., after receiving the corresponding NDN Data
message). Consequently, the time between NDN Interest messages is affected by the
RTT between the MN and the content source.
To improve the throughput capability of NDN in the evaluated use cases, NDN was
configured to use a Interest window of size 5 to allow simultaneous requests of different
parts of the content and the SignatureSha256WithEcdsa algorithm was used to reduce
the delay in signing the NDN Data messages and, consequently, the RTT between the
MN and the content source.
The throughput measured in the MN regarding the download of a given content
while moving across IP-based and NDN-based access networks is presented in
Figure 4.24.
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Figure 4.24: Performance in terms of throughput measured in the MN
As can be observed, in both use case scenarios, the application in the MN is able
to resume the download after moving to a different network architecture. Moreover,
after moving to PoA #2 (meaning that both the MN and content source are in different
network architectures and, consequently, the communication needs to be intermediated
by the FIXA), a similar performance in terms of throughput was achieved when
compared with the case where the MN and the content source are on the same network
architecture and no intervention of the FIXA is required.
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4.4.3.4 Resource Binding Procedure Delay
After moving to a different network architecture than the one where the content source
is physically deployed in, the MN triggers the Resource Binding Procedure to discover
the corresponding mapping to the content being accessed in order to be able to continue
reaching it from its current network architecture. This procedure took about 2,83 ±
0,36 ms when requested over NDN and 1,10 ± 0,19 ms when requested over HTTP in
the IP network architecture.
This procedure is more time consuming in NDN than in IP mainly because of two
reasons: (i) in NDN, the FIXA needs to register the generated mapping with the
connected NDN forwarder; and (ii) since the RBA message is piggybacked in an NDN
Data message, additional delay is introduced due to the need to sign the NDN Data
message.
Nevertheless, independently of the network architecture where the RBP procedure
takes place, the delay is only introduced once in the communication and it impacts
the time to restore the download of the content after moving to a different network
architecture.
4.4.3.5 FIXA Delay
Figure 4.25 depicts the delay introduced by the FIXA, regarding its capability of acting
as a gateway in the communication.
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Figure 4.25: Delay introduced by the FIXA
The delay introduced by the FIXA includes handling the messages while acting as
a source and destination of the messages on each network architectured, as well as,
processing related with the conversion of messages from one protocol into another. In
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our implementation of the proposed framework, the FIXA introduced a delay between
1,2 ms and 3,1 ms, increasing the RTT in the communication between the MN and the
content source.
4.4.4 Discussion
With the maturation of the novel network architectures proposed in the recent years,
their incremental deployment along with the current IP network architecture is a
highly potential scenario. A possible location for their initial deployment is at the
edge of the network, targeting specific use case scenarios, by means of isolated islands
interconnected with one another as an overlay over IP or using dedicated links. As
such, mobility of a given entity between access networks supporting different network
architectures becomes an added possibility.
To tackle such scenario, both interoperability and mobility concepts were integrated
in a single mobility framework, allowing novel mobility scenarios to be taken
into consideration in heterogeneous environments supporting IP and ICN network
architectures. In particular, the MN becomes capable of maintaining its reachability
to a given content when the former moves from an IP-based to an ICN-based access
network (and vice-versa). The proposed mobility mechanism complements the local
mobility management mechanisms that exist on each network architecture (as those
previously proposed in this thesis) which aims to provide reachability/connectivity
inside the same network architecture. Nonetheless, when the MN moves to a different
network architecture, the handling FIXA is seen by the local mobility management
mechanisms as the new point of attachment of the MN.
This framework was implemented and evaluated in content retrieval use case
scenarios, exemplified using both IP and NDN network architectures. Results allowed
to validate the correct download of a given content while moving across different
network architectures and to assess the impact on the communication between the MN
and the content source introduced by the proposed framework. Although additional
delay is introduced due to the Resource Binding Procedure (i.e., to discover a valid
mapping for the content on the network architecture where the MN has moved to)
and message conversion, in the evaluated scenario, after moving to a different network
architecture the MN was able to continue downloading the content with a similar
performance as in the scenario where the MN and the content were on the same
network architecture. Specifically to the Resource Binding Procedure, the delay of such
procedure is introduced only once after the handover procedure, but if a preemptive
discovery before the handover is available, such delay to restore the communication
could be even more reduced.
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Despite the fact that the proposed solution was exemplified and evaluated using IP
and NDN architectures, the designed solution is generic and flexible to accommodate
other ICN instantiations and, eventually, other Future Internet network architectures.
4.5 Concluding Remarks
In this chapter, mobility frameworks in both evolutionary SDN-based and clean-slate
ICN architectures, namely OpenFlow-based and ETArch architectures respectively,
were presented with the purpose of optimizing link connectivity and flow establishment.
For that, both frameworks were empowered with Media Independent Handover
capabilities of the IEEE 802.21 standard allowing controlling entities to use context
information from the link-layer of both MNs and network entities to efficiently manage
and control the handover procedures of MNs. This allows handover-enhancement
processes, provided by configurable indications from wireless link conditions and
handover opportunities associated to MN movement, to dynamically and preemptively
trigger the reconfiguration of the network regarding MN’s flows. In doing so,
it minimizes the impact to on-going data sessions and it increases connectivity
opportunities. In both Future Internet architectural environments, results showed the
benefits that both frameworks bring in terms of performance, when compared with
more basic approaches. The MN’s flows were able to be resumed immediately after
the handover procedure, mitigating packet loss, but redundancy of packets during the
handover procedure was verified since MN’s flows were being duplicated towards the
previous and the next point of attachments. Nevertheless, the presented frameworks
are flexible to encompass different handover management strategies (either initiated,
controlled and/or assisted by the MN or the network), allowing the optimization of
different networking aspects.
Additionally, a novel inter-network architecture mobility framework was proposed
which introduces a new entity, named Future Internet eXchange Anchor (FIXA), in the
network. The FIXA acts as an anchor point and a gateway when the communication
endpoints are on different network architectures, as well as it provides a procedure
for MNs to discover how to access the content from a different network architecture
after the handover. In doing so, MNs become capable of handover between access
networks supporting different network architectures, without losing the reachability to
content being accessed. Although this mobility framework was exemplified using NDN
network architecture as the ICN instantiation, the proposed inter-network architecture
mobility framework and mechanisms are generic and can be adapted to support other
ICN instantiations.
Chapter 5
Conclusions
This final chapter summarizes the obtained results and provides key conclusions
regarding the subjects researched in this thesis, pointing out potential directions for
future work.
5.1 Conclusions
One of the key aspects responsible for the integration of Information and Communica-
tion Technologies (ICT) into an increasing number of societal areas worldwide as we
see today, has been the flexibility and simplicity of the IP protocol. However, that
same success has been continuously imposing new utilization requirements. Multime-
dia, Quality of Service (QoS), security and mobility are just examples of behaviors
that are commonly granted today, but were not present at the conception of the IP
protocol. As a result, research on the Future Internet has been gaining traction on
recent years, with evolutions to the current Internet architecture as well as clean-slate
architectures being proposed. Although differing on how architectures are designed,
both approaches share the same goal: to provide better solutions to the current and
expected future requirements of the Internet. With such a multitude of proposals, each
focusing on specific key requirements, it can be expected that in the future an hetero-
geneity of protocols at the network layer might become a possibility, each targeting
specific use case scenarios as already happens in the upper and lower layers. However,
the deployment of a new network architecture may prove to be a costly and slowly
process, with changes ranging from the network up to the application layer. This is
more evident in what regards clean-slate architectures due to their disruptive nature.
While evolutionary approaches maintain compatibility with the legacy Internet
architecture, allowing it to be incrementally deployed over the current architecture
and to interoperate with the existing network environment, the deployment of clean-
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slate architectures may lead to information silos where information is restricted to each
network architecture. Most of these clean-slate architecture instantiations do not take
into consideration their compatibility in terms of interoperability with the existing IP
networking environment, not defining mechanisms to allow entities to communicate
outside each architecture. Instead, such architectures define that its transport can be
made over the current IP network architecture to connect islands/hosts supporting a
given network architecture, but still, the communication entities supporting different
architectures is not envisioned. This communication between entities in different
network architectures is a fundamental step for a fully functional heterogeneous Future
Internet, where resources can be shared across different network architectures, avoiding
the creation of information silos where information is restricted to a given network
architecture.
Nevertheless, for a given network architecture to be widely adopted, it needs
to properly address other emerging requirements, such as mobility. With the ever
increasing number of mobile devices, with increasing capabilities and supporting
different connectivity technologies, the traffic patterns on the Internet are changing.
Much of the generated traffic in the Internet is not only addressed to mobile entities,
but is also generated by those same mobile entities. User devices are becoming mobile
instead of just being stationary, while acting not only as consumers of content but
also as producers of content. This heterogeneous environment where different link
technologies can be explored opens space for a new set of opportunities, by taking
advantage of each link technology to provide an always best connected experience to
the user. Context information from the current connection of the mobile node and
from the neighboring environment as well as about the specificities of each data flow
on the mobile node play an important role to achieve such goal. By having a more
detailed knowledge about the underlying network, controlling entities (such, as mobility
decision entities) can instruct mobile nodes to move to specific points of attachment,
while preemptively reconfiguring the network to accommodate the new location of the
MN prior to its handover.
In addition, the edge of the network may be a suitable location for the initial roll
out of novel network architectures. Such heterogeneous networking environment at
the edge of the network may introduce a new set of scenarios where a MN is able
not only to move across access networks of the same network architecture but also to
move across access networks of different network architectures. In both scenarios, it is
expected that the MN could maintain its reachability to the resources being accessed.
The study on Future Internet architectures may help in identifying the key
problems that need to be addressed by the existing Internet architecture as well
as pointing out for possible solutions. Even if these architectures are not adopted
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as potential candidates for the future of the Internet, they may still provide
valuable knowledge that could be leverage to improve the current IP network
architecture. Moreover, the capability of addressing current and expected future
Internet requirements is a key aspect for considering the adoption of a new network
architecture. With interoperability and mobility gaining an increasingly importance
in nowadays communications, it is important to study how the Future Internet, both
evolutionary and clean-slate approaches, is able to address such requirements.
5.2 Review of Achievements
The main contributions of this thesis are three-fold: first, it contributes to the rolling
out of novel Future Internet network architectures, by proposing an interoperability
framework that enables entities in a given network architecture to transparently access
resources deployed in a different one, allowing their incremental deployment in the
existing networking ecosystem; second, it enhances Future Internet architectures, both
SDN-based and ICN, with the capability of acquiring context information of the link-
layer with the purpose of facilitating and optimizing the handover procedure of MN, by
assisting the MN in the handover procedure as well as by preemptively reconfiguring
the network to redirect MN ongoing flows towards the candidate point of attachments
before the handover procedure itself; and third, it crosses both interoperability and
mobility concepts enabling a new set of use case scenarios where a MN is able to not
only move across access networks supporting the same network architecture but also
move across access networks supporting different network architectures without losing
the reachability to resources being accessed.
It is important to highlight that this thesis followed a more practical approach,
with the proposed solutions being exemplified, adapted and implemented given the
specificities of the selected network architectures. Such approach had the purpose of
validating the correct operation of the different proposals, and assessing and evaluating
their overhead and impact on the network operation. Nonetheless, the overall proposals
in this thesis are generic and agnostic to any network architecture, being able of being
adapted to support other network architectures.
An introduction to the base concepts regarding the research in the Future Internet
was presented, briefly describing the operation of the most relevant Future Internet
architectures, both SDN-based and ICN architectures, that were subject of study in
this thesis. A study in the state of the art in what concerns the interoperability and
mobility aspects was conducted to cover the two addressed research topics of this thesis.
In what concerns the research on interoperability research topic, it culminated with
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the proposal of an interoperability framework, named Future Internet Fusion (FIFu),
that allows entities to access resources independently of the access network architecture
of the communication endpoints. The FIFu framework follows a translation
interoperability strategy, where messages are converted between architectures. An
important aspect of this framework is that it is designed following a two-layer approach
where the intelligent layer is responsible for controlling and managing the adaptation
layer which in turn is responsible for the conversion of messages between architectures.
Such layer separation enables a greater degree of flexibility to accommodate new
protocols/architecture without requiring to step in on each individual equipment.
This framework was evaluated through simulation and a proof-of-concept prototype,
with results demonstrating the feasibility of the proposed framework. This evaluation
considered scenarios where no interoperability was required for comparison purposes
and, in some cases, the use of the proposed framework allowed to achieve better results
than native IP approaches. As an added result, several key practical aspects were
highlighted.
Although the proposed interoperability framework allowed a functional heteroge-
neous Future Internet environment, the adoption of novel network architectures is still
dependent of being able to address other key requirements, such as mobility. In do-
ing so, the work analyzed and contributed to mobility aspects in both evolutionary
SDN-based and clean-slate ICN network architectures, resulting on the definition of
IEEE 802.21-enabled mobility frameworks for OpenFlow-based architectures and for
the Entity Title Architecture. These frameworks have in common the fact that they use
link-layer context information provided by the IEEE 802.21 as input for the decisions
about mobility procedures. This enabled both frameworks to preemptively reconfigure
the flows of the MN towards the target PoA before the L2 handover procedure itself,
allowing the MN to resume its ongoing sessions faster when compared with more naive
approaches. The approach proposed in this thesis can potentially be adapted to other
ICN architecture instantiations.
Finally, by integrating both interoperability and mobility concepts, novel mobility
scenarios where MNs move across access networks supporting different network
architectures becomes possible. To allow an holistic access to resources in such
scenarios, an inter-network architecture mobility framework was designed. It introduces
a new entity in the network, named Future Internet eXchange Anchor (FIXA), that
acts as both anchor point and gateway whenever the MN moves to a different network
architecture than the one where the content is deployed in. After the handover
procedure of a given MN, the FIXA generates mappings to accessed content, that
allows content to be addressed by the MN from its current network architecture. In
the process, the FIXA acts as an anchor point whenever the communication endpoints
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are on different network architectures and as a gateway for converting messages between
protocols supported on each network architecture. This framework was implemented
and evaluated targeting IP and NDN network architectures in content retrieval use
case scenarios. Such framework enables content being accessed by the MN to still be
reached after moving to an access network of a different network architecture.
The achieved contributions regarding the work developed during the elaboration
of this thesis had an impact in the key researched topics, which is proved not only
by the accepted publications (both international conferences and journals) but also by
the integration of the mobility concepts designed in this thesis in the EU funded FP7
OFELIA project. The most relevant publications are presented below:
Carlos Guimara˜es, Jose´ Quevedo, Rui Ferreira, Daniel Corujo, Rui L. Aguiar,
Exploring Interoperability Assessment for Future Internet Architectures Roll Out,
Journal of Network and Computer Applications, Vol. 136, pp. 38-56, June 2019
Jose´ Quevedo, Rui Ferreira, Carlos Guimara˜es, Rui L. Aguiar, Daniel
Corujo, Internet of Things discovery in interoperable Information Centric and
IP networks, Internet Technology Letters, Vol. 1, No. 1, 2018
Daniel Corujo, Carlos Guimara˜es, Jose´ Quevedo, Rui Ferreira, Rui L. Aguiar,
Information Centric Exchange Mechanisms for IoT Interoperable Deployment
book chapter in “User-Centric and Information-Centric Networking and Services
Access Networks, Cloud and IoT Perspective” pp. 71-140, CRC Press, May 2019
Fla´vio Silva, Daniel Corujo, Carlos Guimara˜es, Joa˜o Pereira, Pedro Rosa,
Sergio Takeo, Augusto Neto, Rui L. Aguiar, Enabling Network Mobility by Using
IEEE 802.21 Integrated with the Entity Title Architecture, Proc. 31o Simpo´sio
Brasileiro de Redes de Computadores e Sistemas Distribudos IV Workshop de
Pesquisa Experimental da Internet do Futuro (WPEIF), Brasilia, Brasil, May
2013
Carlos Guimara˜es, Daniel Corujo, Rui L. Aguiar, Fla´vio Silva, Pedro Rosa,
Empowering Software Defined Wireless Networks Through Media Independent
Handover Management, Proc. 2013 Globecom, Atlanta, USA, Dec 2013
Carlos Guimara˜es, Daniel Corujo, Fla´vio Silva, Pedro Rosa, Augusto Neto,
Rui L. Aguiar, IEEE 802.21-enabled Entity Title Architecture for Handover
Optimization, Proc. WCNC 2014 IEEE Wireless Communications and
Networking Conference, Istanbul, Turkey, Apr 2014
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Carlos Guimara˜es, Daniel Corujo, Rui L. Aguiar, Enhancing OpenFlow
with Media Independent Management Capabilities, Proc. ICC 2014 IEEE
International Conference on Communications, Sydney, Australia, Jun 2014
Carlos Guimara˜es, Jose´ Quevedo, Rui Ferreira, Daniel Corujo, Rui L. Aguiar,
Content Retrieval while Moving Across IP and NDN Network Architectures,
Proc. 24th IEEE Symposium on Computers and Communications (ISCC 2019),
Barcelona, Spain, Jul 2019
5.3 Future Work
There is a number of possibilities for future research regarding the study of
interoperability and mobility aspects in Future Internet architectures.
Future Internet architectures, and most specifically clean-slate architectures, still
lack the definition and maturation of upper-layer protocols or intrinsic mechanisms
to support different use case scenarios commonly taken for granted in the current
Internet (e.g., web browsing and video streaming). Such support is critical for a
widespread adoption of new network architectures. This had an impact on the
design of the interoperability framework, where well-known protocols in the current IP
network architecture were mapped to the base mechanisms provided by each network
architecture (and vice versa). With the definition of specific-purposed protocols and
applications of each network architectures to cope with a broader set of scenarios is
expected that protocols on each architecture could better fit each other, which could
improve the performance of the interoperability procedure.
The definition of mechanisms for specific use case scenarios may also improve how
mappings between resource identifiers on each architecture are performed. By knowing
the type of application, more suitable protocols can be chosen to be used in the foreign
network architectures. The huge amount of mappings between architectures requires
high-performance and scalable storage and resolution mechanisms to be put in place
so that the performance of the interoperability procedure across architectures does not
incur in additional delays.
The increasing capabilities of current mobile devices (e.g., smartphones) shift the
role that user devices have in the communication, from being only consumers of content
to be also producers of content (e.g., video calls). If we consider ICN architectures, MNs
themselves can becomes caches of the consumed content, enabling them to provide the
content to new requesters. As such, it is important to study how the proposed mobility
mechanisms (e.g., preemptive configuration of flows) can impact on the mobility of
mobile nodes when these act as producers of content.
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Finally, by integrating IEEE 802.21 mechanisms with the proposed inter-network
architecture mobility mechanisms, several optimizations become possible. If prior
knowledge about the supported network architectures by each PoA is acquired before
the handover procedure itself, the MN may leverage that information to handover to
the most suitable handover candidate according to the application needs. Moreover, it
also allows a preemptive discovery of content mappings to be used after the handover
procedure, allowing applications to immediately reestablish the access to contents after
the handover procedure.
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